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Abstract
We consider the problem of online adaptive control of the linear quadratic regulator, where
the true system parameters are unknown. We prove new upper and lower bounds demonstrating
that the optimal regret scales as Θ˜(
√
d2udxT ), where T is the number of time steps, du is the
dimension of the input space, and dx is the dimension of the system state. Notably, our lower
bounds rule out the possibility of a poly(log T )-regret algorithm, which had been conjectured
due to the apparent strong convexity of the problem. Our upper bound is attained by a simple
variant of certainty equivalent control, where the learner selects control inputs according to the
optimal controller for their estimate of the system while injecting exploratory random noise.
While this approach was shown to achieve
√
T -regret by Mania et al. [2019], we show that if the
learner continually refines their estimates of the system matrices, the method attains optimal
dimension dependence as well.
Central to our upper and lower bounds is a new approach for controlling perturbations of
Riccati equations called the self-bounding ODE method, which we use to derive suboptimality
bounds for the certainty equivalent controller synthesized from estimated system dynamics. This
in turn enables regret upper bounds which hold for any stabilizable instance and scale with
natural control-theoretic quantities.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning has recently achieved great success in application domains including Atari
[Mnih et al., 2015], Go [Silver et al., 2016], and robotics [Lillicrap et al., 2015]. All of these
breakthroughs leverage data-driven methods for continuous control in large state spaces. Their
success, along with challenges in deploying RL in the real world, has led to renewed interest
on developing continuous control algorithms with improved reliability and sample efficiency. In
particular, on the theoretical side, there has been a push to develop a non-asymptotic theory of
data-driven continuous control, with an emphasis on understanding key algorithmic principles and
fundamental limits.
In the non-asymptotic theory of reinforcement learning, much attention has been focused on
the so-called “tabular” setting where states and actions are discrete, and the optimal rates for
this setting are by now relatively well-understood [Jaksch et al., 2010, Dann and Brunskill, 2015,
Azar et al., 2017]. Theoretical results for continuous control setting have been more elusive, with
progress spread across various models [Kakade et al., 2003, Munos and Szepesva´ri, 2008, Jiang et al.,
2017, Jin et al., 2020], but the linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) problem has recently emerged as
a candidate for a standard benchmark for continuous control and RL. For tabular reinforcement
learning problems, it is widely understood that careful exploration is essential for sample efficiency.
Recently, however, it was shown that for the online variant of the LQR problem, relatively simple
exploration strategies suffice to obtain the best-known performance guarantees [Mania et al., 2019].
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In this paper, we address a curious question raised by these results: Is sophisticated exploration
helpful for LQR, or is linear control in fact substantially easier than the general reinforcement
learning setting? More broadly, we aim to shed light on the question:
To what extent to do sophisticated exploration strategies improve learning in online
linear-quadratic control?
Is ε-Greedy Optimal for Online LQR? In the LQR problem, the system state xt evolves
according to the dynamics
xt+1 = Axt +But + wt, where x1 = 0, (1.1)
and where ut ∈ Rdu is the learner’s control input, wt ∈ Rdx is a noise process drawn as wt i.i.d.∼ N (0, I),
and A ∈ Rdx×dx , B ∈ Rdx×du are unknown system matrices.
Initially the learner has no knowledge of the system dynamics, and their goal is to repeatedly select
control inputs and observing states over T rounds so as to minimize their total cost
∑T
t=1 c(xt,ut),
where c(x, u) = x>Rxx+ u>Ruu is a known quadratic function. In the online variant of the LQR
problem, we measure performance via regret to the optimal linear controller:
RegretA,B,T [pi] =
[
T∑
t=1
c(xt,ut)
]
− T min
K
JA,B[K], (1.2)
where K is a linear state feedback policy of the form ut = Kxt and—letting EA,B,K [·] denote
expectation under this policy—where
JA,B[K] := lim
T→∞
1
T
EA,B,K
[
T∑
t=1
c(xt,ut)
]
,
is the average infinite-horizon cost of K, which is finite as long as K is stabilizing in the sense that
ρ(A+BK) < 1, where ρ(·) denotes the spectral radius.1 We further define J ?A,B := minK JA,B[K].
This setting has enjoyed substantial development beginning with the work of Abbasi-Yadkori and
Szepesva´ri [2011], and following a line of successive improvements [Dean et al., 2018, Faradonbeh
et al., 2018a, Cohen et al., 2019, Mania et al., 2019], the best known algorithms for online LQR
have regret scaling as
√
T .
We investigate a question that has emerged from this research: The role of exploration in
linear control. The first approach in this line of work, Abbasi-Yadkori and Szepesva´ri [2011],
proposed a sophisticated though computationally inefficient strategy based on optimism in the
face of uncertainty, upon which Cohen et al. [2019] improved to ensure optimal
√
T -regret and
polynomial runtime. Another approach which enjoys
√
T -regret, due to Mania et al. [2019], employs
a variant of the classical ε-greedy exploration strategy [Sutton and Barto, 2018] known in control
literature as certainty equivalence: At each timestep, the learner computes the greedy policy for
the current estimate of the system dynamics, then follows this policy, adding exploration noise
proportional to ε. While appealing in its simplicity, ε-greedy has severe drawbacks for general
reinforcement learning problems: For tabular RL, it leads to exponential blowup in the time horizon
[Kearns et al., 2000], and for multi-armed bandits and variants such as bandit linear optimization
and contextual bandits, it leads to suboptimal dependence on the time horizon T [Langford and
Zhang, 2007].
1For potentially asymmetric matrix A ∈ Rd×d, ρ(A) := max{|λ| | λ is an eigenvalue for A}.
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This begs the question: Can we improve beyond
√
T regret for online LQR using more so-
phisticated exploration strategies? Or is exploration in LQR simply much easier than in general
reinforcement learning settings? One natural hope would be to achieve logarithmic (i.e. poly(log T ))
regret. After all, online LQR has strongly convex loss functions, and this is a sufficient condition for
logarithmic regret in many simpler online learning and optimization problems [Vovk, 2001, Hazan
et al., 2007, Rakhlin and Sridharan, 2014], as well as LQR with known dynamics but potentially
changing costs [Agarwal et al., 2019b]. More subtly, the
√
T online LQR regret bound of Mania et al.
[2019] requires that the pair (A?, B?) be controllable;
2 it was not known if naive exploration attains
this rate for arbitrary stabilizable problem instances, or if it necessarily leverages controllability to
ensure its efficiency.
1.1 Contributions
We prove new upper and lower bounds which characterize the minimax optimal regret for online
LQR as Θ˜(
√
d2udxT ). Beyond dependence on the horizon T , dimensions dx, du, and logarithmic
factors, our bounds depend only on operator norms of transparent, control theoretic quantities,
which do not hide additional dimension dependence. Our main lower bound is Theorem 1, which
implies that no algorithm can improve upon
√
T regret for online LQR, and so simple ε-greedy
exploration is indeed rate-optimal.
Theorem 1 (informal). For every sufficiently non-degenerate problem instance and every (poten-
tially randomized) algorithm, there exists a nearby problem instance on which the algorithm must
suffer regret at least Ω˜(
√
d2udxT ).
Perhaps more surprisingly, our main upper bound shows that a simple variant of certainty
equivalence is also dimension-optimal, in that it asymptotically matches the
√
d2udxT lower bound
of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 (informal). Certainty equivalent control with continual ε-greedy exploration (Algo-
rithm 1) has regret at most O˜
(√
d2udxT + d
2
x
)
for every stabilizable online LQR instance.
Our upper bound does not require controllability, and is the first bound for any algorithm to
attain the optimal dimension dependence. In comparison, result of Mania et al. [2019] guarantees√
(dx + du)3T regret and imposes strong additional assumptions. In the many control settings
where du  dx, our bound constitutes a significant improvement. Other approaches not based on
certainty equivalence suffer considerably larger dimension dependence [Cohen et al., 2019]. Together,
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 characterize the asymptotic minimax regret for online LQR, showing
that there is little room for improvement over naive exploration.
Our results leverage a new perturbation bound for controllers synthesized via certainty equivalence.
Unlike prior bounds due to Mania et al. [2019], our guarantee depends only on natural control-
theoretic quantities, and crucially does not require controllability of the system.
Theorem 3 (informal). Fix an instance (A,B). Let (Â, B̂), and let K̂ denote the optimal infinite
horizon controller from instance (Â, B̂). Then if (Â, B̂) are sufficiently close to (A,B), we have
JA,B[K̂]− J ?A,B ≤ 142‖P‖8op · (‖Â−A‖2F + ‖B̂ −B‖2F),
where P is the solution to the DARE for the system (A,B).
2(A?, B?) are said to be controllable if and only the controllability Gramian CnC>n :=
∑n
i=0 A
i
?B?B
>
? (A
i
?)
> is
strictly positive definite for some n ≥ 0. For any n for which Cn  0, the upper bounds of Mania et al. [2019] scale
polynomially in n, 1/λmin(CnC>n ). Controllability implies stabilizability, but the converse is not true.
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For simplicity, the bound above assumes the various normalization conditions on the noise and
cost matrices, described in Section 1.4. With these conditions, our perturbation bound only requires
that the operator norm distance between (Â, B̂) and (A,B) be at most 1/poly(‖P‖op). Hence, we
establish perturbation bounds for which both the scaling of the deviation and the region in which
the bound applies can be quantified in terms of a single quantity: the norm of DARE solution P .
We prove this bound through a new technique we term the Self-Bounding ODE method, described
below. Beyond removing the requirement of controllability, we believe this method is simpler and
more transparent than past approaches.
1.2 Our Approach
Both our lower and upper bounds are facilitated by the self-bounding ODE method, a new technique
for establishing perturbation bounds for the Riccati equations that characterize the optimal value
function and controller for LQR. The method sharpens existening perturbation bounds, weakens
controllability and stability assumptions required by previous work [Dean et al., 2018, Faradonbeh
et al., 2018a, Cohen et al., 2019, Mania et al., 2019], and yields an upper bound whose leading terms
depend only on the horizon T , dimension parameters dx, du, and the control-theoretic parameters
sketched in the prequel.
In more detail, if (A,B) is stabilizable and Rx, Ru  0, there exists a unique positive semidefinite
solution P∞(A,B) for the discrete algebraic Riccati equation (or, DARE),
P = A>PA−A>PB(Ru +B>PB)−1B>PA+Rx. (1.3)
The optimal infinite-horizon controller K∞(A,B) := arg minK JA,B,∞[K] is unique and given
by K∞(A,B) := −(Ru + B>P∞(A,B)B)−1B>P∞(A,B)A, and the matrix P∞(A,B) induces a
positive definite quadratic form which can be interpreted as a value function for the LQR problem.
Both our upper and lower bounds make use of novel perturbation bounds to control the change
in P∞ and K∞ when we move from a nominal instance (A,B) to a nearby instance (Â, B̂). For
our upper bound, these are used to show that a good estimator for the nominal instance leads to a
good controller, while for our lower bounds, they show that the converse is true. The self-bounding
ODE method allows us to prove perturbation guarantees that depend only on the norm of the
value function ‖P∞(A,B)‖op for the nominal instance, which is a weaker assumption that subsumes
previous conditions. The key observation underpinning the method is that the norm of the directional
derivative of ddtP∞(A(t), B(t))
∣∣
t=u
at a point t = u along a line (A(t), B(t)) is bounded in terms of
the magnitude of ‖P∞(A(u), B(u))‖; we call this the self-bounding property. From this relation, we
show that bounding the norm of the derivatives reduces to solving a scalar ordinary differential
equation, whose derivative saturates the scalar analogue of this self-bounding property. Notably,
this technique does not require that the system be controllable, and in particular does not yield
guarantees which depend on the smallest singular value of the controllability matrix as in Mania
et al. [2019]. Moreover, given estimates (Â, B̂) and an upper-bound on their deviation from the true
system (A?, B?), our bound allows the learner to check whether the certainty-equivalent controller
synthesized from Â, B̂ stabilizes the true system and satisfies the preconditions for our perturbation
bounds.
On the lower bound side, we begin with a nominal instance (A,B) and consider a packing of
alternative instances within a small neighborhood. We use a perturbation bound to show that any
algorithm with low regret must identify the underlying instance, and from here deduce that any
algorithm with low regret must deviate from the optimal controller. Balancing these tradeoffs leads
to the
√
T lower bound, and the self-bounding ODE method ensures that the final lower bound
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depends only on properties (‖P‖op, ‖B‖op, and so on) for the nominal instance. At an intuitive level,
the reason why the final bound scales as
√
T is that while the strong convexity and smoothness of
the quadratic loss function lead to fast rates for estimation, any algorithm must deviate significantly
from the optimal controller to ensure that the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix for
(xt,ut) is sufficiently large.
Our upper bound refines the certainty equivalent control strategy proposed in Mania et al.
[2019] by re-estimating the system parameters on a doubling epoch schedule to advantage of the
endogenous excitation supplied by the wt-sequence. A careful analysis of the least squares estimator
shows that the error in a dxdu-dimensional subspace decays as O
(
1/
√
t
)
, and in the remaining d2x
dimensions decays at a fast rate of O (1/t). The former rate yields the desired regret bound, and
the latter contributes at most logarithmically. The novel perturbation analysis described above
obviates the need for additional assumptions or prior knowledge about the system.3
Related Work Non-asymptotic guarantees for learning linear dynamical systems have been the
subject of intense recent interest [Dean et al., Hazan et al., 2017, Tu and Recht, 2018, Hazan et al.,
2018, Simchowitz et al., 2018, Sarkar and Rakhlin, 2019, Simchowitz et al., 2019, Mania et al.,
2019, Sarkar et al., 2019]. The online LQR setting we study was introduced by Abbasi-Yadkori
and Szepesva´ri [2011], which considers the problem of controlling an unknown linear system under
stationary stochastic noise.4 They showed that an algorithm based on the optimism in the face of
uncertainty (OFU) principle enjoys
√
T , but their algorithm is computationally inefficient and their
regret bound depends exponentially on dimension. The problem was revisited by Dean et al. [2018],
who showed that an explicit explore-exploit scheme based on ε-greedy exploration and certainty
equivalence achieves T 2/3 regret efficiently, and left the question of obtaining
√
T regret efficiently
as an open problem. This issue was subsequently addressed by Faradonbeh et al. [2018a] and Mania
et al. [2019], who showed that certainty equivalence obtains
√
T regret, and Cohen et al. [2019], who
achieve
√
T regret using a semidefinite programming relaxation for the OFU scheme. The regret
bounds in Faradonbeh et al. [2018a] do not specify dimension dependence, and (for dx ≥ du), the
dimension scaling of Cohen et al. [2019] can be as large as
√
d16x T ;
5 Mania et al. [2019] incurs an
almost-optimal dimension dependence of
√
d3xT (suboptimal when du  dx), but at the expense of
imposing a strong controllability assumption.
The question of whether regret for online LQR could be improved further (for example, to log T )
remained open, and was left as a conjecture by Faradonbeh et al. [2018b]. Our lower bounds resolve
this conjecture by showing that
√
T -regret is optimal. Moreover, by refining the upper bounds of
Mania et al. [2019], our results show that the asymptotically optimal regret is Θ˜(
√
d2udxT ), and
that this achieved by certainty equivalence. Beyond attaining the optimal dimension dependence,
our upper bounds also enjoy refined dependence on problem parameters, and do not require a-priori
knowledge of these parameters.
Logarithmic regret bounds are ubiquitous in online learning and optimization problems with
strongly convex loss functions [Vovk, 2001, Hazan et al., 2007, Rakhlin and Sridharan, 2014]. Agarwal
et al. [2019b] demonstrate that for the problem of controlling an known linear dynamic system
with adversarially chosen, strongly convex costs, logarithmic regret is also attainable. Our
√
T
lower bound shows that the situation for the online LQR with an unknown system parallels that
3Without the doubling epoch schedule, we can obtain a near optimal rate of
√
(dx + du)dxduT , slightly improving
upon Mania et al. [2019] in dimension dependence, and also without the need for additional assumptions
4A more recent line of work studies a more general non-stochastic noise regime (see Agarwal et al. [2019a] et seq.),
which we do not consider in this work.
5The regret bound of Cohen et al. [2019] scales as d3x
√
T · (J ?A?,B?)5; typically, J ?A?,B? scales linearly in dx
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of bandit convex optimization, where Shamir [2013] showed that
√
T is optimal even for strongly
convex quadratics. That is, in spite of strong convexity of the losses, issues of partial observability
prevent fast rates in both settings.
Our lower bound carefully exploits the online LQR problem structure to show that
√
T is optimal.
To obtain optimal dimension dependence for the lower bound, we build on well-known lower bound
technique for adaptive sensing based on Assouad’s lemma [Arias-Castro et al., 2012] (see also
Assouad [1983], Yu [1997]).
Finally, a parallel line of research provides Bayesian and frequentist regret bounds for online LQR
based on Thompson sampling [Ouyang et al., 2017, Abeille and Lazaric, 2017], with Abeille and
Lazaric [2018] demonstrating
√
T -regret for the scalar setting. Unfortunately, Thompson sampling
is not computationally efficient for the LQR.
1.3 Organization
Section 1.4 introduces basic notation and definitions. Section 2 introduces our main results: In
Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 we state our main lower and upper bounds respectively and give an
overview of the proof techniques, and in Section 2.3 we instantiate and compare these bounds for the
simple special case of strongly stable systems. The remainder of the paper is devoted to proving
these results. In Section 3 we introduce the self-bounding ODE method and show how it is used to
prove key perturbation bounds used in our main results; additional details are given in Part I of
the appendix. Detailed proofs for the lower and upper bound are given in Section 4 and Section 5,
with additional proofs deferred to Appendix F and Appendix G. Finally, future directions and open
problems are discussed in Section 6.
1.4 Preliminaries
Assumptions We restrict our attention stabilizable systems (A,B) for which there exists a
stabilizing controller K such that ρ(A+BK) < 1. Note that this does not require that the system
be controllable. We further assume that Ru = I and Rx  I. The first can be enforced by a change
of basis in input space, and the second can be enforced by rescaling the state space, increasing the
regret by at most a multiplicative factor of min {1, 1/σmin(Rx)}. We also assume that the process
noise wt has identity covariance. We note that non-identity noise can be adressed via a change of
variables, and in Appendix G.8 we sketch extensions of our results to (a) independent, sub-Gaussian
noise with bounded below covariance, and (b) more general martingale noise, where we remark on
how to achieve optimal rates in the regime dx . d2u.
Algorithm Protocol and Regret Formally, the learner’s (potentially randomized) decision
policy is modeled as a sequence of mappings pi = (pit)
T
t=1, where each function pit maps the history
(x1, . . . ,xt,u1, . . . ,ut−1) and an internal random seed ξ to an output control signal ut. For a
linear system evolving according to Eq. (1.1) and policy pi, we let PA,B,pi and EA,B,pi [·] denote the
probability and expectation with respect to the dynamics (1.1) and randomization of pi. For such
a policy, we use the notation RegretA,B,T [pi] as in Eq. (1.2) for regret, which is a random variable
with law PA,B,pi[·]. We prove high-probability upper bounds on RegretA,B,T [pi], and prove lower
bounds on the expected regret ERegretA,B,T [pi] := EA,B,pi[RegretA,B,T [pi]].6
6One might consider as a stronger benchmark described the expected loss of the optimal policy for fixed horizon T .
A fortiori, our lower bounds apply for this benchmark as well: In view of the proof of Lemma 4.3 in Appendix F.2,
this benchmark differs from T J ?A,B by a constant factor which depends on (A,B) but does not grow with T .
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Additional Notation For vectors x ∈ Rd, ‖x‖ denotes the `2 norm. For matrices X ∈ Rd1×d2 ,
‖X‖op denotes the spectral norm, and ‖X‖F the Frobenius norm. When d1 ≤ d2, σ1(X), . . . , σd1(X)
denote the singular values of X, arranged in decreasing order. We say f . g to denote that
f(x) ≤ Cg(x) for a universal constant C, and f / g to denote informal inequality. We write f h g
if g . f . g.
For “starred” systems (A?, B?), we adopt the shorthand P? := P∞(A?, B?), K? := K∞(A?, B?) for
the optimal controller, J? := J ?A?,B? := JA?,B? [K?] for optimal cost, and Acl,? := A? +B?K? for the
optimal closed loop system. We define Ψ? := max{1, ‖A?‖op, ‖B?‖op} and ΨB? := max{1, ‖B?‖op}.
For systems (A0, B0), we let Bop(;A0, B0) = {(A,B) | ‖A−A0‖op ∨ ‖B −B0‖op ≤ } denote the
set of nearby systems in operator norm.
2 Main Results
We now state our main upper and lower bounds for online LQR and give a high-level overview of
the proof techniques behind both results. At the end of the section, we instantiate and compare the
two bounds for the simple special case of strongly stable systems.
Both our upper and lower bounds are motivated by the following question: Suppose that the
learner is selecting near optimal control inputs ut ≈ K?xt, where K? = K∞(A?, B?) is the optimal
controller for the system (A?, B?). What information can she glean about the system?
2.1 Lower Bound
We provide a local minimax lower bound, which captures the difficulty of ensuring low regret on
both a nominal instance (A?, B?) and on the hardest nearby alternative. For a distance parameter
 > 0, we define the local minimax complexity at scale  as
RA?,B?,T () := minpi maxA,B
{
ERegretA,B,T [pi] : ‖A−A?‖2F ∨ ‖B −B?‖2F ≤ 
}
.
Local minimax complexity captures the idea certain instances (A?, B?) are more difficult than others,
and allows us to provide lower bounds that scale only with control-theoretic parameters of the
nominal instance. Of course, the local minimax lower bound immediately implies a lower bound on
the global minimax complexity as well.7
Intuition Behind the Lower Bound. We show that if the learner plays near-optimally on
every instance in the neighborhood of (A?, B?), then there is a dxdu-dimensional subspace of system
parameters that the learner must explore by deviating from K? when the underlying instance is
(A?, B?). Even though the system parameters can be estimated at a fast rate, such deviations
preclude logarithmic regret.
In more detail, if the learner plays near-optimally, she is not be able to distinguish between
whether the instance she is interacting with is (A?, B?), or another system of the form
(A,B) = (A? −K?∆, B? + ∆), (2.1)
for some perturbation ∆ ∈ Rdx×du . This is because all the obsevations (xt,ut) generated by the
optimal controller lie in the subspace {(x, u) : u−K?x = 0}, and likewise all observations generated
7Some care must be taken in defining the global complexity, or it may well be infinite. One sufficient definition,
which captures prior work, is to consider minimax regret over all instances subject to a global bound on ‖P?‖, ‖B?‖,
and so on.
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by any near-optimal controller approximately lie in this subspace. Since the learner cannot distinguish
between (A?, B?) and (A,B), she will also play ut ≈ K?xt on (A,B). This leads to poor regret
when the instance is (A,B), since the optimal controller in this case has ut = K∞(A,B)xt. This is
made concrete by the next lemma, which shows to a first-order approximation that if ∆ is large,
the distance between K? and K∞(A,B) must also be large.
Lemma 2.1 (Derivative Computation (Abeille and Lazaric [2018], Proposition 2)). Let (A?, B?) be
stabilizable. Then
d
dt
K∞(A? − t∆K?, B? + t∆)
∣∣
t=0
= −(Ru +B>? P?B?)−1 ·∆>P?Acl,?,
where we recall Acl,? := A? +B?K?.
In particular, when the closed loop system Acl,? is (approximately) well-conditioned, the optimal
controllers for (A?, B?) and for (A,B) are Ω(‖∆‖F)-apart, and so the learner cannot satisfy both
ut ≈ K?xt and ut ≈ K∞(A,B)xt simultaneously. More precisely, for the learner to ensure∑
t ‖xt −K∞(A,B)ut‖2F / dxdu2 on every instance, she must deviate from optimal by at least∑T
t=1 ‖xt −K?ut‖2F ' duT/2 on the optimal instance; the du factor here comes from the necessity
of exploring all control-input directions. Balancing these terms leads to the final Ω(
√
Tdud2x) lower
bound. The formal proof is given in Section 4.
Theorem 1. Let c1, p > 0 denote universal constants. For m ∈ [dx], define νm := σm(Acl,?)/‖Ru +
B>? P?B?‖op. Then if νm > 0, we have
RA?,B?,T (T ) &
√
d2umT ·
1 ∧ ν2m
‖P?‖2op
, where T =
√
d2um/T ,
provided that T ≥ c1(‖P?‖pop(dum ∨ d
2
xΨ
4
B?
(1∨ν−4m )
md2u
∨ dx log(1 + dx‖P?‖op)).
Let us briefly discuss some key features of Theorem 1.
• The only system-dependent parameters appearing in the lower bound are the operator norm
bounds ΨB? and ‖P?‖op, which only depend on the nominal instance. The latter parameter
is finite whenever the system is stabilizable, and does not explicitly depend on the spectral
radius or strong stability parameters.
• The lower bound takes T ∝ T−1/2, so the alternative instances under consideration converge
to the nominal instance (A?, B?) as T →∞.
• The theorem can be optimized for each instance by tuning the dimension parameter m ∈ [dx]:
The leading
√
d2umT term is increasing in m, while the parameter νm scales with σm(Acl,?)
and thus is decreasing in m. The simplest case is when σm(Acl,?) is bounded away from 0 for
m & dx; here we obtain the optimal
√
d2udxT lower bound. In particular, if du ≤ dx/2, we
can choose m = 12dx to get σm(Acl,?) ≥ σmin(A?).
2.2 Upper Bound
While playing near-optimally prevents the learner from ruling out perturbations of the form
Eq. (2.1), she can rule perturbations in orthogonal directions. Indeed, if ut ≈ K?xt, then xt+1 ≈
(A? + B?K?)xt + wt. As a result, the persistent noise process wt allows the learner recover the
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closed loop dynamics matrix Acl,? = A? +B?K? to Frobenius error dx after just T ' 1/2 steps,
regardless of whether she incorporates additional exploration [Simchowitz et al., 2018]. Hence, for
perturbations perpendicular to those in Eq. (2.1), the problem closely resembles a setting where
log T is achievable.
Our main algorithm, Algorithm 1, is an ε-greedy scheme that takes advantage of this principle.
The full pseudocode and analysis are deferred to Section 5, but we sketch the intuition here. The
algorithm takes as input a stabilizing controller K0 and proceeds in epochs k of length τk = 2
k.
After an initial burn-in period ending with epoch ksafe, the algorithm can ensure the reliability of
its synthesized controllers, and uses a (projected) least-squares estimate (Âk, B̂k) of (A?, B?) to
synthesize a controller K̂k = K∞(Âk, B̂k) known as the certainty equivalent controller. The learner
then selects inputs by adding white Gaussian noise with variance σ2k: ut = K̂txt +N (0, σ2kI). We
show that this scheme exploits the rapid estimation along directions orthogonal to those in Eq. (2.1),
leading to optimal dimension dependence.
To begin, we show (Theorem 3) that the cost of the certainty-equivalent controller is bounded
by the estimation error for Âk and B̂k, i.e.
JA?,B? [K̂k]− J? . poly(‖P?‖op) · (‖Âk −A?‖2F + ‖B̂k −B?‖2F),
once (Âk, B̂k) are sufficiently accurate, as guaranteed by the burn-in period. Through a regret
decomposition based on the Hanson-Wright inequality (Lemma G.1), we next show that the bulk of
the algorithm’s regret scales as the sum of the suboptimality in the controller for a given epoch,
plus the cost of the exploratory noise:
log2 T∑
k=ksafe
τk
(
JA?,B? [K̂k]− J?
)
+ duτkσ
2
k /
log2 T∑
k=ksafe
τk
(
‖Âk −A?‖2F + ‖B̂k −B?‖2F
)
+ duτkσ
2
k.
In the above, we also incur a term of approximately
∑log2 T
k=ksafe
√
(dx + du)τk .
√
T (dx + du), which
is lower order than the overall regret of
√
Tdxd2u. This term arises from the random fluctuations of
the costs around their expectation, and crucially, the Hanson-Wright inequality allows us to pay of
the square root of the dimension.8
Paralleling the lower bound, the analysis crucially relies on the exploratory noise to bound the
error in the dxdu-dimensional subspace corresponding to Eq. (2.1), as the error in this subspace
grows as dxdu
σ2kτk
. However, for the directions parallel to those in Eq. (2.1), the estimation error is at
most d2x/τk, and so the total regret is bounded by
RegretA?,B?,T [Alg] /
log2 T∑
k=ksafe
τk
(
d2x
τk
+
dxdu
τkσ
2
k
)
+ duτkσ
2
k ≈ d2x log T +
log2 T∑
k=1
dxdu
σ2k
+ duτkσ
2
k.
Trading off σ2k =
√
dx/τk gives regret d
2
x log T +
∑log2 T
k=1
√
dxd2uτk ≈ d2x log T +
√
dxd2uT . We
emphasize that to ensure that the d2x term in this bound scales only with log T due to rapid
exploration perpendicular to Eq. (2.1), and it is crucial that the algorithm uses doubling epochs to
take advantage of this. The full guarantee for Algorithm 1 is as follows.
8The use of the Hanson-Wright crucially leverages independence of the noise process; for general sub-Gaussian
martingale noise, an argument based on martingale concentration would mean that the fluctuations contribute
(dx + du)
√
T to the regret up to logarithmic factors, yielding an overall regret of
√
max{dx, d2u}dxT . This is
suboptimal regret for dx  d2u, but still an improvement over the
√
(dx + du)3T -bound of Mania et al. [2019]. It is
unclear if one can do better in this setting without improved concentration bounds for quadratic forms of martingale
vectors, because it is unclear how an algorithm can ameliorate these random fluctuations.
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Theorem 2. When Algorithm 1 is invoked with stabilizing controller K0 and confidence parameter
δ ∈ (0, 1/T ), it guarantees that with probability at least 1− δ,
RegretT [Alg;A?, B?] .
√
d2udxT ·Ψ2B?‖P?‖11op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+ d2 · P0Ψ6B?‖P?‖11op(1 + ‖K0‖2op) log
dΨB?P0
δ
log2
1
δ
,
where P0 := JA?,B? [K0]/dx is the normalized cost of K0, and d = dx + du.
Ignoring dependence on problem parameters, the upper bound of Theorem 2 scales asymptotically
as
√
d2udxT , matching our lower bound. Like the lower bound, the theorem depends on the instance
(A?, B?) only through the operator norm bounds ΨB? and ‖B?‖op. Similar to previous work [Dean
et al., 2018, Mania et al., 2019], the regret bound has additional dependence on the stabilizing
controller K0 through ‖K0‖op and P0, but these parameters only affect the lower-order terms.
2.3 Consequences for Strongly Stable Systems
To emphasize the dependence on dimension and time horizon in our results, we now present simplified
findings for a special class of strongly stable systems.
Definition 2.1 (Strongly Stable System [Cohen et al., 2018]). We say that A? is (γ, κ)-strongly
stable if there exists a transform T such that ‖T‖op · ‖T−1‖op ≤ κ and ‖TA?T−1‖op ≤ 1− γ. When
A? is (γ, κ)-strongly stable, we define γsta := γ/κ
2.
For the simplified results in this section we make the following assumption.
Assumption 1. The nominal instance (A?, B?) is such that A? is (γ, κ)-strongly stable and ‖B?‖op ≤
1. Furthermore, Rx = Ru = I.
For strongly stable systems under Assumption 1, our main lower bound (Theorem 1) takes the
following particularly simple form.
Corollary 1 (Lower Bound for Strongly Stable Systems). Suppose that Assumption 1 holds, and
that du ≤ 12dx and σmin(A?) > 0.9 Then for any T ≥ (dxdu + dx log dx)poly(1/γsta, 1/σmin(A?)),
we have
RA?,B?,T (εT ) &
√
d2udxT · σmin(A?)2γ4sta,
where εT :=
√
d2udx/T .
The upper bound from Theorem 2 takes on a similarly simple form, and is seen to be nearly
matching.
Corollary 2 (Upper Bound for Strongly Stable Systems). Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Then
Algorithm 1 with stabilizing controller K0 = 0 and confidence parameter δ ∈ (0, 1/T ), ensures that
probability at least 1− δ,
RegretT [Alg;A?, B?] .
√
d2udxT · γ−11sta log
1
δγsta
+ (dx + du)
2γ−12sta log
d
δγsta
log2
1
δ
.
9The assumption du ≤ 12dx can be replaced with du ≤ αdx for any α < 1, and can be removed entirely for special
instances. See Corollary 7 in Appendix F.7 for more details.
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We observe that the leading
√
d2udxT terms in the upper and lower bounds differ only by factors
polynomial in γsta, as well as a σmin(A?) factor incurred by the lower bound. The lower order term
(dx + du)
2 in the upper bound appears unavoidable, but we leave a complementary lower bound for
future work. Both corollaries hold because strong stability immediately implies a bound on ‖P?‖op.
Proof of Corollary 1 and Corollary 2. First observe that under Assumption 1, ΨB? ≤ 1. Next, note
that if du < dx/2, then for m = ddx/2e, σm(Acl,?) = σm(A? + B?K?) ≥ σm+du(A? + B?K?) ≥
σmin(A?). This gives νm ≥ σmin(A?)/(1 + ‖P?‖op). Finally, Lemma B.7 (stated and proven in
Appendix B.3.1) gives ‖P?‖op ≤ γ−1sta . Plugging these three observations into Theorem 1 and
Theorem 2 concludes the proof.
3 Perturbation Bounds via the Self-Bounding ODE Method
Both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 scale only with the natural system parameter ‖P?‖op, and avoid
explicit dependence on the spectral radius or strong stability parameters found in prior work. This is
achieved using the self-bounding ODE method, a new technique for deriving bounds on perturbations
to the DARE solution P∞(A,B) and corresponding controller K∞(A,B) as the matrices A and B
are varied. This method gives a general recipe for establishing perturbation bounds for solutions
to implicit equations. It depends only on the norms of the system matrices and DARE solution
P∞(A,B), and it applies to all stabilizable systems, even those that are not controllable.
In this section we give an overview of the self-bounding ODE method and use it to prove a
simplified version of the main perturbation bound used in our main upper and lower bounds. To
state the perturbation bound, we first define the following problem-dependent constants.
Csafe(A,B) = 54‖P∞(A,B)‖5op, and Cest(A,B) = 142‖P∞(A,B)‖8op. (3.1)
The parameter Csafe(A,B) determines the radius of admissible perturbations, while the parameter
Cest(A,B) determines the quality of controllers synthesized from the resulting perturbation. The
main perturbation bound is as follows.
Theorem 3. Let (A?, B?) be a stabilizable system. Given an alternate pair of matrices (Â, B̂), for
each ◦ ∈ {op, F} define ◦ := max{‖Â−A?‖◦, ‖B̂ −B?‖◦}. Then if op ≤ 1/Csafe(A?, B?),
1. ‖P∞(Â, B̂)‖op . ‖P?‖op and ‖K? −K∞(Â, B̂)‖op . 1‖P?‖3/2op .
2. JA?,B? [K∞(Â, B̂)]− J ?A?,B? ≤ Cest(A?, B?)2F.
This theorem is a simplification of a stronger version, Theorem 5, stated and proven in Ap-
pendix B.1. Additional perturbation bounds are detailed in Appendix B.1; notably, Theorem 11
shows that the condition op ≤ 1/Csafe(A?, B?) can be replaced by a condition that can be certificated
from an approximate estimate of the system.
In the remainder of this section, we sketch how to use the self-bounding ODE method to prove
the following slightly more general version of the first part of Theorem 3.
Proposition 4. Let (A?, B?) be a stabilizable system and let (Â, B̂) be an alternate pair of matrices.
Then, if u := 8‖P?‖2opop < 1, the pair (Â, B̂) is stabilizable and the following bounds hold:
1. ‖P∞(Â, B̂)‖op ≤ (1− u)−1/2‖P?‖op.
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2. For each ◦ ∈ {op, F}, ‖K∞(Â, B̂)−K?‖◦ ≤ 7(1− u)−7/4‖P?‖7/2op ◦.
To begin proving the proposition, set ∆A := Â−A? and ∆B := B̂ −B?. We consider a linear
curve between the two instances, parameterized by t ∈ [0, 1]:
(A(t), B(t)) = (A? + t∆A, B? + t∆B) . (3.2)
At each point t for which (A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable, the DARE has a unique solution, which allows
us to define associated optimal cost matrices, controllers, and closed-loop dynamics matrices:
P (t) := P∞(A(t), B(t)), K(t) := K∞(A(t), B(t)), and Acl(t) := A(t) +B(t)K(t). (3.3)
Our strategy will be to show that P (t) and K(t) are in fact smooth curves, and then obtain
uniform bounds on ‖P ′(t)‖◦ and ‖K ′(t)‖◦ over the interval [0, 1], yielding perturbation bounds via
the mean value theorem. As a starting point, we express the derivatives of the DARE in terms of
Lyapunov equations.
Definition 3.1 (Discrete Lyapunov Equation). Let X,Y ∈ Rdx×dx with Y = Y > and ρ(X) < 1.
We let TX [P ] := X>PX −X, and let dlyap(X,Y ) denote the unique PSD solution TX [P ] = Y . We
let dlyap[X] := dlyap(X, I).
The following lemma (proven in Appendix C.2) serves as the basis for our computations, and
also establishes the requisite smoothness required to take derivatives.
Lemma 3.1 (Derivative and Smoothness of the DARE). Let (A(t), B(t)) be an analytic curve, and
define ∆Acl(t) := A
′(t) +B′(t)K∞(A(t), B(t)). Then for any t such that (A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable,
the functions P (u) and K(u) are analytic in a neighborhood around t, and we have
P ′(u) = dlyap(Acl(u), Q1(u)), where Q1(u) := Acl(u)>P (u)∆Acl(u) + ∆Acl(u)
>P (u)Acl(u).
Lemma 3.1 expresses P ′(t) as the solution to an ordinary differential equation. While the lemma
guarantees local existence of the derivatives, it is not clear that the entire curve (A(t), B(t)), t ∈ [0, 1]
is stabilizable. However, since ODEs are locally guaranteed to have solutions, we should only expect
trouble when the corresponding ODE becomes ill-defined, i.e. if P ′(t) escapes to infinity. We
circumvent this issue by observing that P ′(t) satisfies the following self-bounding property.
Lemma 3.2 (Bound on First Derivatives). Let (A(t), B(t)) be an analytic curve. Then, for all t at
which (A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable, we have
‖P ′(t)‖◦ ≤ 4‖P (t)‖3op ◦, and ‖K ′(t)‖◦ ≤ 7‖P (t)‖7/2op ◦ .
The bound on P ′(t) above follows readily from the expression for P ′(t) derived in Lemma 3.1,
and the bound on K ′(t) uses that K is an explicit, analytic function of P ; see Appendix C.2 for
a full proof. Intuitively, the self-bounding property states that if P does not escape to infinity,
then P ′(t) cannot escape either. Since the rate of growth for P (t) is in turn bounded by P ′(t), this
suggests that there is an interval for t on which P and P ′ self-regulate one another, ensuring a
well-behaved solution. We proceed to make this intuition formal.
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3.1 Norm Bounds for Self-Bounding ODEs
Informally, the self-bounding ODE method argues that if a vector-valued ODE y(t) satisfies a
self-bounding property of the form ‖y′(t)‖ ≤ g(‖y(t)‖) wherever it is defined, then the ODE can be
compared to a scalar ODE z′(t) ≈ g(z(t)) with initial condition z(0) ≈ ‖y(0)‖. Specifically, it admits
a solution y(t) which is well-defined on an interval roughly as large as that of z(t). We develop the
method in a general setting where y(t) (when defined) is the zero of a sufficiently regular function.
Definition 3.2 (Valid Implicit Function). A function F (·, ·) : Rm × Rd → Rd is a called a valid
implicit function with domain U ⊆ Rd if F is continuously differentiable, and if for any continuously
differentiable curve x(t) and any t ∈ [0, 1], either (a) F (x(t), y) = 0 has no solution y ∈ U , or (b)
it has a unique solution y(t) ∈ U , and there exists an open interval around t and a continuously
differentiable curve y(u) defined on this interval for which F (x(u), y(u)) = 0.
This setting captures as a special case the characterization of P (t) from Lemma 3.1. As a
consequence of the lemma, we may take F = FDARE, where, identifying Sdx as a
(
dx+1
2
)
-dimensional
euclidean space, FDARE : (Rd2x × Rdxdu)× Sdx → Sdx is the function whose zero-solution defines the
DARE:
FDARE((A,B), P ) := A>PA− P −A>PB(Ru +B>PB)−1B>PA+Rx.
Then FDARE is a valid implicit function with unique solutions in the set of positive-definite matrices
U := Sdx++. To proceed, we introduce our self-bounding condition.
Definition 3.3 (Self-bounding). Let g : R→ R≥0 be non-negative and non-decreasing, let F be a
valid implicit function with domain U , and let ‖ · ‖ be a norm. For a continuously differentiable
curve x(t) defined on [0, 1], we say that F is (g, ‖ · ‖)-self bounded on x(t) if F (x(0), y) = 0 has a
solution y ∈ U and
‖y′(t)‖ ≤ g(‖y‖) for all t ∈ [0, 1] for which F (x(t), y) has a solution y ∈ U .
We call the tuple (F,U , g, ‖ · ‖, x(·)) a self-bounding tuple.
Lemma 3.2 shows that FDARE is (g, ‖ · ‖op)-self bounding on the curve the (A(t), B(t)) with
g(z) = cz3 for c ∝ op. For functions g(z) with this form we have the following general bound on
‖y(t)‖.
Corollary 3. Let (F,U , g, ‖ · ‖, x(·)) be a self-bounding tuple, where g(z) = czp for c > 0 and p > 1.
Then, if α := c(p − 1)‖y(0)‖p−1 < 1, there exists a unique continuously differentiable function
y(t) ∈ U defined on [0, 1] which satisfies F (x(t), y(t)) = 0, and this solution satisfies
∀t ∈ [0, 1], ‖y(t)‖ ≤ (1− α)−1/(p−1)‖y(0)‖, and ‖y′(t)‖ ≤ c(1− α)−p/(p−1)‖y(0)‖p.
Corollary 3 is a consequence of a similar result for general functions g (Theorem 13), which is
stated in Appendix D. The condition on the parameter α directly arises from the requirement that
the scalar ODE w′(u) = cw(u)3 has a solution on [0, 1].
Finishing the Proof of Proposition 4 To close out this section, we use Corollary 3 to conclude
the proof of Proposition 4.
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Proof of Proposition 4. Lemma 3.2 states that for any t ∈ [0, 1] for which (A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable
(i.e., FDARE([A(t), B(t)], ·) has a solution), we have the bound
‖P ′(t)‖op ≤ 4‖P (t)‖3opop.
Applying Corollary 3 with p = 2 and c = 4op, we see that if α := 8op‖P?‖2op < 1, then P (t) is
continuously differentiable on the interval [0, 1] and
∀t ∈ [0, 1], ‖P (t)‖op ≤ ‖P?‖op/
√
1− α.
By Lemma 3.2, K(t) is well defined as well, and satisfies
max
t∈[0,1]
‖K ′(t)‖◦ ≤ 7◦ max
t∈[0,1]
‖P (t)‖7/2op ≤ (1− α)−7/4‖P?‖op.
The desired bound on ‖K∞(A?, B?)−K∞(Â, B̂)‖◦ follows from the mean value theorem.
4 Proof of Lower Bound (Theorem 1)
We now prove the main lower bound, Theorem 1. The proof follows the plan outlined in Section 2:
We construct a packing of alternative instances, show that low regret on a given instance implies low
estimation error, and then deduce from an information-theoretic argument that this implies high
regret an alternative instance. All omitted proofs for intermediate lemmas are given in Appendix F.
Recall throughout that we assume σ2w = 1.
4.1 Alternative Instances and Packing Construction
We construct a packing of alternate instances (Ae, Be) which take the form (A?+K?∆e, B?+∆e), for
appropriately chosen perturbations ∆e described shortly. As discussed in Section 2.1, this packing
is chosen because the learner cannot distinguish between alternatives if she commits to playing
the optimal policy ut = K?xt, and must therefore deviate from this policy in order to distinguish
between alternatives. We further recall Lemma 2.1, which describes how the optimal controllers
from these instances varying with the perturbation ∆.
Lemma 2.1 (Derivative Computation (Abeille and Lazaric [2018], Proposition 2)). Let (A?, B?) be
stabilizable. Then
d
dt
K∞(A? − t∆K?, B? + t∆)
∣∣
t=0
= −(Ru +B>? P?B?)−1 ·∆>P?Acl,?,
where we recall Acl,? := A? +B?K?.
In particular, if Acl is non-degenerate, then to first order, the Frobenius distance between between
the optimal controllers for A?, B? and the alternatives (Ae, Be) is Ω(‖∆‖F).
To obtain the correct dimension dependence, it is essential that the packing is sufficiently large;
a single alternative instance will not suffice. Our goal is to make the packing as large as possible
while ensuring that if one can recover the optimal controller for a given instance, they can also
recover the perturbation ∆.
Let n = du, and let m ≤ dx be the free parameter from the theorem statement. We construct a
collection of instances indexed by sign vectors e ∈ {-1, 1}[n]×[m]. Let w1, . . . , wn denote an eigenbasis
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basis of (Ru +B
>
? P?B?)
−1, and v1, . . . , vm denote the first m right-singular vectors of Acl,?P?. Then
for each e ∈ {-1, 1}[n]×[m], the corresponding instances is
(Ae, Be) := (A? −∆eK?, B? + ∆e), where ∆e = pack
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
ei,jwiv
>
j . (4.1)
It will be convenient to adopt the shorthand Ke := K∞(Ae, Be), Pe = P∞(Ae, Be) and Je = J ?Ae,Be ,
and Ψe = max{1, ‖Ae‖op, ‖Be‖op}. The following lemma—proven in Appendix F.1—gathers a
number of bounds on the error between (Ae, Be) and (A?, B?) and their corresponding system
parameters. Perhaps most importantly, the lemma shows that to first order, Ke can be approximated
using the derivative expression in Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 4.1. There exist universal polynomial functions p1, p2 such that, for any pack ∈ (0, 1), if
2pack ≤ p1(‖P?‖op)−1/nm, the following bounds hold:
1. Parameter errror: max{‖Ae −A?‖F, ‖Be −B?‖F} ≤
√‖P?‖op√mnpack.
2. Boundedness of value functions: Ψe ≤ 21/5Ψ? and ‖Pe − P?‖op ≤ 21/5‖P?‖op.
3. Controller error: ‖Ke −K?‖2F ≤ 2‖P?‖3opmn2pack.
4. First-order error: ‖K?+ ddtK∞(A?− t∆K?, B?+ t∆e)
∣∣
t=0
−Ke‖2F ≤ p2(‖P?‖op)2(mn)24pack.
Notably, item 4 ensures that the first order approximation in Lemma 2.1 is accurate for pack
sufficiently small.
Going forward, we we choose the polynomials in the above lemma p1, p2 to satisfy p1(x), p2(x) ≥ x
(without loss of generality). We use that ‖P?‖op ≥ 1 repeatedly throughout the proof.
Lemma 4.2 (Lower bound on ‖P?‖op). If Rx  I, then P?  I, and in particular ‖P?‖op ≥ 1.
Proof. This is Part 4 of a more general statement, Lemma B.5, given in Appendix B.
Henceforth, we take pack sufficiently small so as to satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.1.
Assumption 2 (Small pack). 
2
pack ≤ 1mn(p1(‖P?‖op)−1 ∧ 120p2(‖P?‖op)−1).
4.2 Low Regret Implies Estimation for Controller
We now show that if one can achieve low regret on every instance, then one can estimate the
infinite-horizon optimal controller Ke. Suppressing dependence on T , we introduce the shorthand
ERegrete[pi] := ERegretAe,Be,T [pi]. Going forward, we restrict ourselves to algorithms whose regret
is sufficiently small on every packing instance; the trivial case where this is not satisfied is handled
at the end of the proof.
Assumption 3 (Uniform Correctness). For all instances (Ae, Be), the algorithm pi ensures that
ERegrete[pi] ≤ T6dx‖P?‖opΨ2? − γerr, where γerr := 6‖P?‖
3
opΨ
2
?.
We now define an intermediate term which captures which captures the extent to which the
control inputs under instance e deviate from those prescribed by the optimal infinite horizon
controller Ke on the first T/2 rounds:
K-Erre[pi] := EAe,Be,pi
T/2∑
t=1
‖ut −Kext‖2
 .
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The following lemma, proven in Appendix F.2, shows that regret is lower bounded by K-Erre[pi],
and hence any algorithm with low regret under this instance must play controls close to Kext.
Lemma 4.3. There is a universal constant cerr > 0 such that if Assumptions 2 and 3 hold and
T ≥ cerr‖P?‖2opΨ4?, then
ERegrete[pi] ≥
1
2
K-Erre[pi]− γerr.
In light of Lemma 4.3, the remainder of the proof will focus on lower bounding the deviation
K-Erre. As a first step, the next lemma—proven in Appendix F.3—shows that the optimal controller
can be estimated well through least squares whenever K-Erre is small. More concretely, we consider
a least squares estimator which fits a controller using the first half of the algorithm’s trajectory.
The estimator returns
K̂LS := arg min
K
T/2∑
t=1
‖ut −Kxt‖2, (4.2)
when
∑T/2
t=1 xtx
>
t  cminT · I, and returns K̂LS = 0 otherwise.
Lemma 4.4. If T ≥ c0dx log(1 + dx‖P?‖op) and Assumptions 2 and 3 hold, and if cmin is chosen
to be an appropriate numerical constant, then the least squares estimator Equation (4.2) guarantees
K-Erre[pi] ≥ cLST · EAe,Be,pi
[
‖K̂LS −Ke‖2F
]
− 1,
where c0 and cLS are universal constants.
Henceforth we take T large enough such that Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 apply.
Assumption 4. We have that T ≥ c0dx log(1 + dx‖P?‖op) ∨ cerr‖P?‖2opΨ4?.
4.3 Information-Theoretic Lower Bound for Estimation
We have established that low regret under the instance (Ae, Be) requires a small deviation from Ke
in the sense that K-Erre[pi] is small, and have shown in turn that any algorithm with low regret
yields an estimator for the optimal controller Ke (Lemma 4.4). We now provide necessary condition
for estimating the optimal controller, which will lead to the final tradeoff between regret on the
nominal instance and the alternative instance. This condition is stated in terms of a quantity related
to K-Erre:
K?-Erre[pi] := EAe,Be,pi
T/2∑
t=1
‖ut −K?xt‖2
 .
Both K?-Erre[pi] and K-Erre[pi] concern the behavior of the algorithm under instance (Ae, Be),
but former measures deviation from K? (“exploration error”) while the latter measures deviation
from the optimal controller Ke. Our proof essentially argues the following. Let (e, e
′) be a pair
of random indices on the hypercube, where e is uniform on {−1, 1}nm, and e′ is obtained by
flipping a single, uniformly selected entry of e. Moroever, let Pe,Pe′ denote the respective laws
for our algorithm under these two instances. We show that—because our instances take the form
(A? −∆K?, B + ∆)—K?-Erre[pi] captures the KL divergence between these two instances:
EeK?-Erre[pi] ≈ Ee,e′KL(Pe,Pe′),
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where the expectations are taken with respect to the distribution over (e, e′). In other words, the
average error EeK?-Erre[pi] corresponds to the average one-flip KL-divergence between instances.
This captures the fact that the instances can only be distinguished by playing controls which deviate
from ut = K?xt.
As a consequence, using a technique based on Assouad’s lemma [Assouad, 1983] due to Arias-
Castro et al. [2012], we prove an information-theoretic lower bound that shows that any algorithm
that can recover the index vector e in Hamming distance on every instance must have K?-Erre[pi] is
large on some instances.
As described above, the following lemma concerns the case where the alternative instance index
e is drawn uniformly from the hypercube. Let Ee denote expectation e
unif∼ {-1, 1}[n]×[m], and let
dham(e, e
′) denote the Hamming distance.
Lemma 4.5. Let ê be any estimator depending only on (x1, . . . ,xT/2) and (u1, . . . ,uT/2). Then
either EeK?-Erre[pi] ≥ n
42pack
, or EeEAe,Be,Alg [dham(e, ê)] ≥
nm
4
.
The above lemma is proven in Appendix F.4. To apply this result to the least squares estimator
K̂LS, we prove the following lemma (Appendix F.5), which shows that any estimator K̂ with low
Frobenius error relative to Ke can be used to recover e in Hamming distance.
Lemma 4.6. Let êi,j(K̂) := sign (w
>
i (K̂ −K?)vj), and define νk := ‖Ru +B>? P?B?‖op/σk(Acl,?).
Then under Assumption 2,
dham(êi,j(K̂), ei,j) ≤ 2‖K̂ −Ke‖F
ν2m
2
pack
+
1
20
nm.
Combining Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6, we arrive at a dichotomy: either the average exploration
error K?-Erre[pi] is large, or the regret proxy K-Erre[pi] is large.
Corollary 4. Let e
unif∼ {-1, 1}[n]×[m]. Then if Assumptions 2, 3,and 4 hold,
either EeK?-Erre[pi] ≥ n
42pack︸ ︷︷ ︸
(sufficient exploration)
, or EeK-Erre[pi] ≥ cLS
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Tnmν2m
2
pack − γls︸ ︷︷ ︸
(large deviation from optimal)
. (4.3)
Proof. Let ê = ê(K̂LS), where ê is the estimator from Lemma 4.6, and K̂LS is as defined in
Lemma 4.4. Since this estimator only depends on x1, . . . ,xT/2 and u1, . . . ,uT/2, we see that
if the first condition in Equation (4.3) (sufficient exploration) fails, then by Lemma 4.5, we have
EeEAe,Be,Alg [dham(ê, e)] ≥ nm4 = nm5 +nm20 . Thus, by Lemma 4.6, we have
2EeEAe,Be,Alg‖K̂−Ke‖F
ν2m
2
pack
≥ nm5 ,
yielding EeEAe,Be,Alg‖K̂ −Ke‖2F ≥ 110nmν2m2pack. The bound now follows from Lemma 4.4.
4.4 Completing the Proof
To conclude the proof, we show (Appendix F.6) that EeK-Erre ≈ EeK?-Erre, so that the final
bound follows by setting 2pack ≈
√
1/mT .
Lemma 4.7. Under Assumptions 2 and 3, we have EeK?-Erre[pi] ≤ 2EeK-Erre[pi]+4nmT‖P?‖4op2pack.
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Combining Lemma 4.7 with Corollary 4, we have
max
e
K-Erre[pi] ≥ EeK-Erre[pi] ≥
(
n
82pack
− 2nmT‖P?‖4op2pack
)
∧ cLS
10
Tnmν2m
2
pack.
Setting 2pack =
1
32‖P?‖2op
√
mT
and substituting in n = du, we find that as long as T is large enough
such that Assumptions 2-4 hold,
max
e
K-Erre[pi] & du
√
mT/‖P?‖2op ∧
√
d2umTν
2
m/‖P?‖2op − 1
& (1 ∧ ν2m)
√
md2uT/‖P?‖2op)− 1.
Thus, by Lemma 4.4, we have that for a sufficiently small numerical constant Clb (which we choose
to have value at most 1 without loss of generality),
max
e
ERegrete[pi] ≥ 2Clb
(1 ∧ ν2m)
√
d2umT
‖P?‖2op
− 1
2
− γerr ≥ 2Clb (1 ∧ ν
2
m)
√
d2umT
‖P?‖2op
− 7dx‖P?‖3opΨ2?.
It follows that once
T ≥ c1
(
‖P?‖pop(nm ∨
d2xΨ
4
?(1 ∨ ν−4m )
mn2
∨ dx log(1 + dx‖P?‖op)
)
, (4.4)
where c1 and p sufficiently numerical constants, Assumptions 2 and 4 are indeed satisfied, so we
have
max
e
ERegrete[pi] ≥ Clb
(1 ∧ ν2m)
√
d2umT
‖P?‖2op
:= R.
We now justify Assumption 3. Suppose the assumption fails, i.e. for some instance e the algorithm
has ERegrete[pi] ≥ T6Ψ2?dx − γerr. Then since Clb ≤ 1 and ‖P?‖op ≥ 1, we see that if
√
T ≥
12Ψ2?dx/
√
mn2, then ERegrete[pi] ≥ 2R − γerr ≥ R. By taking c1 sufficiently large, we see that
whenever Equation (4.4) holds, we have ERegrete[pi] ≥ 2R− γerr ≥ R as desired.
To conclude, we verify that the construction is consistent with the scale parameter T from the
theorem statement:
‖Ae −A?‖2F ∨ ‖Be −B?‖2F
(i)
≤ nm2pack‖P?‖op
(ii)
≤ n
√
m/T ≤ T ,
where (i) follows by Lemma 4.1, and (ii) follows by plugging in our choice for pack.
5 Algorithm and Proof of Upper Bound (Theorem 2)
We now formally describe our main algorithm, Algorithm 1, and prove that it attains the upper
bound in Theorem 2. The algorithm is a variant of certainty equivalent control with continual
ε-greedy exploration. In line with previous work [Dean et al., 2018, Cohen et al., 2019, Mania
et al., 2019], the algorithm takes as input a controller K0 that is guaranteed to stabilize the system
but otherwise may be arbitrarily suboptimal relative to K?. The algorithm proceeds in epochs
of doubling length. At the beginning of epoch k, the algorithm uses an ordinary least squares
subroutine (Algorithm 2) to form an estimate (Âk, B̂k) for the system dynamics using data collected
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Algorithm 1: Certainty Equivalent Control with Continual Exploration
1 Input: Stabilizing controller K0, confidence parameter δ.
2 Initialize: safe← False.
3 Play u1 ∼ N (0, I).
4 for k = 2, 3, . . . do
5 Let τk ← 2k.
6 /* OLS estimator and covariance matrix using samples τk−1, . . . , τk − 1. See Algorithm 2. */
7 Set (Âk, B̂k,Λk)← OLS(k).
8 if safe = False then
9 Confk ← 6λmin(Λk)−1
(
d log 5 + log
(
4k2 det(3(Λk)/δ
))
(infinite if Λk 6 0).
10 if Λk  I and 1/Confk ≥ 9Csafe(Âk, B̂k)2 then
11 safe← True, ksafe ← k.
12 Bsafe, σ2in ← SafeRoundInit(Âk, B̂k,Confk, δ). // Confidence ball (Algorithm 3).
13 else for t = τk, . . . , 2τk − 1, play ut = K0xt + gt, where gt ∼ N (0, I).
14 else
15 Let (A˜k, B˜k) denote the euclidean projection of (Âk, B̂k) onto Bsafe.
16 K̂k ← K∞(A˜k, B˜k).
17 for t = τk, . . . , 2τk − 1 do
18 Play ut = K̂kxt + σkgt, where gt ∼ N (0, I), and σ2k := min{1, σ2inτ−1/2k }.
in the previous epoch. The algorithm then checks whether the estimate is sufficiently close to
(A?, B?) for the perturbation bounds developed in Theorem 3 take effect; such closeness guarantees
that the optimal controller for (Âk, B̂k) stabilizes the system and has low regret. If the test fails,
the algorithm falls back on the stabilizing controller K0 for the remainder of the epoch, adding
exploratory noise with constant scale. Otherwise, if the test succeeds, the algorithm forms the
certainty equivalent controller K̂k := K∞(Âk, B̂k) and plays this for the remainder of the epoch,
adding exploratory noise whose scale is carefully chosen to balance exploration and exploitation.
Preliminaries Before beginning the proof, let us first give some additional definitions and notation.
We adopt the shorthand d := dx + du and define kfin = dlog2 T e. For every controllers K for which
(A+BK) is stable, we define P∞(K;A,B) := dlyap(A+BK,Rx +K>RuK. It is a standard fact
(see e.g. Lemma B.6) that such controllers have JA,B[K] = tr(P∞(K;A,B)).
We make will make heavy use of the following system parameters for the controllers used within
Algorithm 1:
Pk := P∞(K̂k;A?, B?), P0 := J0
dx
≤ ‖P∞(K0;A?, B?)‖op,
Jk := JA?,B? [K̂k], J0 := JA?,B? [K0],
Acl,k := A? +B?K̂k, Acl,0 := A? +B?K0.
5.1 Proof
We begin the proof by showing that the initial estimation phase (in which the algorithm uses the
stabilizing controller K0) ensures that various regularity conditions hold for the epochs k ≥ ksafe (in
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which the algorithm uses the certainty-equivalent controller). One such regularity condition bounds
the H∞-norm, which describes the worst-case response of a system to perturbations.
Definition 5.1 (H∞ norm). For any stable A˜ ∈ Rd2x (e.g. A+BK∞(A,B)), we define ‖A˜‖H∞ :=
supz∈C:|z|=1 ‖(zI − A˜)−1‖op.
The following result is proved in Appendix G.1.
Lemma 5.1 (Correctness of Perturbations). On the event
Esafe :=
{∥∥∥[Âksafe −A? | B̂ksafe −B?]∥∥∥2op ≤ Confksafe
}
,
the following bounds hold for all k ≥ ksafe:
1. Jk − J? ≤ Cest(A?, B?)
(
‖Â−A?‖2F + ‖B̂ −B?‖2F
)
. ‖P?‖8op
(
‖Â−A?‖2F + ‖B̂ −B?‖2F
)
.
2. Jk . J?, and ‖Pk‖op . ‖P?‖op.
3. ‖K̂k‖2op ≤ 2120‖P?‖op.
4. ‖Acl,k‖H∞ . ‖Acl,?‖H∞ . ‖P?‖3/2op .
5. A>cl,kdlyap[Acl,?]Acl,k  (1 − 12‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖−1op ), where I  dlyap[Acl,?]  P?, where we recall
the shorthand dlyap[Acl,?] = dlyap(Acl,?, I).
6. σ2in h
√
dx‖P?‖9/2op ΨB?
√
log
‖P?‖op
δ .
We will verify at the end of the proof that Esafe indeed holds with high probability. We remark
that Part 5 of the above lemma plays a role similar to that of “sequential strong stability” in Cohen
et al. [2019, Definition 2]. By using dlyap[Acl,?] as a common Lyapunov function, we remove the
complications involved in applying sequential strong stability.
Building on this result, we provide (Appendix G.2) a decomposition of the algorithm’s regret
which holds conditioned on Esafe.
Lemma 5.2 (Regret Decomposition on Safe Rounds). There is an event Ereg which holds with
probability at least 1− δ8 such that, on Ereg ∩ Esafe, following bound holds
T∑
t=τksafe
(x>t Rxxt + u
>
t Ruut − J?) .
kfin∑
k=ksafe
τk(Jk − J?) + log T max
k≤logT
‖xτk‖22 (5.1)
+
√
T
(
duσ
2
inΨ
2
B?‖P?‖op) +
√
d log(1/δ)‖P?‖4op
)
+ log2
1
δ
(1 +
√
dσ2inΨ
2
B?)‖P?‖4op.
Let us unpack the terms that arise in Equation (5.1). The term
∑kfin
k=ksafe
τk(Jk−J?) captures the
suboptimality of the controlers K̂k selected at each epoch. We bound this term by using that, in light
of Lemma 5.2, we have Jk−J? ∝ ‖Âk−A?‖2F +‖B̂k−B?‖2F. The next term, log T ·maxk≤logT ‖xτk‖2,
is of lower order, and roughly captures the penalty for switching controllers at each epoch. The term
proportional to
√
T captures both the penalty for injecting exploratory noise into the system (which
incurs a dependence on du), as well as random fluctuations in the cost coming from the underlying
noise process. Finally, the term on the last line of the display is also of lower order (poly(log T )).
To proceed, we show that the norms ‖xτk‖ appearing in the second term are well-behaved.
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Algorithm 2: OLS(k)
1 Input: Examples xτk−1, . . . ,xτk , uτk−1 , . . . ,uτk−1.
2 Return (Âk, B̂k,Λk), where
[
Âk B̂k
]
←
 τk−1∑
t=τk−1
xt+1
[
xt
ut
]>Λ†k, and Λk ← τk−1∑
t=τk−1
xt+1(xt,ut)(xt,ut)
>.
Algorithm 3: SafeRoundInit(Â, B̂,Conf, δ)
1 Input: Stabilizable pair (Â, B̂,Conf, δ).
2 Return Bsafe := Bop(Conf; Â, B̂) and
σ2in :=
√
dx‖P∞(Â, B̂)‖9/2op max{1, ‖B̂‖op}
√
log
‖P∞(Â,B̂)‖op
δ .
Lemma 5.3. There is an event Ebound which holds with probability at least 1 − δ8 such that,
conditioned on Esafe ∩ Ebound,
‖xτk‖ .
√
ΨB?J0 log(1/δ)‖P?‖3/2op , ∀k ≥ ksafe.
This bound is quite crude, but is sufficient for our purposes. We give a concise proof (Appendix
G.3) using that in light of Lemma 5.1, dlyap[Acl,?] acts as a Lyapunov function for all the systems
Acl,k conditioned on Esafe.
To bound the error terms Jk − J? appearing in Equation (5.1) we prove (Appendix G.4) the
following bound, which ensures the correctness of the estimators (Âk, B̂k) once k ≥ ksafe.
Lemma 5.4. Define τls := d
(‖P?‖3opP0 + ‖P?‖11opΨ6B?) log d‖P?‖opδ . There is an event Els, which
holds with probability at least 1− δ/8, such that conditioned on Els ∩ Esafe ∩ Ebound,
‖Âk −A?‖2F + ‖B̂k −B?‖2F .
dudx
σ2in
√
τk
‖P?‖2op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+
d2x
τk
‖P?‖2op log2
1
δ
∀k : τk ≥ cτls,
where c > 0 is a universal constant.
We now put all of these pieces together to prove the final regret bound. Henceforth, we condition
on the event Esafe∩Ebound∩Ereg∩Els. To begin, consider the sum of errors Jk−J? in Equation (5.1).
We apply Lemma G.2 followed by the bound on Jk . J? from Lemma 5.1, which yields
kfin∑
k=ksafe
τk(Jk − J?) + log T max
k≤logT
‖xτk‖2
≤
∑
k>τls
τk(Jk − J?) + J?
∑
k:τk≤cτls
τk +
√
ΨB?J0 log(1/δ)‖P?‖3/2op log T
.
∑
k>τls
τk(Jk − J?)
+ τlsJ? +√ΨB?J0 log(1/δ)‖P?‖3/2op log T
.
∑
k>τls
τk(Jk − J?)
+ dx‖P?‖opτls log 1δ ,
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where the last line uses that δ ≤ 1/T to combine the lower-order terms in the line preceding it.
Next, using the bound Jk − J? . ‖P?‖8op
(
‖A? − Â‖2F + ‖B? − B̂‖2F
)
from Lemma 5.1 followed by
the error bound in Lemma 5.4, we have∑
k>τls
τk(Jk − J?) ≤ ‖P?‖8op
∑
k>τls
dudx
σ2in
√
τk
‖P?‖2op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+
d2x
τk
‖P?‖2op log2
1
δ
. dudx
√
T
σ2in
‖P?‖10op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+ d2x‖P?‖10op log3
1
δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
.dx‖P?‖opτls log 1δ
,
where again we use log T . log(1/δ). Combining the computations so far shows that
kfin∑
k=ksafe
τk(Jk − J?) + log T max
k≤logT
‖xτk‖2 ≤
dudx
√
T
σ2in
‖P?‖10op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+ dx‖P?‖opτls log 1
δ
.
Hence, on Esafe∩Ebound∩Ereg∩Elsm the regret in the episodes k ≥ ksafe decomposes into a component
scaling with
√
T and a component scaling with log T :
T∑
t=τksafe
(x>t Rxxt + u
>
t Ruut − J?)
.
√
T
(
duσ
2
inΨ
2
B?‖P?‖op +
√
d log(1/δ)‖P?‖4op +
dudx
σ2in
‖P?‖10op log
‖P?‖op
δ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸√
T -component)
+ (1 +
√
dσ2inΨ
2
B?)‖P?‖4op log2
1
δ
+ dxτls log
1
δ︸ ︷︷ ︸
((poly(log T )-component)
.
Using that σ2in h
√
dx‖P?‖9/2op ΨB?
√
log
‖P?‖op
δ (Lemma 5.1) and recalling that d = dx + du, we upper
bound these terms as
(
√
T -component) .
√
Td2udxΨ
2
B?
‖P?‖11op log
‖P?‖op
δ
,
(poly(log T )-component) . dxτls log
1
δ
.
We conclude that conditioned on Esafe ∩ Ebound ∩ Ereg ∩ Els,
T∑
t=τksafe
(x>t Rxxt + u
>
t Ruut − J?) .
√
Td2udxΨ
2
B?
‖P?‖11op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+ dxτls log
1
δ
. (5.2)
To finish the proof, we (a) verify that Esafe indeed holds with high probability, and (b) bound the
regret contribution of the initial rounds (proof given in Appendix G.5).
Lemma 5.5. The event Esafe holds with probability 1− δ2 , and the following event Ereg,init holds with
probability 1− δ8 :
τksafe−1∑
t=1
x>t,0Rxxt,0 + u
>
t,0Ruut,0 . P0d2Ψ2B?‖P?‖10op(1 + ‖K0‖2op) log
dΨ2B?P0
δ
log 1δ .
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Thus, Esafe ∩ Ebound ∩ Ereg ∩ ElsEreg,init holds with total probability at least 1− δ, and conditioned
on this event Lemma 5.5 and Equation (5.2) imply
RegretT [Alg;A?, B?] =
T∑
t=1
(x>t Rxxt + u
>
t Ruut − J?)
.
√
Td2udxΨ
2
B?
‖P?‖11op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+ P0d2Ψ2B?‖P?‖10op(1 + ‖K0‖2op) log
dΨ2B?P0
δ
log 1δ + dxτls log
1
δ
.
Recalling that τls := d
(‖P?‖3opP0 + ‖P?‖11opΨ6B?) log d‖P?‖opδ , that P0, ‖P?‖opΨB? ≥ 1, and that
d‖P?‖op ≤ dJ? ≤ dJ0 = d2P0, we move to a simplified upper bound:
RegretT [Alg;A?, B?] .
√
Td2udxΨ
2
B?
‖P?‖11op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+ d2P0Ψ6B?‖P?‖11op(1 + ‖K0‖2op) log
d2Ψ2B?P0
δ
log2
1
δ
.
Since the square of dΨB? inside the logarithm contributes only a constant factor, we may remove it
in the final bound. This concludes the proof.
6 Conclusion
We have established that the asymptotically optimal regret for the online LQR problem is
Θ˜(
√
d2udxT ), and that this rate is attained by ε-greedy exploration. We are hopeful that the
our new analysis techniques, especially our perturbation bounds, will find broader use within the
non-asymptotic theory of control and beyond. Going forward our work raises a number of interesting
conceptual questions. Are there broader classes of “easy” reinforcement learning problems beyond
LQR for which naive exploration attains optimal sample complexity, or is LQR a fluke? Conversely,
is there a more demanding (eg, robust) version of the LQR problem for which more sophisticated
exploration techniques such as robust synthesis [Dean et al., 2018] or optimism in the face of
uncertainty [Abbasi-Yadkori and Szepesva´ri, 2011, Cohen et al., 2019] are required to attain optimal
regret? On the purely technical side, recall that while our upper and lower bound match in terms of
dependence on du, dx, and T , they differ in their polynomial dependence on ‖P?‖op. Does closing
this gap require new algorithmic techniques, or will a better analysis suffice?
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A Organization and Notation
A.1 Notation
Notation Definition
T problem horizon
dx, du state/input dimension
xt,ut state/input at time t
wt noise at time t
Rx, Ru control costs
RegretA,B,T [pi] Regret of a policy (as a random variable)
ERegretA,B,T [pi] Expected Regret of a policy
RA?,B?,T () minpi maxA,B
{
ERegretA,B,T [pi] : ‖A−A?‖2F ∨ ‖B −B?‖2F ≤ 
}
.
P∞(A,B) Solution to the DARE
K∞(A,B) Optimal Controller for DARE
JA,B[K] Infinite horizon control cost of K on instance (A,B)
‖A‖H∞ maxz∈C:|z|=1 ‖(zI −A)−1‖op
Bop(;A0, B0) {(A,B) | ‖A−A0‖op ∨ ‖B −B0‖op ≤ }
dlyap(X,Y )
Solves TX [P ] = Y , where TX [P ] := X>PX −X.
Requires ρ(X) < 1, Y = Y >.
Given by
∑
i≥0(X
i)>Y Xi.
System parameters
(A?, B?)
Upper bound: Ground truth for upper bound.
Lower bound: Nominal instance for local minimax complexity.
P? P∞(A?, B?)
K? K∞(A?, B?)
Acl,? A? +B?K?
J ? J ?A?,B? := minK JA?,B? [K] = JA?,B? [K?]
Ψ? max{1, ‖A?‖op, ‖B?‖op}
ΨB? max{1, ‖B?‖op}
A.2 Organization of the Appendices
The appendix is divided into two parts. Part I establishes the main technical tools used throughout
the upper and lower bounds. Appendix B describes and proves our main perturbation bounds,
deferring additional proof details to Appendix C. Appendix D proves guarantees for the Self-
Bounding ODE method, summarized in Corollary 3, as well as a slightly more general statement for
generic self-bounding relations, Theorem 13. This part of the appendix concludes with Appendix E.1,
which describes a set of tools for analyzing ordinary least squares estimation, which we use in the
29
proofs of both our upper and lower bounds.
Part II provides omitted details from the proofs of our main results. Specifically, Appendix F
proves the constituent lemmas for the lower bound from Section 4, and Appendix G does the same
for the proof of the upper bound given in Section 5.
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Part I
Technical Tools
B Main Perturbation Bounds
Preliminaries Throughout, we shall use extensively the dlyap operator, which we recall here.
Definition 3.1 (Discrete Lyapunov Equation). Let X,Y ∈ Rdx×dx with Y = Y > and ρ(X) < 1.
We let TX [P ] := X>PX −X, and let dlyap(X,Y ) denote the unique PSD solution TX [P ] = Y . We
let dlyap[X] := dlyap(X, I).
We shall need to describe the “P”-matrix analogue of the functional J .
Definition B.1. Suppose that (A? + B?K) is stable. We define P∞(K;A?, B?) := dlyap(A? +
B?K,Rx +K
>RuK.
It is a standard fact (see e.g. Lemma B.6) that JA?,B? [K] = tr(P∞(K;A?, B?)) whenever
A? +B?K is stable. We also recall the definition of the H∞-norm.
Definition 5.1 (H∞ norm). For any stable A˜ ∈ Rd2x (e.g. A+BK∞(A,B)), we define ‖A˜‖H∞ :=
supz∈C:|z|=1 ‖(zI − A˜)−1‖op.
Organization of Appendix B The remainder of this appendix is organized as follows. Ap-
pendix B.1 states our main perturbation upper bounds, and provides proofs in terms of various
supporting propositions. Appendix B.2 walks the reader through the relevant computations of
various derivatives. Appendix B.3 states numerous technical tools which we use in the proofs of our
main perturbation bounds, and finally Appendix B.4 proves the supporting propositions leveraged
in Appendix B.1. Many supporting proofs are deferred to Appendix C.
B.1 Main Results
B.1.1 Main Perturbation Upper Bound
Recall Csafe(A?, B?) = 54‖P?‖5op, and Cest(A?, B?) = 142‖P?‖8op. We state a strengthening of our
main perturbation bound from the main text (Theorem 3) here.
Theorem 5. Let (A?, B?) be a stabilizable system. Given an alternate pair of matrices (Â, B̂), for
each ◦ ∈ {op, F} define ◦ := max{‖Â−A?‖◦, ‖B̂ −B?‖◦}. Then if op ≤ 1/Csafe(A?, B?),
1. ‖P∞(Â, B̂)‖op ≤ 1.0835‖P?‖op and ‖B?(K? −K∞(Â, B̂))‖2 < 1
5‖P?‖3/2op
.
2. JA?,B? [K∞(Â, B̂)]− J ?A?,B? ≤ Cest(A?, B?)2F.
3. ‖P∞(K∞(Â, B̂);A?, B?)− P?‖op ≤ Cest(A?, B?)2op.
4. Moreover, P∞(K∞(Â, B̂);A?, B?)  (21/20)P?.
Proof. Throughout, we use P?  I (see Lemma 4.2). This theorem requires two consituent results.
First, we have a perturbation bound for P∞ and K∞, which refines Proposition 4, and is proven in
Section B.4.1.
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Proposition 6. Let (A?, B?) be a stabilizable system, and define the DARE solution P? :=
P∞(A?, B?) and controller K? = K∞(A?, B?). Given an alternate pair of matrices (Â, B̂), define
for norms ◦ ∈ {op,F} the error ◦ := max{‖A? − Â‖◦, ‖B? − B̂‖◦}. Then, if α := 8‖P?‖2opop < 1,
the pair (Â, B̂) is stabilizable, and
‖P∞(Â, B̂)‖op ≤ (1− α)−1/2‖P?‖op,
‖R1/2u (K∞(Â, B̂)−K?)‖◦ ≤ 7(1− α)−7/4‖P?‖7/2op ◦,
‖B?(K∞(Â, B̂)−K?)‖◦ ≤ 8(1− α)−7/4‖P?‖7/2op ◦.
In addition, if op ≤ 32‖P?‖3op, then
‖P 1/2? B(K∞(Â, B̂)−K?)‖◦ ≤ 9(1− α)−7/4‖P?‖7/2op ◦.
Next, we have a perturbation bound for the J -functional as the controller K-is varied. The
proof is deferred to Section B.4.2.
Proposition 7. Fix any controller K satisfying ‖B?(K −K?)‖2 ≤ 1/5‖P?‖3/2op . Then,
JA?,B? [K]− JA?,B? ≤ ‖P?‖op max{‖K −K?‖2F, ‖P 1/2? B?(K −K?)‖2F},
‖P∞(K;A?, B?)− P∞(A?, B?)‖op ≤ ‖P?‖op max{‖K −K?‖2op, ‖P 1/2? B?(K −K?)‖2op}.
Now, observe that op ≤ 1/54‖P?‖5op < 1/8‖P?‖2op and α = 8‖P?‖2opop, Proposition 6 gives that
‖P∞(Â, B̂)‖op ≤ ‖P?‖op/
√
1− 8/54 ≤ 1.0835‖P?‖op,
and that
5‖P?‖3/2op · ‖B?(K∞(Â, B̂)−K?)‖op ≤ 8(1− α)−7/4‖P?‖7/2op op
≤ 40(1− α)−7/4‖P?‖5op op
≤ 40/54 · (1− 8/54)−7/4 < 1.
Hence, for such op, we find from Proposition 7 followed by Proposition C.3.1 that
JA?,B? [K]− JA?,B? ≤ ‖P?‖op max{‖R1/2u (K −K?)‖2F, ‖P 1/2? B?(K −K?)‖2F}
≤ 81‖P?‖8op(1− α)−7/22F
≤ 142‖P?‖8op2F,
and similarly, using ‖P?‖op ≥ 1,
‖P∞(K;A?, B?)− P∞(A?, B?)‖op ≤ 142‖P?‖8op2op ≤
1
20
,
yielding P∞(K;A?, B?)  (1 + 120)P? as P?  I.
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B.1.2 Perturbation of H∞ Norm and Lyapunov Functions
Next, we establish perturbation bounds on the H∞ norm of the closed loop system, and show that
all perturbed closed loop systems share a common Lyapunov function.
Theorem 8. Let A?, B? be stabilizable, and let (Â, B̂) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5, with
Rx  I, and Ru = I. Define Acl,? := A? + B?K?, and given (Â, B̂) ∈ Bop(?, A?, B?), define and
Acl,?̂ := A? +B?K∞(Â, B̂). Then,
1. I  dlyap[Acl,?]  P?.
2. ‖Acl,?̂‖H∞ ≤ 2‖Acl,0‖H∞ ≤ 4‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖3/2op ≤ 4‖P?‖3/2op .
3. A>cl,?̂ · dlyap[Acl,?] ·Acl,?̂  (1− 12‖dlyap[Acl,?‖−1op ) dlyap[Acl,?]  (1− 12‖P?‖−1op ) dlyap[Acl,?].
Proof of Part 1. We can directly verify dlyap[Acl,?]  I from the definition, and dlyap[Acl,?]  P? by
Lemma B.5.
Proof of Part 2. We use a general-purpose perturbation bound for the H∞ norm, proved in B.4.3.
Proposition 9 (H∞ Bounds). Fix u ∈ (0, 1), and matrixes Asafe, A1 ∈ Rd2x with Asafe stable. Then
if ‖A1 −Asafe‖ ≤ α‖Asafe‖H∞ , ‖A1‖H∞ ≤
1
1−α‖Asafe‖H∞.
From Part 1 of Theorem 5,
‖Acl,? −Acl,?̂‖op ≤ ‖B?(K∞(A?, B?)−K∞(Â, B̂))‖op <
1
5‖P?‖3/2op
. (B.1)
By Lemma B.11 followed by Lemma B.5, we have that
‖Acl,?‖H∞ ≤ 2‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖3/2op ≤ 2‖P?‖3/2op .
Therefore, since ‖P?‖op ≥ 1, we have
‖Acl,? −Acl,?̂‖op <
1
(5/2)‖Acl,?‖H∞
≤ 1
2‖Acl,?‖H∞
.
Propostion 9 then implies that ‖Acl,?̂‖H∞ ≤ 2‖Acl,?‖H∞ . Moreover, by Lemma B.11, we can upper
bound this in term by 4‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖3/2op ≤ 4‖P?‖3/2op .
Proof of Part 3. Here, we use a perturbation bound which we prove from first principles, without
the self-bounding ODE method (proved in Appendix B.4.4).
Proposition 10. Suppose that A is a stable matrix, and suppose that Â satisfies
‖Â−A‖op ≤ 1
4
min
{
1
‖dlyap[A]‖op‖A‖op , ‖dlyap[A]‖
−1/2
op
}
,
Then, Â>dlyap[A]Â  (1− 12‖dlyap[A]‖−1op ) · dlyap[A].
By Lemma B.8, we have ‖Acl,?‖op ≤ ‖P?‖1/2op . Since ‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op ≤ ‖P?‖op, combining with
Eq. B.1 gives
‖Acl,? −Acl,?̂‖op <
1
5‖P?‖3/2op
<
1
4‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op‖Acl,?‖op .
Similarly, we have ‖Acl,? − Acl,?̂‖op < 1‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖1/2op , which means that, in particular, Acl,?, Acl,?̂
satisfy the conditions for A, Â in Proposition 10. This means that A>cl,?̂dlyap[Acl,?]Acl,?̂  (1 −
1
2‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖−1op ) · dlyap[Acl,?](1− 12‖P?‖−1op ). The last inequality follows from Part 1.
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B.1.3 Continuity of the Safe Set
We show that the size of the so-called “safe” set is continuous in nearby instances. This allows us
to use an instance (A0, B0) to guage whether the perturbed system (Â, B̂) is sufficiently close to
(A?, B?) to ensure correctness of the perturbation bounds.
Theorem 11. Let (A0, B0) be a stabilizable system. Then, for any pair of systems (Â, B̂), (A?, B?) ∈
Bop( 13Csafe(A0,B0) , A0, B0) is stabilizable, and satisfies max{‖A?−Â‖op, ‖B̂−B?‖op} ≤ 1/Csafe(A?, B?).
Moreover, ‖P∞(A?, B?)‖op ≤ 1.0835‖P∞(A0, B0)‖op.
Proof. Let 0 := max{‖A0 − Â‖op, ‖B0 − B?‖op} ≤ 1/Csafe(A0, B0). Applying Theorem 5 Part 1
with (Â, B̂)← (A?, B?) and (A?, B?)← (A0, B0), we have ‖P∞(A?, B?)‖op ≤ 1.0835‖P∞(A0, B0)‖op.
Hence, Csafe(A?, B?) ≤ 1.5Csafe(A0, B0). Hence (Â, B̂), (A?, B?) ∈ Bop( 23Csafe(A0,B0) , A?, B?) ⊆
Bop( (2)·(1.5)3Csafe(A?,B?) , A?, B?), which means by triangle inequality that max{‖Â−A?‖op, ‖B̂−B?‖op} ≤
1/Csafe(A?, B?).
B.1.4 Quality of First-Order Taylor Approximation
We bound the error of the first-order taylor expression in the following theorem.
Theorem 12. There exists universal constants c, p > 0 such that the following holds. Let (A?, B?)
be stabilizable, and let ◦ := max{‖Â− A?‖◦, ‖B̂ − B?‖◦}, and suppose that op ≤ 1/Csafe(A?, B?)
and Rx  I, Ru = I. Let
K ′ :=
d
dt
K∞(A? + t(A? − Â), B? + t(B? − B̂)).
Then, ‖K∞(Â, B̂)− (K? +K ′)‖◦ ≤ c‖P?‖pop2op2◦.
Proof. Consider the curve K(t) = K∞(A(t), B(t)) for A(t) = (1− t)A? + tÂ and B(t) = (1− t)B? +
tB̂. By Theorem 5, the curve A(t), B(t) for t ∈ [0, 1] consists of all stabilizable matrices with
‖P∞(A(t), B(t))‖op . ‖P?‖op. By Lemma 3.1, the curve K(t) is analytic on [0, 1]. Moreover, from
Lemma B.3 below, we have ‖K ′′(t)‖◦ ≤ c0‖P (t)‖pop2op2◦ ≤ c‖P?‖pop2op2◦ for universal constants c0, p.
The bound now follows by Taylor’s theorem.
B.2 Key Derivative Computations
In the following computations, let ∆A = Â−A? and ∆A := B̂−B?. We recall ◦ := max{‖∆A‖◦, ‖∆B‖◦}.
We consider derivatives allow curves (A(t), B(t)) = (A? + t∆A, B? + t∆B), and associated
functions P (t) := P∞(A(t), B(t)) and K∞(A(t), B(t)) defined at stabilizes A(t), B(t). All proofs
are given in Section C.2.
We begin by recalling the derivative computation from the main text, which also establishes
local smoothness of K(t) and P (t).
Lemma 3.1 (Derivative and Smoothness of the DARE). Let (A(t), B(t)) be an analytic curve, and
define ∆Acl(t) := A
′(t) +B′(t)K∞(A(t), B(t)). Then for any t such that (A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable,
the functions P (u) and K(u) are analytic in a neighborhood around t, and we have
P ′(u) = dlyap(Acl(u), Q1(u)), where Q1(u) := Acl(u)>P (u)∆Acl(u) + ∆Acl(u)
>P (u)Acl(u).
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Note that the above lemma allows for general analytic curves (A(t), B(t)). For our purposes, we
restrict to linear curves given a above. For K ′, we have the following computation
Lemma B.1 (Computation of K ′). The first derivative of the optimal controller can be expressed
as
K ′ = −(Ru +B>PB)−1
(
∆>BPAcl +B
>P (∆Acl) +B
>P ′Acl
)
. (B.2)
Of importance to our lower bound is the setting where the perturbations are of the form
(∆A,∆B) := (∆K?,∆). In this case, the expression for the derivative of K simplifies considerably.
we recall the following from the main text
Lemma 2.1 (Derivative Computation (Abeille and Lazaric [2018], Proposition 2)). Let (A?, B?) be
stabilizable. Then
d
dt
K∞(A? − t∆K?, B? + t∆)
∣∣
t=0
= −(Ru +B>? P?B?)−1 ·∆>P?Acl,?,
where we recall Acl,? := A? +B?K?.
Proof. Observe that for the perturbation in question, ∆Acl(0) = ∆K? −∆K(0) = ∆K? −∆K? = 0.
By Lemma 3.1 and the fact that dlyap(X, 0) = 0, we have that P ′(0) = 0. Thus, the term
B>P (∆Acl) +B
>P ′Acl in Eq. (C.2) is 0 at t = 0. The result follows.
B.2.1 Bounds on the Derivatives
Here, we state bounds on the various derivatives. Recall ◦ := max{‖∆A‖◦, ‖∆B‖◦}. These bounds
are established in Sections C.3.1 and C.3.2, respectively.
Lemma 3.2 (Bound on First Derivatives). Let (A(t), B(t)) be an analytic curve. Then, for all t at
which (A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable, we have
‖P ′(t)‖◦ ≤ 4‖P (t)‖3op ◦, and ‖K ′(t)‖◦ ≤ 7‖P (t)‖7/2op ◦ .
In fact, it will be more useful to prove the following related bound.
Lemma B.2. ‖R1/2u K ′‖◦ ∨ ‖P 1/2BK ′‖◦ ∨ ‖BK ′‖◦ ≤ 7‖P‖7/2op ◦.
For our lower bounds, we shall also use a second-order derivative bound
Lemma B.3 (Bound on K ′′). If ◦ = max{‖A?− Â‖◦, ‖B?− B̂‖◦} and K(t) = K∞(A(t), B(t)) for
A(t) = (1− t)A? + tÂ and B(t) = (1− t)B? + tB̂, that at any t at which (A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable,
‖K ′′(t)‖◦ ≤ poly(‖P (t)‖op)op◦.
B.3 Main Control Theory Tools
B.3.1 Properties of the dlyap Operator
We begin by describing relevant facts about dlyap operator. The first is standard (see e.g. [Bof
et al., 2018, Boyd, 2008]), and gives a closed-form expression for the function.
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Lemma B.4. Let Y = Y > and ρ(X) < 1. Then TX(Y ) := X>Y X − Y is an invertible map from
Sdx → Sdx, and
dlyap(X,Y ) = T −1X (Y ) =
∞∑
k=0
(X>)kY Xk. (B.3)
Next, we show that dlyap is order-preserving in the following sense.
Lemma B.5 (Elementary dlyap bounds). The following bounds hold
1. If Y  Z and Asafe is stable, then dlyap(Asafe, X)  dlyap(Asafe, Y ).
2. Y  0 and Asafe is stable, dlyap(Asafe, Y )  Y .
3. Suppose Rx  I, and let A+BK is stable. Then,
± dlyap(A+BK,Y )  dlyap(A+BK, I)‖Y ‖op  ‖Y ‖op · P∞[K;A,B].
4. When Rx  I, dlyap[A+BK]  P∞[K;A,B], and I  dlyap[A+BK∞(A,B)]  P∞(A,B).
5. If Asafe is stable, ‖dlyap[Asafe]‖op = ‖dlyap[A>safe]‖op.
Next, we give a standard identity which relates the cost functions J to the dlyap operator.
Lemma B.6 (PSD bounds on P ). Let (A?, B?) be a stabilizable system, and let A?+B?K be stable.
Set K? = K∞(A?, B?). Then,
P∞[K;A?, B?]  P∞(A?, B?) = P∞(K?;A?, B?).
Moreover, we have J ?A?,B? [K] = tr(P∞[K;A,B]), and in particular, J ?A?,B? = JA?,B? [K?] =
tr(P∞(A?, B?)). As a conseuqnece, if Rx  I, then J ?A?,B? [K] ≥ J ?A?,B? ≥ dx by Lemma B.5
part 4.
The following is a consequence of the above lemmas, and is useful for deriving interpretable
corollaries of our main results.
Lemma B.7. Suppose that Rx = I. If A? is (γ, κ)-strongly stable, then ‖P?‖op ≤ γ−1sta and
1
dx
JA?,B? [0] ≤ γ−1sta . More generally, if (A? +B?K) is (γ, κ)-strongly stable, then ‖P?‖op ≤ γ−1sta(1 +
‖K‖2op).
Proof of Lemma B.7. By considering the controller K = 0, Lemma B.6 implies P?  dlyap[A?, Rx]
and JA?,B? [0] = tr(dlyap[A?, Rx]) ≤ ‖dlyap[A?,Rx]‖opdx . If Rx = I, and we can bound
‖dlyap[A?, I]‖op ≤
∑
t≥0
‖At‖2op.
If there exists a transform T with σmax(T )/σmin(T ) ≤ κ such that ‖TA?T−1‖op ≤ 1 − γ, then
‖At‖op ≤ κ(1− γ). Hence, ‖P?‖op ≤ ‖dlyap[A?, I]‖op ≤ κ2
∑
t≥0 γ
2 ≤ κ2
1−(1−γ)2 ≤ κ
2
1−(1−γ) = κ
2γ−1.
More generally, we have that P?  dlyap[A?+B?K,Rx +K>RuK] for Rx, Ru = I, Rx +K>RuK 
(1 + ‖K‖2op)I, and the bound follows by invoking Lemma B.5.
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B.3.2 Helpful Norm Bounds
Lemma B.8 (Helpful norm bounds). Let (A?, B?) be given, with P? = P∞(A?, B?), K? =
K∞(A?, B?), and Acl,? = A? +B?K?. If Rx  I, Ru = I, then the following bounds hold:
1. P?  I, so that ‖P−1? ‖2 ≤ 1, and ‖P?‖op ≥ 1.
2. ‖K?‖2op ≤ ‖P?‖op and ‖Acl,?‖2op ≤ ‖P?‖op.
3. More generally, if (A? + B?K) is stable, K
>K  P∞(K;A?, B?) = dlyap(A? + B?K,Rx +
K>RuK).
B.3.3 Bounds on P∞(K;A?, B?) and JA?,B? [K]
We now state a variant of a result due to Fazel et al. [2018], which bounds the effect of perturbations
on P∞(K;A?, B?)− P∞(A?, B?).
Lemma B.9 (Generalization of Lemma 12 of Fazel et al. [2018], see also Eq 3.2 in Ran and
Vreugdenhil [1988]). Let K be an arbitrary static controller which stabilizes A?, B?. Then,
P∞(K;A?, B?)− P∞(A?, B?) = dlyap(A? +B?K, (K −K?)>(Ru +B>? P?B?)(K −K?)).
As a consequence of Lemma B.9 and B.5, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5. Let K be any arbitrary static controller which stabilities A?, B?, and suppose Ru = I.
Define the adjoint10 as ΣadjA?,B? [K] := dlyap(A? +B?K, I) covariance matrix. Then,
JA?,B? [K]− JA?,B? ≤ ‖ΣadjA?,B? [K]‖op max{‖R
1/2
u (K −K?)‖2F, ‖P 1/2? B(K −K?)‖2F},
‖P∞(K;A?, B?)− P∞(A?, B?)‖op ≤ ‖ΣadjA?,B? [K]‖op max{‖R
1/2
u (K −K?)‖2op, ‖P 1/2? B(K −K?)‖2op}.
B.3.4 Linear Lyapunov Theory
We now state a classical result in Lyapunov theory (see, e.g. Boyd [2008]). Recall the notation
dlyap[A] := dlyap(A, I).
Lemma B.10. For any x ∈ Rdx and stable A, we have dlyap[A]  I and
A>dlyap[A]A  (1− ‖dlyap[A]‖−1op ) · dlyap[A].
Lemma B.11. For any stable A, ‖A‖H∞ ≤ 2‖dlyap[A]‖3/2op . More generally, suppose that P  I is
a matrix satisfying (Ax)>dlyap[A](Ax) ≤ (1− ρ)x>Px. Then,
‖A‖H∞ ≤
∑
t≥0
‖At‖2 ≤ 2
√‖P‖op
ρ
.
10Note that the canonical state covariance matrix ΣA?,B? [K] is given by dlyap((A? +B?K)
>, I). By Lemma B.6,
we have that ‖ΣA?,B? [K]‖op = ‖ΣadjA?,B? [K]‖op
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B.4 Proofs for Supporting Perturbation Upper Bounds
B.4.1 Proof of Proposition 6
The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 4, except we also apply the derivative bound on
R
1/2
u K
′(t) BK ′(t) from Lemma B.2. That bound also gives
‖R1/2u K ′(t)‖◦ ≤ 7‖P (t)‖7/2op ◦
‖B?K ′(t)‖◦ = op‖K ′(t)‖◦ + ‖B(t)K ′(t)‖◦ ≤ (1 + op)7‖P (t)‖7/2op ◦ ≤ 8‖P (t)‖7/2op ◦,
so that the desired bound follow by the mean value theorem.
Moreover, we have
‖P 1/2? B?K ′(t)‖◦ ≤ ‖P 1/2? P (t)−1/2‖op‖PB?K ′(t)‖◦ ≤ ‖P 1/2? P (t)−1/2‖op8‖P (t)‖7/2op ◦.,
which translates to a bound of
‖P 1/2? B(K∞(Â, B̂)−K?)‖◦ ≤ max
t∈[0,1]
‖P 1/2? P (t)−1/2‖op ≤ 7‖P (t)‖7/2op ◦.
Finally, by the mean value theorem, we can bound for op ≤ 1/32‖P?‖3op and α = 8op‖P?‖2op ≤ 1/4,
‖P (t)− P?‖op ≤ 4 max
t∈[0,1]
‖P (t)‖3opop ≤ 4‖P?‖3op(1− α)−3/2 ≤
1
8
(4/3)3/2.
Since P (t)  I, then, this implies that for t ∈ [0, 1], P (t)  (1−18(4/3)3/2)P?, yielding ‖P
1/2
? P (t)
−1/2‖op ≤√
(1− 18(4/3)3/2) ≤ 9/8. Hence, for this op, we have
‖P 1/2? B?(K∞(Â, B̂)−K?)‖◦ ≤ 9‖P (t)‖7/2op ◦.
B.4.2 Proof of Proposition 7
Since the final bound we derive does not depend on the control basis, we may assume without loss of
generality that Ru = I. Recall the steady state covariance matrix Σ
adj
A?,B?
[K?] := dlyap(A?+B?K, I).
We shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma B.12. Suppose that ‖B?(K−K?)‖2 ≤ 1/5‖‖ΣadjA?,B? [K?]‖‖
3/2
op , then ‖ΣadjA?,B? [K]‖ ≤ 2‖Σ
adj
A?,B?
[K?]‖.
Note that a similar result was given by Lemma 16 [Fazel et al., 2018]; we give our proof using
the self-bounding ODE method to demonstrate the generality of its scope, and to avoid dependence
on system matrices. Noting that ‖ΣadjA?,B? [K?]‖op ≤ ‖P?‖op as verified above, it is enough that
‖B?(K − K?)‖2 ≤ 1/5‖P?‖op to ensure that ‖ΣadjA?,B? [K]‖ ≤ 2P?. When this holds, we have by
Corollary 5, we have (assuming Ru = I)
JA?,B? [K]− JA?,B? ≤ ‖ΣadjA?,B? [K]‖op max{‖R
1/2
u (K −K?)‖2F, ‖P 1/2? B?(K −K?)‖2F}
≤ ‖P?‖op max{‖R1/2u (K −K?)‖2F, ‖P 1/2? B?(K −K?)‖2F},
‖P∞(K;A?, B?)− P?‖op ≤ ‖P?‖op max{‖Ru(K −K?)‖2op, ‖P 1/2? B?(K −K?)‖2op},
as needed.
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Proof of Lemma B.12. We shall now use the self-bounding machinery developed above to bound
ΣadjA?,B? [K]. Introduce the straight curve K˜(t) := K? + t∆K , where ∆K = K −K?, and where the
(˜·) is to avoid confusion with the curve K(t) = K∞(A(t), B(t)). Let Σ(t) = dlyap(A? +B?K˜(t), I),
so that Σ(0) = ΣadjA?,B? [K?] and Σ(1) = Σ
adj
A?,B?
[K].
By the definition of dlyap, we have that at all t for which K(t) stabilizes A?, B?,
Σ(t) = (A? +B?K˜(t))
>Σ(t)(A? +B?K˜(t)) + I.
We shall now prove that Σ(t) satisfies a self-bounding relation analogous to Proposition 4.
Claim B.13. For all t ∈ [0, 1] for which Σ(t) is defined, ‖Σ′(t)‖op ≤ 2‖Σ(t)‖5/2‖B?∆K‖op.
Proof. Taking a derivative with respect to Σ, we have
Σ′(t) = (A? +B?K˜(t))>Σ′(t)(A? +B?K˜(t)) +QΣ(t),
where QΣ(t) = (B?∆K)
>Σ(t)(A? +B?K˜(t)) + (A? +B?K˜(t))>Σ(t)B?∆K . Thus, we can render
Σ′(t) = dlyap(A? +B?K˜(t), QΣ(t)).
By an argument analogus to Lemma B.5, we have ±Σ′(t)  ‖QΣ(t)‖dlyap(A? + B?K˜(t), I) =
‖QΣ(t)‖Σ(t), yielding the self-bounding relation
‖Σ′(t)‖op ≤ ‖QΣ(t)‖op‖Σ(t)‖op.
Moreover, we can bound for t ∈ [0, 1]
‖QΣ(t)‖op ≤ 2‖Σ(t)‖op‖B?∆K‖op‖A? +B?K˜(t)‖op
≤ 2‖Σ(t)‖3/2op ‖B?∆K‖op,
where we use thaat ‖A? +B?K˜(t)‖2op ≤ ‖dlyap(A? +B?K˜(t), I)‖op = ‖Σ(t)‖op.
We check explicitly that Σ(t) corresponds to the solution of a valid implicit function with domain
U := {Σadj : Σadj > 0} (using the more general second condition that ensures that t 7→ Σ(t) is a
continuously differentiable funciton, which follows from the form of dlyap). Applying Corollary 3 with
p = 5/2 and c = 2‖B?∆K‖op, this yields that if α = (p− 1)c‖Σ(0)‖3/2op = 3‖Σ(0)‖3/2op ‖B?∆K‖op < 1,
then, ‖Σ(1)‖op ≤ (1 − u)−2/3‖Σ(0)‖op. In particular, if ‖B?∆K‖op ≤ 1/5‖Σ(0)‖3/2op , then we can
show ‖Σ(1)‖op ≤ 2‖Σ(0)‖op.
B.4.3 Proof of Proposition 9
Introduce the curve A(t) = Asafe + t∆A, where ∆A = A1 − Asafe, define Yz(t) := (zI − A(t))−1.
Then, ‖A(t)‖H∞ = supz∈T ‖Yz(t)‖2. Let us now use the self-bounding method to bound ‖Yz(t)‖.
We can observe that
Y ′z (t) = (zI −A(t))−1∆A(zI −A(t))−1,
so that ‖Y ′z (t)‖2 ≤ ‖Yz(t)‖22‖∆A‖.. Since Yz(t) corresponds to the zeros of the valid implicit function
F )z(A, Y ) = Y · (zI −A(t))− I, Theorem 13 implies that, if ‖∆A‖ ≤ u‖Asafe‖H∞ = minz∈T
u
‖Yz(0)‖2 ,
then we have ‖Yz(1)‖ ≤ 11−α‖Yz(0)‖ for all z ∈ T. Hence,
‖A1‖H∞ = max
z∈T
‖Yz(1)‖ ≤ max
z∈T
‖Yz(0)‖ = 1
1− α‖Asafe‖H∞ ,
as needed.
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B.4.4 Proof of Proposition 10
(Âx)>dlyap[A](Âx
≤ (Ax)>dlyap[A](Ax) + x>(Â−A)>dlyap[A]Ax+ x>(Â−A)>dlyap[A](Â−A)x
≤ (1− ‖dlyap[A]‖−1op ) · x>dlyap[A]x+ ‖x‖22
(
‖Â−A‖op‖A‖op + ‖Â−A‖2op
)
‖dlyap[A]‖op)
≤ (1− ‖dlyap[A]‖−1op +
(
‖Â−A‖op‖A‖op + ‖Â−A‖2op
)
‖dlyap[A]‖op)) · x>dlyap[A]x,
where we used that dlyap[A]  I. In particular, if
‖Â−A‖op ≤ 1
4
min
{
1
‖A‖op‖dlyap[A]‖op , ‖dlyap[A]‖
−1/2
op
}
,
then, the above is at most, (1− 12‖dlyap[A]‖−1op ) · x>dlyap[A]x.
C Supporting Proofs for Appendix B
C.1 Proofs for Main Technical Tools (Section B.3)
We begin with the following lemma, which follows from a standard computation.
C.1.1 Proof of Lemma B.5
Proof. Let ρ(A0) < 1, and so from (B.3) we have that for any Z with Y  Z that
dlyap(A0, Y ) =
∞∑
k=0
(Ak0)
>Y Ak0 
∞∑
k=0
(Ak0)
>Z(Ak0).
Second, if Y  0, ∑∞k=0(Ak0)>Y (Ak0)dlyap(A0, Y )  Y .
The third statement is a direct consequence of the first. Moreover, since I  Rx  Rx +K>RuK,
taking Z = ‖Y ‖(Rx +K>RuK) yields the fourth inequality.
For the last statement, let ‖x‖2 = 1. Then, we have
x>dlyap[A0]x =
∞∑
k=0
x>(A>0 )
k(Ak0)x =
∞∑
k=0
tr(Ak0xx
>(Ak0)
>)
= dlyap(A0, xx
>)
 ‖xx>‖op‖dlyap(A+BK, I)‖opI = ‖dlyap(A+BK, I)‖opI.
C.1.2 Proof of Lemma B.6
We begin with the following lemma, whose proof is a straightforward computation.
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Lemma C.1. Let A?, B? be stabilizable. For a controler K such that A? +B?K is stable, we define
the value function
V K(x) :=
∞∑
t=0
c(xK,xt ,Kx
K,x
t ), where x
K,x
0 = x, and x
K,x
t = (A? +B?K)x
K,x
t−1 .
We then have xK,xt = (A? +B?K)
tx,
∑∞
t=0(x
K,x
t )
>Y xK,xt = dlyap(A? +B?K,Y ), and in particular,
V K(x) = x>dlyap(A? +B?K,Rx +K>RuK)x = x>P∞(K)x,
We now prove Lemma B.6.
Proof. Introduce the shorthand P? = P∞(A?, B?), P∞(K) = P∞(K;A?, B?). and in particular,
V K∞(x) = x>P∞(x). It is well known that x>P∞x = V K∞(x) and that V K∞(x) = infK V K(x) ≤
V K(x) [Bertsekas, 2005]. Hence, P∞(K)  P∞. Finally, observe that by using that A + BK is
stable, we have
JA,B[L] = lim
t→∞
1
t
t∑
i=1
EA,B,K [x>i Rxxi + u>i Ruui]
= lim
t→∞EA,B,K [x
>
t Rxxt + u
>
t Ruut]
= tr
( ∞∑
s=0
(
(A+BK)>
)s
(Rx +K
>RuK)(A+BK)s
)
,
= tr(P∞(K)).
The identity for P∞ is the special case where K = K∞.
C.1.3 Proof of Lemma B.8
Proof. We address each bound in succession.
1. σmin(P?) ≥ 1 by Lemma B.5.
2. We have that
P∞ = dlyap(A? +B?K?, Rx +K>? RuK?)  Rx +K>? RuK?  K>? K?,
since Ru  I and Rx  I. Moreover, we have that
P∞ = dlyap(A? +B?K?Rx +K>? RuK?) =
t∑
t=0
((A? +B?K?)
>)t(Rx +K>? RuK?)(A? +B?K?)
t

t∑
t=0
((A? +B?K?)
>)t(A? +B?K?)t
 (A? +B?K?)>(A? +B?K?).
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C.1.4 Proof of Lemma B.9
Proof. The first inequality is precisely Lemmas 12 in Fazel et al. [2018]. In light of Lemma C.1, it
suffices to show that
V K(x)− V K?(x) = x>dlyap(A? +BK?, (K −K?)>(Ru +B>? P?B?)(K −K?))
Lemma 10 in Fazel et al. [2018] implies (noting EK? = 0 for EK defined therein) that
V K(x)− V K?(x) =
>∑
t=0
(xK,xt )
>(K −K?)>(Ru +B>? P?B?)(K −K?)xK,xt
= dlyap(A? +B?K, (K −K?)>(Ru +B>? P?B?)(K −K?)),
where the second inequality uses Lemmas 12 in Fazel et al. [2018].
C.1.5 Proof of Lemma B.11
Let us prove the more general claim.
‖A‖H∞ ≤
∞∑
t=0
‖Ai‖op =
∞∑
t=0
√
‖(Ai)>(Ai)‖op
≤
∞∑
t=0
√
1
σmin(dlyap[A])
‖(Ai)>P (Ai)‖op
≤
∞∑
t=0
1
σmin(P )
√
(1− ρ)i‖P‖op
≤ ‖P‖1/2op
∞∑
t=0
√
1− ρi since P  I
= ‖P‖1/2op
1
1−√1− ρ
≤ ‖P‖1/2op
1 +
√
1− ρ
1− (1− ρ
≤ 2‖P‖1/2op /ρ.
C.2 Derivative Computations
C.2.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1
Recall the function
FDARE([A,B], P ) = A>PA− P −A>PB(Ru +B>PB)−1B>PA+Rx.
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Let us compute the differentiable of this map. To keep notation, let us suppress the dependence of
the A,B arguments on t. We have that
DFDARE[dP,dt]
∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
= D(A>PA)− DP + D(A>PB) · (Ru +B>PB)−1B>PA
− (A>PB)(Ru +B>PB)−1 · (B>PA)D
− (A>PB) · D((Ru +B>PB)−1) ·B>PA
= D(A>PA) + D(A>PB) ·K +K> · D(B>PA)
− (A>PB) · D((Ru +B>PB)−1) ·B>PA,
where for compactness, we substituted in the formula
K = K(t, P ) = −(Ru +B(t)>PB(t))−1B(t)>PA(t). (C.1)
Recall that for a symmetric matrix, we have ((X−1)′ = −X−1X ′X−1). Thus, substituting in the
definition of K, we can write the last term in the expression above as
− (A>PB) · D((Ru +B>PB))′B>PA
= (A>PB)(Ru +B>PB)−1(Ru +B>PB)D(Ru +B>PB)−1B>PA
= K>D(Ru +B>PB)K.
Hence, gathering terms, we have
DFDARE[dP,dt]
∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
= D(A>PA)− D(P ) + D(A>PB)K +K> · D(B>PA) +K>D(Ru +B>PB)K.
Let us now adopt shorthand (·)′ := ddt(·). Expanding the derivatives using the product rule, we
then have
DFDARE[dP,dt]
∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
= A>DPA− D(P ) +A>DBK +K>B>DA+K>B> · DP ·BK
+A′>PA+A>PA′ +A′>BK + (BK)>PA′
+A>P (B′K) + (B′K)>PA+ (B′K)>PBK + (BK)>P (B′K).
Grouping terms, this is equal to
DFDARE[dP,dt]
∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
= (A+BK)>dP (A+BK)− dP ∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
+A′>P (A+BK) + (A+BK)>PA′
∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
+ (B′K)′>P (A+BK) + (A+BK)>P (B′K)
∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
= (A+BK)> · dP · (A+BK)− dP ∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
+ (A′(t) +B′(t)K)>P (A(t) +B(t)K) + (A(t) +B(t)K)P (A′(t) +B′(t)K)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Q1(t,P ), and K=(t,P ) as in Eq. (C.1)
= TA(t)+B(t)K [dP ] +Q(t, P )dt.
In particular, if FDARE([A(t), B(t)], P ) = 0, then for K(t, p) as in Eq. (C.1), the matrix A(t) +
B(t)K(t, P ) is stable. Hence, TA(t)+B(t)K(t,P )[·] is invertible on Sd. Moreover, since the second term
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has no-explicit depending on dP , we find that (dP,dt) 7→ DFDARE[dP,dt]
∣∣
A(t),B(t),P
is full-rank,
with zero solution
dP = T −1A(t)+B(t)K(t,P )[Q1(t, P )dt] = dlyap(A(t) +B(t)K(t, P ), Q1(t, P )).
By the implicit function theorem, this implies that there if FDARE([A(t), B(t)], P ) = 0, then there
exists a neighborhood around t on which the function u 7→ P (u) is analytic (recall FDARE is
analytic), and FDARE([A(u), B(u)], P (u)) = 0 on this neighborhood.By the above display then, we
have P ′(u) = dlyap(A(u) +B(u)K(u), Q1(u)), where Q1(u)← Q1(u, P (u)) and K(t)← K(u, P (u))
are specializations of the above to the curve u 7→ P (u).
C.2.2 Computation of K ′ (Lemma B.1)
Throughout, we suppress dependence on t, and the computations are understood to hold only at
those t for which (A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable.
Proof. Note that we can take derivatives freely by Lemma 3.1. Invoking the product rule and the
identity ((X−1)′ = −X−1X ′X−1),
K ′ = (Ru +B>PB)−1 · (Ru +B>PB)′ · (Ru +B>PB)−1B>PA− (Ru +B>PB)−1 · (B>PA)′
= −(Ru +B>PB)−1(Ru +B>PB)′ ·K − (Ru +B>PB)−1(B>PA)′
= −(Ru +B>PB)−1
(
(Ru +B
>PB)′K + (B>PA)′
)
.
We simplify the expression inside the parentheses as
(Ru +B
>PB)′K + (B>PA)′ = B′>P (A+BK) +B>P (A′ +B′K) +B>P ′(A+BK)
= B′>PAcl +B>P (∆Acl) +B
>P ′Acl.
Since B′ = ∆B, this yields the result.
C.2.3 Computation of P ′′
Again, suppress dependence on t. We compute P ′′, which Lemma 3.1 ensures exists whenever
(A(t), B(t)) is stabilizable.
Lemma C.2 (Computation of P ′′). The second derivative of the optimal cost matrix has the form
P ′′ = dlyap(Acl, Q2),
where Q2 := A
′>
cl P
′Acl +A>clP
′A′cl +Q
′
1 is a symmetric matrix defined in terms of
Q′1 := A
′>
cl P (∆Acl) +A
>
clP
′∆Acl +A
>
clP (B
′K ′) + (B′K ′)>PAcl + ∆>AclP
′Acl + ∆>AclPA
′
cl .
Proof. Applying the product rule to the expression for P ′ from Lemma 3.1, we have
P ′′ = A>clP
′′Acl +A′>cl P
′Acl +A>clP
′A′cl
+A′>cl P∆Acl +A
>
clP
′∆Acl +A
>
clP (∆Acl)
′ + (∆Acl)
′>PAcl + ∆>AclP
′Acl + ∆>AclPA
′
cl
= dlyap(Acl, Q2),
where Q2 := A
′>
cl P
′Acl + A>clP
′A′cl + A
′>
cl P∆Acl + A
>
clP
′∆Acl + A
>
clP (∆Acl)
′ + (∆Acl)
′>PAcl +
∆>AclP
′Acl + ∆>AclPA
′
cl. We conclude by observing that (∆Acl)
′ = (A′′+B′′K +B′K ′) = B′K ′, since
A and B are linear in t.
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C.3 Norm Bounds for Derivatives
C.3.1 Norm bounds for First Derivatives
In this section, we work through obtaining concrete bounds on the derivatives of P (t),K(t) using
the expressions derived in the previous section. As above, we assume that Ru  I and Rx  I. We
state some more bounds that will be of use to use.
Lemma C.3 (Norm-Bounds for Derivative Quantities). Let (A?, B?) be given, with P? = P∞(A?, B?),
K? = K∞(A?, B?), and Acl,? = A? +B?K?. If Ru, Rx  I, then the following bounds hold:
1. Let R0 := Ru +B
>
? P?B?. Then for any X,Y ∈ {B?, P 1/2? B?, R1/2u , I}, ‖XR−10 Y >‖op ≤ 1.
2. For ◦ ∈ {op,F}, we have ‖∆Acl‖◦ ≤ 2‖P‖1/2op ◦.
Proof. First, we have that ‖XR−10 Y >‖op ≤ ‖XR−1/20 ‖op‖Y R−1/20 ‖op ≤
√
‖XR−10 X>‖op‖Y R−10 Y >‖op.
SinceRu, P  I, we can verify thatXX>, Y Y >  R0, which means that ‖XR−10 X>‖op, ‖Y R−10 Y >‖op ≤
1.
Second, for ‖ · ‖◦ denoting either the operator or Frobenius norm, we bound ‖∆Acl‖◦ = ‖∆A +
∆BK‖◦ ≤ ‖∆A‖◦ + ‖∆B‖◦‖K‖op = ◦(1 + ‖K‖op) ≤ 2
√‖P‖op◦.
C.3.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma B.2
Recall that P ′ = dlyap(Acl, Q1), where Q1 := A>clP (∆Acl) + (∆Acl)
>PAcl. Hence, using Lemma B.5
with Rx  I, followed by Lemmas B.8 and C.3, we can bound
‖P ′‖◦ = ‖dlyap(Acl, Q1)‖◦
≤ ‖P‖op‖Q1‖◦ ≤ 2‖P‖2op‖Acl‖op‖∆Acl‖◦
≤ 2‖P‖2op · ‖P‖1/2op · 2‖P‖1/2op ◦ = 4‖P‖3op.
Next, recall from Lemma B.1 that we have the identity
K ′ = −R−10
(
∆>BPAcl +B
>P (∆Acl) +B
>P ′Acl
)
,
where R0 := Ru +B
>PB. Next bound each of the three terms that arise. Again using ‖R−10 ‖op ≤ 1
and ‖Acl‖op ≤ ‖P‖1/2op (Lemma B.8), we have
‖R−10 ∆BPAcl‖◦ ≤ ‖P‖3/2op ◦.
Next, since ‖R−10 B>P 1/2‖op ≤ 1 (Lemma C.3), we have
‖(Ru +B>PB)−1
(
B>P (∆Acl) +B
>P ′Acl
)
‖◦ ≤ ‖P‖1/2op ‖∆Acl‖op + ‖P−1/2‖op‖P ′‖op‖Acl‖op
≤ 2‖P‖op◦ + ‖P−1/2‖op‖P ′‖op‖P‖1/2op
≤ 2‖P‖op◦ + 4‖P‖7/2op ◦.
where the second to last line uses Lemma B.8, and the last line uses ‖P−1/2‖op ≤ 1, as well as
‖P ′‖op ≤ 4‖P‖3op. Putting the bounds together, we have ‖K ′‖◦ ≤ 7‖P‖7/2op ◦.
.
We also restate and prove an an analogous bound that pre-conditions K ′(t) by appropriate
matrices.
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Lemma B.2. ‖R1/2u K ′‖◦ ∨ ‖P 1/2BK ′‖◦ ∨ ‖BK ′‖◦ ≤ 7‖P‖7/2op ◦.
Proof. The bound is analogous to the bound on K ′ from Lemma 3.2, but now uses right multiplication
of R−10 which adresses left-multiplication by B,P
1/2B,R
1/2
u .
C.3.3 Norm Bounds for Second Derivatives
Next, we turn to bounding P ′′ and K ′′. We shall need some intermediate lemmas. Let us bound
the intermediate term A′cl
Lemma C.4. It holds that max{‖∆Acl‖◦, ‖A′cl‖◦} ≤ 9‖P‖7/22 ◦, and ‖∆′Acl‖◦ ≤ ◦op‖P‖
7/2
op .
Proof. A′cl = ∆Acl +BK
′. From Lemma C.3, ‖∆Acl‖◦ ≤ 2
√‖P‖op◦. Moreover, from Lemma B.2,
‖BK ′‖◦ ≤ 7‖P‖7/2op ◦. Thus, ‖A′cl‖◦ ≤ 9‖P‖7/2op ◦. The second bound uses ∆′Acl = ∆BK ′, and the
same bound on ‖K ′‖◦.
Next, we bound the norm of P ′′.
Lemma C.5. We have the bound ‖P ′′‖◦ ≤ poly(‖P?‖op)op◦.
Proof. Recall that P ′′ = dlyap(Acl, Q2), where
Q2 = A
′>
cl P
′Acl +A>clP
′A′cl
+A′>cl P (∆Acl) +A
>
clP
′∆Acl +A
>
clP (B
′K ′) + (B′K ′)>PAcl + ∆>AclP
′Acl + ∆>AclPA
′
cl .
Hence, ‖P ′′‖op ≤ ‖P‖op‖Q2‖op. We upper bound the norm of Q2 by
‖Q2‖◦ ≤ 2
(‖A′cl‖◦‖P ′‖op‖Acl‖op + ‖A′cl‖◦‖∆Acl‖op‖P‖op + ‖B′‖◦‖K ′‖op‖PAcl‖op + ‖Acl‖op‖P ′‖op‖∆Acl‖◦) .
Using Lemma B.8 and Lemma 3.2, one can show that
‖P ′′‖◦ ≤ poly(‖P?‖op)op◦.
Proof of Lemma B.3 . From Lemma B.1, we have that
K ′ = −(Ru +B>PB)−1
(
∆>BPAcl +B
>P (∆Acl) +B
>P ′Acl
)
. (C.2)
Denote Q3 := ∆
>
BPAcl +B
>P (∆Acl) +B
>P ′Acl, and R0 := Ru +B>PB. Then, we have
K ′′ = R−10 Q
′
3(t) +R
−1
0 (Ru +B
>PB)′R−10 Q3(t)
= R−10 Q
′
3(t) +R
−1
0 (Ru +B
>PB)′K ′.
Lets first handle the term R−10 Q
′
3(t). From Lemma C.3, we have that ‖R−10 ‖op ≤ 1, ‖R−10 B‖op.
Thus,
‖R−10 Q′3(t)‖◦ ≤ ‖R−10 ‖op‖∆>BPAcl)′‖◦ + ‖R−10 B‖op‖(P ′Acl)′‖◦
≤ ‖(∆>BPAcl)′‖◦ + ‖(P ′Acl)′‖◦
≤ ‖∆B‖◦‖P‖opA′cl‖P ′‖op‖Acl‖op + ‖P ′′‖◦‖Acl‖op + ‖P ′‖◦‖A′cl‖op
≤ poly(‖P?‖op)op◦,
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where we invoke the derivative computations above. Similarly, we can show that
‖R−10 (Ru +B>PB)′K ′‖◦ ≤ ‖R−10 ∆BPBK ′‖◦ + ‖R−10 B>P ′BK ′‖◦ + ‖R−10 BP∆BK ′‖◦
≤ (‖R−10 ‖op‖P‖opop + ‖R−10 B>‖op‖P ′‖op)‖BK ′‖◦ + ‖R−10 B‖op‖P‖op◦‖K ′‖op
≤ (‖P‖opop + ‖P ′‖op)‖BK ′‖◦ + ‖P‖op◦‖K ′‖op ≤ poly(‖P‖op)◦op.
D Self-Bounding ODE Method
We begin by stating Theorem 13, which provides a generic guarantee for self-bounding ODES
(Definition 3.3).
Theorem 13. Let (F,U , g, ‖ · ‖, x(·)) be a self-bounding tuple. Suppose that for some η > 0, h(·)
satisfies h(z) ≥ g(z) + η for all z ≥ ‖y(0)‖, and that the scalar ODE
w(0) = ‖y(0)‖+ η, w′(t) = h(w(t)
has a continuously differentiable solution on [0, 1]. Then, there exists a unique continuously differen-
tiable function y(t) ∈ U defined on [0, 1] which satisfies F (x(t), y(t)) = 0, and this solution satisfies
‖y(t)‖ ≤ w(t) ≤ w(1), ‖y′(t)‖ ≤ g(w(t)) ≤ g(w(1)) for all t ∈ [0, 1].
We shall prove the above theorem, and then derive Corollary 3 as a consequence. We begin the
proof of this theorem with a simple scalar comparison inequality.
Lemma D.1 (Scalar Comparison Inequalities for Curves). Suppose that x(t), w(t) are continuously
differentiable curves defined on [0, u). Suppose further that, for a function f(·, ·), x′(t) = f(x(t), t),
and that w′(t) = g(x(t)). In addition, suppose
1. w(0) > x(0)
2. g(·) ≥ 0
3. For t ∈ [0, u) such that x(t) ≥ w(0), g(x(t)) > f(x(t), t).
Then, x(t) < w(t) for t ∈ [0, u).
Proof. Define δ(t) = w(t) − x(t). Since δ(0) > 0, there exists an s > 0 such that δ(t) for
t ∈ [0, s). Choose the maximal such s := sup{t : δ(t′) ≥ 0, ∀t′ < t}, and suppose for the sake of
contradiction that s < u. Then, by continuity, δ(s) = 0, and therefore δ′(s) = g(w(s))− f(x(s), s) =
g(x(s))− f(x(s), s), since x(s) = w(u) for δ(s) = 0.
Next, note that since g(·) ≥ 0, w(t) is non-decreasing on [0, u), and thus w(s) ≥ w(0) for all
s ∈ [0, u). Since x(s) = w(s) at s, we have x(s) ≥ w(0) as well. Thus, δ′(s) = g(x(s))−f(x(s), s) > 0,
by the assumption of the lemma. Hence, for an  > 0 sufficiently small, δ(s− ) < δ(s) = 0. This
contradicts the fact that of δ(t′) = 0 for all t′ < s.
Next, we extend the above scalar comparison inequality to a comparison inequality between
scalar ODEs, and vector ODEs.
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Lemma D.2 (Norm Comparison for Vector ODE). Let ‖ · ‖ denote an arbitrary norm. Suppose that
v(t) ∈ Rd is a continuously differentiable curve defined on [0, u) such that ‖v′(t)‖ ≤ g(‖v(t)‖) for a
non-decreasing function g. Fix η > 0, and let h(z) denote a function such that h(z) ≥ max{0, g(z)+η}
for all z ≥ ‖v(0)‖. Then, if the ODE
w(0) = ‖v(0)‖+ η, w′(t) = h(w(t))
has a continuously differentiable solution defined on [0, u), then ‖v(t)‖ ≤ w(t) for all t ∈ [0, u)
Proof of Lemma D.2. The main challenge is that ‖ · ‖ may be non-smooth. We circumvent this
with a Gaussian approximation. Let cZ := EZ∼N (0,I)[‖Z‖], and for every η > 0, and define
Ψη(v) := EZ∼N (0,I)[‖v + η2cZZ‖]. Defining cZ := EZ∼N (0,1)[‖Z‖]. Moreover, we can see that
0 ≤ ‖v‖ ≤ Ψη(v) ≤ ‖v‖+ η/2 < ‖v‖+ η by Jensen’s inequality and the triangle inequality. Consider
the curve x(t)
x(t) = Ψη(v(t)), t ∈ [0, u),
Note then that the curve satisfies
x(0) = Ψη(v(0)), and x
′(t)) = f(t, x(t)) =
d
dt
(Ψη(v(t))),
where f(t, x(t)) does not depend implicitly on x(t), but only on t through the function t 7→ v(t).
Now, let g be a monotone function satisfying ‖v′(t)‖ ≤ g(‖v(t)‖), and let h be the assumed
function satifying h(z) ≥ g(z) + η for all z ≥ ‖v(0)‖+ η. We define the associated ODE
w(0) = ‖v(0)‖+ η, w′(t) = h(w(t)),
which we assume is also defined on [0, u). We would like to show that w(t) > x(t) for t ∈ [0, u). To
this end, we would like to verify the conditions of Lemma D.1. First, we have w(0) = ‖v(0)‖+ η >
Ψη(v(0)) = x(0), by above application of the triangle inequality.
For the second condition, we have
f(t, x(t)) :=
d
dt
(Ψη(v(t))) =
d
dt
EZ∼N (0,I)
[∥∥∥∥v + η2cZ Z
∥∥∥∥]
≤ EZ∼N (0,1)
[∥∥∥∥v′(t) + η2cZ Z
∥∥∥∥]
= Ψη(v
′(t)) < ‖v′(t)‖+ η
≤ g(‖v(t)‖) + η (since g satisfies ‖v′(t)‖ ≤ g(‖v(t)‖) )
≤ g(Ψη(v(t)) + η (since g is monotone)
= g(x(t)) + η.
Now, if h(z) ≥ g(z) + η for any z ≥ w(0), then, we see that, for any t ∈ [0, u) such that x(t) ≥ w(0),
we have f(t, x(t)) ≤ h(x(t)). Lemma D.1 therefore implies that x(t) ≤ w(t) for t ∈ [0, u). But
x(t) = Ψη(v(t)) ≥ ‖v(t)‖.
Let us now prove the general guarantee for self-bounding functions.
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Proof of Theorem 13. Observe that by the valid-function assumption and the assumption that
F (x(0), y(0)) has a solution, there exists some interval [0, u) on which a solution y(t) to F (x(t), y(t)) =
0 exists. Let u denote the maximal value of u ≤ 2 for which this holds.
First, let us bound ‖y(t)‖ for t ∈ I := [0, u) ∩ [0, 1]. By assumption, there is a function h(z) ≥
g(z) + η, where g(z) is non-negative and non-decreasing, such that the scalar ODE w′(t) = h(w(t))
has a solution on [0, 1] with w(0) = ‖y(0)‖+ η. By Lemma D.2, we then that ‖y(t)‖ ≤ w(t) on I.
Moreover, since w′(t) ≥ 0 since h is non-negative, we have ‖y(t)‖ ≤ w(t) ≤ w(1) on I.
We conclude by showing that I = [0, 1]. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that I 6= [0, 1].
Then u ∈ (0, 1]. Moreover, by Definition 3.2, F (x(u), ·) = 0 has no solution, since otherwise, y(t)
would be defined on [0, u + ) for some  > 0, contradicting the maximality of u. Therefore, to
contradict our hypothesis I 6= [0, 1], it suffices to show that F (x(u), ·) = 0 has a solution. To this
end, define
y˜(s) :=
∫ s
0
y′(t)dt,
which is well defined and continuous for s ∈ [0, u), since y′(s) is continuously differentiable on
this interval. Moreover, ‖y′(t)‖ ≤ g(y(t)) ≤ g(w(t)) ≤ g(w(1)) on [0, u) since y(t) ≤ w(t) ≤ w(1).
Therefore, y′(t) is uniformly bound on [0, u), so that y˜(u) = lims→u y˜(s) is well-defined at u, and in
fact continuous on [0, u].
Since y˜(s) is continuous on [0, u], and since F (·, ·) and x(s) are continuous, lims→u F (x(s), y˜(s)) =
F (x(u), y˜(u)). But by the fundamental theorem of Calculus, we see that y˜(s) = y(s) for s ∈ [0, u),
so that F (x(u), y˜(s)) = F (A(s), B(s), y(s)) = 0 for s ∈ [0, u). Thus, lims→u F (A(s), B(s), y˜(s)) = 0,
and hence F (x(u), y˜(u)) = 0. This shows that F (x(u), ·) = 0 has a solution, as needed.
We now prove the corollary for the specific function form g(z) = czp.
Proof of Corollary 3. Fix η > 0 to be selected later. By assumption, we have
‖y′(t)‖ ≤ g(‖y(t)‖), g(z) = czp.
Moreover, for an η > 0 to be selected, and for z ≥ ‖y(0)‖, we have
g(z) + η ≤ (1 + η
c‖y(0)‖p︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=cη
)zp := h(z).
Now, consider the ODE
w′η(t) = h(wη(t)), wη(0) = ‖y(0)‖op + η.
Let us show that, for η sufficiently small, this ODE exists on [0, 1]. Indeed, the solution to this the
ODE is
1
(p− 1)wp−1η (0)
− 1
(p− 1)wp−1η (t)
= cηt.
So that a continuously differentiable solution wη(t) exists for t ∈ [0, 1] as long as
cη <
1
(p− 1)wp−1η (0)
=
1
(p− 1)(‖y(0)‖+ η)p−1 , (D.1)
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and the solution is given by
wη(t) =
(
1
(‖y(0)‖+ η)p−1 − (p− 1)cηt
)−1/(p−1)
.
In particular, if c < 1
(p−1)(‖y(0)‖)p−1 , then since limη→0 cη = c, there exists an η0 > 0 sufficiently small
so that the condition in (D.1) the above display holds for all η ∈ (0, η0). Therefore, by Theorem 13,
max
t∈[0,1]
‖y(t)‖ ≤ inf
η∈(0,η0)
wη(t) =
(
1
‖y(0)‖p−1 − ct
)−(p−1)
≤
(
1
‖y(0)‖p−1 − c(p− 1)
)−1/(p−1)
.
In particular, when α = c(p− 1)‖y(0)‖p−1 < 1, then
max
t∈[0,1]
‖y(t)‖ ≤ (1− α)−1/(p−1)‖y(0)‖.
Hence, for all t ∈ [0, 1], we have that ‖y(t)‖ ≤ c(1− α)−p/(p−1)‖y(0)‖.
E Concentration and Estimation Bounds
E.1 Ordinary Least Squares Tools
In what follows, we develop a general toolkit for analyzing the performance of ordinary least squares.
First, let {zt}t≥1 ∈ (Rd)N and {yt}t≥1 ∈ (Rm)N denote sequences of random vectors adapted
to a filtration {Ft}t≥0. We define the covariance ΛT :=
∑T
t=1 ztz
>
t . We begin with a standard
self-normalized tail bound (cf. Abbasi-Yadkori et al. [2011]).
Lemma E.1 (Self-Normalized Tail Bound). That {et}t≥1 ∈ RN is a scalar, Ft adapted sequence
such that et | Ft−1 is σ2 sub-Gaussian. Fix a matric V0  0. Then, with probability 1− δ,∥∥∥∥∥
T∑
t=1
xtet
∥∥∥∥∥
2
(V0+ΛT )−1
≤ 2σ2 log
{
1
δ
det(V
−1/2
0 (V0 + ΛT )V
−1/2
0 )
}
.
As a corollary, we have the following Frobenius norm bound for regression.
Lemma E.2 (Frobenius Norm Least Squares, Coarse Bound). Suppose that the the sequence
et := yt−Θ?zt ∈ Rm is σ2-sub-Gaussian conditioned on Ft−1, and define the least squares estimator
Θ̂T :=
(∑T
t=1 yzt
)
(
∑T
t=1 ztzt)
>)†. Then,
P
[{
‖Θ̂T −Θ?‖2F ≥ 3mλmin(ΛT )−1 log
{
m det(3Λ
−1/2
0 (ΛT )Λ
−1/2
0
δ
}}
∩ {ΛT  Λ0}
]
≤ δ.
and that
P
[{
‖Θ̂T −Θ?‖22 ≥ 6λmin(ΛT )−1(d log 5 + log
{
det(3Λ
−1/2
0 (ΛT )Λ
−1/2
0
δ
}}
∩ {ΛT  Λ0}
]
≤ δ. (E.1)
Unfortunately, this tail bound will lead to a dimension dependence of Ω(d), which may be
suboptimality if ΛT has eigenvalues of varying magnitude. Instead, we opt for a related bound that
pays for Rayleigh quotients between Λ0 and ΛT .
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Lemma E.3 (Frobenius Norm Least Squares, Refined Bound). Fix a matrix Λ0  0, and denote its
eigenbasis v1, . . . , vd, ordered by decreasing eigenvalue. Define the Raleigh quotients κj :=
v>j ΛT vj
v>j Λ0vj
.
Then, in the setting of Lemma E.2, the least squares estimator Θ̂T admits the following bound on
its Frobenius error:
P
‖Θ̂T −Θ?‖2F ≥ 3mσ2
d∑
j=1
λj(Λ
−1
0 )κj log
3κj
δ
 ∩ {ΛT  Λ0}
 ≤ δ.
Lemma E.4 (Covariance Lower Bound). Suppose that zt | Ft−1 ∼ N (zt,Σt), where z,Σt ∈ Rd is
Ft−1-measurable, and Σt  Σ  0. Lastly, suppose E is any event, and suppose ΛT := E[ΛT I(E)]
satisfies tr(ΛT ) ≤ TJ for some J ≥ 0. Then, for
T ≥ 2000
9
(
2d log 1003 + d log
J
λmin(Σ)
)
,
it holds that, for Λ0 :=
9T
1600Σ
P
[{
ΛT 6 9T
1600
Σ
}
∩ E
]
≤ 2 exp
(
− 92000(d+1)T
)
.
E.2 Basic Concentration Bounds
Here we state some useful concentration bounds for Gaussian distributions.
Lemma E.5 (Proposition 1.1 in Hsu et al. [2012]). Let g ∼ N (0, Id) be an isotropic Gaussian
vector, and let A be a symmetric matrix. Then,
P
[∣∣∣g>Ag − tr(A)∣∣∣ > 2t1/2‖A‖F + 2t‖A‖op] ≤ 2e−t.
By replacing the Frobenius and operator norms in the above inequality with the Hilbert-Schdmit
norm, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6. Let A  0, and let g ∼ N (0, Id). Then, with probability 1− δ for any δ < 1/e,
g>Ag . tr(A) log 1
δ
= E[g>Agt] log
1
δ
.
E.3 Proofs from Appendix E.1
E.3.1 Proof of Lemma E.2
We assume without loss of generality that σ2 = 1. Let et = yt −Θ?zt. Let X ∈ RTd denote the
matrix whose rows are et, and E
(i) ∈ RT denote the vector (e1,i, . . . , eT,i), where et,i is the i-th
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coordinate of et. Let λmin := λmin(Λ0). Then,
‖Θ̂T −Θ?‖2F =
m∑
i=1
∥∥∥Λ−1T X>E(i)∥∥∥2
2
≤ λmin(ΛT )−1
m∑
i=1
∥∥∥Λ−1/2T X>E(i)∥∥∥2
2
=
m∑
i=1
λmin(ΛT )
−1
∥∥∥X>E(i)∥∥∥2
Λ−1T
≤ 3
2
m∑
i=1
λmin(ΛT )
−1
∥∥∥X>E(i)∥∥∥2
(ΛT+
1
2
Λ0)−1
,
where the last line holds for Λ0  ΛT . Invoking Lemma E.1, we have that with probability at least
1− δ, it holds for any fixed i ∈ [m] that∥∥∥X>E(i)∥∥∥2
(ΛT+Λ0)−1
≤ 2 log
{
1
δ
det((
Λ0
2
)−1/2(
Λ0
2
+ ΛT )(
Λ0
2
)−1/2)
}
.
Since Λ0  Λ, we have Λ02 + ΛT ≤ 32Λ, when the above can be bounded by∥∥∥X>E(i)∥∥∥2
(ΛT+Λ0)−1
≤ 2 log
{
1
δ
det(3(Λ0)
−1/2ΛTΛ
−1/2
0 )
}
.
Union bounding over i ∈ [m] and summing the bound concludes.
E.3.2 Proof of Lemma E.3
We assume without loss of generality that σ2 = 1. Let et = yt −Θ?zt. Let X ∈ RTd denote the
matrix whose rows are et, and E
(i) ∈ RT denote the vector (e1,i, . . . , eT,i), where et,i is the i-th
coordinate of et. Let λmin := λmin(Λ0). Moreover, let v1, . . . , vd denote an eigenbasis for the matrix
Λ0, which we note is non-random. When ΛT = X
>X  Λ0, we can then render
‖Θ̂T −Θ?‖2F =
m∑
i=1
∥∥∥(X>X)−1X>E(i)∥∥∥2
2
≥
m∑
i=1
∥∥∥Λ−10 X>E(i)∥∥∥2
2
=
m∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
(
v>j Λ
−1
0 X
>E(i)
)2
=
m∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
λj(Λ0)
−2
(
v>j X
>E(i)
)2
.
Define the vector Xj = Xvj . Then,
(
v>j X
>E(i)
)2
can be bounded as as(
v>j X
>E(i)
)2
= ‖Xj‖22(E(i)>Xj (X>j Xj)−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=‖Xj‖−22
X>j E
(i)
≤ 3
2
‖Xj‖22(X>j E(i))>(
1
2
λj(Λ0) + X
>
j Xj)
−1X>E(i),
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where we use the fact that Λ0  ΛT = X>X. Hence, by the self normalized tail inequality Lemma E.1,
it holds with probability 1− δ that(
v>j X
>E(i)
)2 ≤ 3‖Xj‖22 log 12λj(Λ0) + ‖Xj‖221
2λj(Λ0)δ
≤ 3‖Xj‖22 log
3‖Xj‖22
λj(Λ0)δ
.
Hence, recalling that κj :=
v>j ΛT vj
v>j Λ0vj
, we conclude that, with probability 1− δ,
‖Θ̂T −Θ?‖2F ≤
m∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
3λj(Λ0)‖Xj‖22 log
3‖Xj‖22
λj(Λ0)δ
= 3m
d∑
j=1
λj(Λ0)
−1κj log
3κj
δ
.
E.3.3 Proof of Lemma E.4
By the the Paley-Zygmund inequality (specifically, the variant in Simchowitz et al. [2018, Equation
3.12]), one can easily show that the sequence (zt) satisfies the (1,Σ,
3
10)-block martingale small ball
property [Simchowitz et al., 2018, Definition 2.1]. Then, for any matrix Λ+  0, Simchowitz et al.
[2018, Section D.2] (correcting the section for a lost normalization factor of T) shows that
P
[{
ΛT 6 T
16
(
3
10
)2Σ
}
∩ {ΛT  Λ+}
]
≤ exp
(
− 1
10
T (
3
10
)2 + 2d log(
100
3
) + log det Λ+(TΣ)
−1
)
≤ exp
(
− 9T
1000
+ 2d log(
100
3
) + d log
‖Λ+‖op
Tλmin(Σ)
)
)
. (E.2)
Now, notice that if we select Λ+ =
tr(ΛT )
δ I, the bound ‖Λ‖op ≤ tr(Λ) for Λ  0 and an application
of Markov’s inequality show that, P[{ΛT 6 Λ+} ∩ E ] ≤ δ. Hence, we have
P
[
ΛT 6 T
16
(
3
10
)2
]
≤ inf
δ>0
exp
(
− 9T
1000
+ 2d log(
100
3
) + d log
tr(ΛT )
Tλmin(Σ)δ
)
)
+ δ
≤ inf
δ>0
δ−d exp
(
− 9T
1000
+ 2d log(
100
3
) + d log
tr(ΛT )
Tλmin(Σ)δ
)
)
+ δ.
Note that balancing aδ−d = δ selects δ = a1/d+1, giving that the above is at most
2 exp
(
− 1
d+ 1
(
9T
1000
− 2d log(100
3
)− d log tr(ΛT )
Tλmin(Σ)
)
))
.
We conclude by bounding tr(ΛT ) ≤ JT by assumption and applying some elementary algebra.
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Part II
Proof of Upper and Lower Bounds
F Proofs for Lower Bound (Section 4)
F.1 Proof of Lemma 4.1
Observe that
max{‖Ae −A?‖op, ‖Be −B?‖op} ≤ max{‖Ae −A?‖F, ‖Be −B?‖F}
≤ max{‖K?‖1/2op , 1}‖∆‖F
≤ √mnpack max{‖K?‖1/2op , 1} ≤
√
‖P?‖op
√
mnpack,
where the last inequality is by Lemma B.8. This prove the first point of the lemma. Next, if
2pack ≤ 1‖P?‖opC2safe(A?, B?)/nm, then,
max{‖Ae −A?‖op, ‖Be −B?‖op} ≤ 1
Csafe(A?, B?)
≤ (1− 21/5),
which implies Ψe ≤ 21/5 max{1, ‖A?‖op, ‖B?‖op}. Moreover Theorem 5 yields
‖Pe − P?‖op ≤ 1.085‖P?‖op ≤ 21/5‖P?‖op.
For the next point, Theorem 12 bounds the error of the Taylor approximation, and implies that
for some polynomial p,
‖ − (Ru +B>? P?B?)−1 ·∆>P?Acl,? +K? −Ke‖2F
≤ p(‖P?‖op) max{‖Ae −A?‖op, ‖Be −B?‖op}2 max{‖Ae −A?‖F, ‖Be −B?‖F}2
≤ p(‖P?‖op) max{‖Ae −A?‖F, ‖Be −B?‖F}4
≤ (nm)2 ‖P?‖opp(‖P?‖op)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=p2(p(‖P?‖op))
4pack.
Finally, point 4 follows by bounding
‖K? −Ke‖F ≤ ‖ − (Ru +B>? P?B?)−1 ·∆>P?Acl,? +K? −Ke‖F + ‖(Ru +B>? P?B?)−1 ·∆>P?Acl,?‖F
≤ mn2packp2(‖P?‖op) + ‖(Ru +B>? P?B?)−1 ·∆>P?Acl,?‖F
≤ mn2packp2(‖P?‖op) + ‖∆‖F‖P?‖op‖Acl,?‖op
≤ mn2packp2(‖P?‖op) + ‖∆‖F‖P?‖3/2op (Lemma B.8)
≤ mn2packp2(‖P?‖op) + pack
√
mn‖P?‖3/2op .
By taking 2pack ≤ 1/mnpoly(‖P?‖op), the expression above can be made to be at most 2mn2pack‖P?‖3op.
F.2 Proof of Lemma 4.3
Our strategy is to relate RegretT [pi;Ae, Be] and K-Erre[pi] to the benchmark inducted by following
the true optimal policy pi? = pi?(A,B) which minimizes EAe,Be,pi
∑T
t=1 c(xt,ut)] over all possible
policies pi.
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To begin, consider an arbitrary stabilizable system (A,B). Let K∞ := K∞(A,B) and P∞ =
P∞(A,B). For T fixed and a control policy pi, let
K-Err[pi] := EA,B,pi
T/2∑
t=1
‖ut −K∞(A,B)xt‖22
 .
We define the Q-functions and value functions associated with the LQR problem as follows.
Qt;T (x, u) := EA,B,pi?
[
T∑
s=t
c(xs,us) | xt = x,ut = u
]
Vt;T (x) := inf
u
Qt;T (x, u),
where EA,B,pi?(A,B)[· | xt = x,ut = u] denotes that the state at time t is xt = x, inputs is ut = u,
and all future inputs are according to the policy pi?(A,B). Note then that pi? always perscribes the
action ut := arg min Qt;T (xt, u) at time t. We can now characterize the form of the Qt;T and pi?
using the following lemma.
Lemma F.1 (Optimal Finite-Horizon Controllers [Bertsekas, 2005]). Define the elements
Pt+1 := Rx +A
>PtA−A>PtBΣ−1t B>PtA,
Σt+1 := Ru +B
>PtB,
Kt+1 := −Σ−1t+1B>PtA,
with the convention that P0 = Rx. Then, Vt;T (x) = x
>PT−tx, and Qt;T (x, u) − Vt;T (x) =
‖u−KT−t x‖2ΣT−t, and (pi?)t;T (xt) = KT−t xt.
For completeness, we prove the lemma in Section F.2.1. Having defined the true optimal policy,
we that the regret is lower bounded as follows.
Lemma F.2. Fix a system A,B, and suppose that RegretT [pi;A,B] ≤ T J ?A,B. Then,
RegretT [pi;A,B] ≥
1
2
K-Err[pi]− J ?A,B
2T (max
t≥T/2
ηt
)
+
∑
t≥0
ηt
 ,
where we define the errors ηt := ‖Σ>t (K∞ −Kt)R−1/2x ‖22.
Proof of Lemma F.2. We compare both the cost under pi and the cost under a comparator to
V1;T (0), the value of the optimal policy starting at x1 = 0.
RegretT [pi;A,B] = EA,B,pi
[
T∑
t=1
ct(xt,ut)
]
−V1;T (0)− (TJ ?A,BK∞ −V1;T (0))
≥ EA,B,pi
[
T∑
t=1
ct(xt,ut)
]
−V1;T (0)− (TEA,B,K∞
[
T∑
t=1
ct(xt,ut)
]
−V1;T (0)),
where we use the fact that the infinite horizon regret induced by K? on a finite time horizon T is
upper bounded by T -times the infinite horizon cost (this can be verified by direct computation).
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Next, we use the performance difference lemma, which states that for any policy pi′,
EA,B,pi′
[
T∑
t=1
ct(xt,ut)
]
−V0;T (0) =
T∑
t=1
EA,B,pi′ [Qt;T (xt,ut)−Vt;T (xt)]
=
T∑
t=1
EA,B,pi′
[
‖ut −KT−txt‖2ΣT−t
]
. (Lemma F.1)
Therefore,
RegretT [pi;A,B] =
T∑
t=1
EA,B,pi
[
‖ut −KT−txt‖2ΣT−t
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(policy suboptimality)
−
T∑
t=1
EA,B,K∞
[
‖ut −KT−txt‖2ΣT−t
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(comparator suboptimality)
.
Comparator Suboptimality. We begin with two claims.
Claim F.3. ‖(K∞ −KT−t)xt‖2ΣT−t ≤ ηT−t · x>t Rxx.
Proof. We have that
‖(K∞ −KT−t) xt‖2ΣT−t =
∥∥∥Σ1/2T−t(K∞ −KT−t)R−1/2x R1/2x xt∥∥∥2
≤
∥∥∥Σ1/2T−t(K∞ −KT−t)R−1/2x ∥∥∥2
2
∥∥∥R1/2x xt∥∥∥2
2
:= ηT−t · x>t Rxxt.
Claim F.4. EA,B,K∞ [
∑T
t=1 x
>
t Rxxt] ≤ TJ ?A,B.
Proof. We have
EA,B,K∞ [
T∑
t=1
x>t Rxxt] ≤ EA,B,K∞ [
T∑
t=1
x>t (Rx +K
>
∞RuK∞)xt]
= tr(
T∑
t=1
t∑
s=0
((A+BK∞)s)>(Rx +K>∞RuK∞)((A+BK∞)
s))
≤ tr(
T∑
t=1
∞∑
s=0
((A+BK∞)s)>(Rx +K>∞RuK∞)((A+BK∞)
s))
= T tr(P∞(A,B)) = TJ ?A,B,
where the last equalities are by Lemma B.6.
Invoking these two claims, we have
T∑
t=1
EA,B,K∞
[
‖ut −KT−t;Txt‖2Σt;T
]
≤
T∑
t=1
EA,B,K∞ηt
[
x>t Rxxt
]
≤ J ?A,B
T∑
t=1
ηT−t ≤ J ?A,B
∞∑
t=0
ηt.
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Policy Suboptimality. We first make the following claim.
Claim F.5. Let (X , 〈·, ·〉X ) denote an inner product space with induced norm ‖ · ‖X . Then for any
x, y ∈ X , ‖x+ y‖2X ≥ 12‖x‖2X − ‖y‖2X .
Proof. We have ‖x+ y‖2X = ‖x‖2X + ‖y‖2X + 2〈x, y〉X . Note that, for any α > 0, we have |2〈x, y〉X | =
|2〈α1/2x, α−1/2y〉X | ≤ α‖x‖2X + α−1‖y‖2X . Setting α = 12 , we have |2〈x, y〉X | ≤ 12‖x‖2X + 2‖y‖2X .
Hence ‖x+y‖2X = ‖x‖2X +‖y‖2X +2〈x, y〉X ≥ ‖x‖2X +‖y‖2X − (12‖x‖2X +2‖y‖2X ) = 12‖x‖2X −‖y‖2X .
We can now lower bound
EA,B,pi
[
T∑
t=1
‖ut −KT−txt‖2ΣT−t
]
≥ EA,B,pi
T/2∑
t=1
‖ut −KT−txt‖2ΣT−t

≥ EA,B,pi
T/2∑
t=1
1
2
‖ut −K∞xt‖2ΣT−t − ‖(KT−t −K∞)xt‖2ΣT−t
 (Claim F.5)
≥ EA,B,pi
T/2∑
t=1
1
2
‖ut −K∞xt‖22 − ‖(KT−t −K∞)xt‖2ΣT−t
 . (ΣT−t  Ru  I)
The expression above is equal to
=
1
2
K-Err[pi]−
T/2∑
t=1
EA,B,pi
[
‖(KT−t −K∞)xt‖2ΣT−t
]
≥ 1
2
K-Err[pi]−
T/2∑
t=1
ηtEA,B,pi
[
x>t Rxxt
]
(Claim F.3)
≥ 1
2
K-Err[pi]− 2 T/2max
t=1
ηT−tJ ?A,B (Claim F.6)
≥ 1
2
K-Err[pi]− 2J ?A,B max
t≥T/2
ηt, (Claim F.6)
where the last inequality uses the following claim.
Claim F.6. If RegretA,B,T [pi] ≤ TJ ?A,B (in particular, under Assumption 3), then for any τ ≤ T
and Q  Rx, we have
∑τ
t=1 EA,B,pi
[
x>t Qxt
] ≤ 2TJ ?A,B.
The claim is stated for an arbitrary matrix Q so that it can be specialized where necessary.
Proof. We have
∑τ
t=1 EA,B,pi
[
x>t Qxt
] ≤∑Tt=1 EA,B,pi [x>t Rxxt] ≤∑Tt=1 EA,B,pi [x>t Rxxt + u>t Ruu] =
RegretA,B,T [pi] + TJ ?A,B ≤ 2TJ ?A,B.
Combining the comparator suboptimality and policy suboptimality bounds completes the proof
of Lemma F.2.
The next lemma shows that the error sequence ηt has geometric decrease.
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Lemma F.7 (Bound on ηt). Let (A,B) be statibilzable. Then, for ηt defined above, we have
ηt ≤
(
1 + 1ν
)−t
, where ν = 2‖P∞(A,B)‖opΨ(A,B)2.
Proof of Lemma F.7. Since Rx  I,
ηt ≤ 1
λmin(Rx)
∥∥∥Σ1/2t;T (K∞ −KT−t)∥∥∥2
op
≤
∥∥∥Σ1/2t;T (K∞ −KT−t)∥∥∥2
op
.
Next, observe that from Lemma F.1 we have∥∥∥Σ1/2T−t(K∞ −KT−t)∥∥∥2
op
= sup
‖x‖≤1
‖(K∞ −KT−t)x‖2ΣT−t = sup‖x‖≤1
[Qt;T (x,K∞x)−VT ;t(x)].
Since Qt;T (x,K∞x) is a finite horizon Q-function for a stationary process with non-negative rewards,
we have Qt;T (x, u) ≤ Q∞(x, u). Therefore, the above is
≤ sup
‖x‖≤1
[Q∞(x,K∞x)−VT ;t(x)]
= sup
‖x‖≤1
[V∞(x)−VT−t(x)]
= sup
‖x‖≤1
[
x>P∞x− x>Pt;Tx
]
= ‖P∞ − PT−t‖op,
where we use that P∞ is the value function for the infinite horizon process (Lincoln and Rantzer
[2006, Proposition 1]). By reparametrizing, we have verified that
ηt ≤ ‖P∞ − Pt‖op,
To conclude, we apply Lemma F.8, which implies that ‖P∞ − Pt;T ‖2 ≤
(
1 + 1ν
)−(T−t+1)
, where
ν is as in the lemma statement:
Lemma F.8 (Dean et al. [2018], Lemma E.6). Consider the Riccati recursion
Pt+1 = Rx +A
>PtA−A>BPt(Ru +B>PtB)−1B>PtA,
where Rx and Ru are positive definite and P0 = 0. When P∞ is the unique solution of the DARE,
we have
‖Pt − P∞‖op ≤ ‖P∞‖op
(
1 +
1
ν
)−t
, (F.1)
where ν = 2‖P∞‖op ·
(
‖A‖2op
λmin(Rx)
∨ ‖B‖
2
op
λmin(Ru)
)
.11
We can take ν ≤ 2‖P∞‖op max{‖A‖2op, ‖B‖2op} ≤ 2Ψ(A,B)‖P∞‖2op, as Rx, Ru  I.
We can now conclude the proof of Lemma 4.3.
11The bound stated in Dean et al. [2018] is sightly incorrect in that it is missing a factor of ‖P∞‖op. The reader
can verify the correctness of our statement by examining Lincoln and Rantzer [2006, Proposition 1].
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Proof of Lemma 4.3. From Lemma F.2, we have the lower bound
RegretT [pi;Ae, Be] ≥
1
2
K-Erre[pi]− Je
2T (max
t≥T/2
ηt
)
+
∑
t≥0
ηt
 ,
Recall ν := 2‖Pe‖opΨ2e from Lemma F.7, and that ηt ≤ ‖Pe‖op(1 + ν−1)t ≤ exp(−t/ν). Therefore∑
t≥0
ηt ≤ 2‖Pe‖2opΨ2e,
Hence, if T ≥ 2ν log(2T ), we have that
2T
(
max
t≥T/2
ηt
)
≤ ‖Pe‖op ≤ ‖Pe‖2op,
where we use P∞(·, ·)  I (Lemma B.5). Hence, for such T ,
RegretT [pi;A,B] ≥
1
2
K-Erre[pi]− 3‖Pe‖2opΨ2e
≥ 1
2
K-Erre[pi]− Je3‖Pe‖2opΨ2e
≥ 1
2
K-Erre[pi]− dx 3‖Pe‖3opΨ2e︸ ︷︷ ︸
=γe
.
Since ν ≥ 1, the condition T ≥ 2ν log(2T ) holds as long as T ≥ c′ν2 = c′‖Pe‖2opΨ4ec′. Reparametrizing
in terms of P?,Ψ? in view of Lemma 4.1 concludes the proof.
F.2.1 Proof of Lemma F.1
We first recall a standard expression for the value function [Bertsekas, 2005, Section 4.1]:
Vt(x) = ‖x‖2PT−t +
T∑
s=t+1
tr(PT−s).
To obtain the expression for the Qt, we have
Qt(x, u) = c(x, u) + Ewt [Vt+1(Ax+Bu+ wt)]
= c(x, u) + (Ax+Bu)>PT−(t+1)(Ax+Bu) + E[w>t PT−(t+1)wt] +
T∑
s=t+2
tr(PT−s)
= c(x, u) + (Ax+Bu)>PT−(t+1)(Ax+Bu) +
T∑
s=t+1
tr(PT−s).
Note that Vt(x) := minu Qt(x, u), and Qt(x, u) is a quadratic function. We can compute
arg min
u
Qt(x, u) = arg min
u
c(x, u) + (Ax+Bu)>PT−(t+1)(Ax+Bu) + βt
= arg min
u
x>Rxx+ u>Ruu+ (Ax+Bu)>PT−(t+1)(Ax+Bu) + βt
= arg min
u
u>(Ru +B>Pt+1;TB)u+ 2u>B>PT−(t+1)Ax
= −(Ru +B>PT−(t+1)B)−1B>Pt+1;TAx
= Kt;Tx.
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Moreover, since Qt(x, u) is quadratic in u with quadratic form ΣT−t = (Ru +B>PT−(t+1)B) and
the gradient ∇uQt(x, u) vanishes at the minimizer u = Kt;Tx, we have
Qt(x, u)−Vt(x) = Qt(x, u)−Qt(x,Kt;Tx) = ‖u−Kt;Tx‖2ΣT−t .
F.3 Proof of Lemma 4.4
Again, let us begin proving the lemma for an arbitrary stabilizable (A,B), and then specialize to the
packing instances (Ae, Be). For a fixed policy pi, and let all probabilities and expectations be under
the law Ppi;A,B. Our strategy follows from Arias-Castro et al. [2012]. Let K∞ = K∞(A,B) and let
δt := ut −K∞xt, and note that K-Err[pi] = EA,B,pi[
∑T
2
t=1 ‖δt‖22]. Define the covariance matrix
ΛT
2
:=
T
2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t .
For some constant c > 0 to be chosen at the end of the proof, consider a ‘thresholded” least squares
estimator defined as follows:
K̂LS := I
{
ΛT
2
 cT
2
I
}
·
 T2∑
t=1
utx
>
t
Λ−1T
2
= I
{
ΛT
2
 cT
2
I
} T2∑
t=1
δtx
>
t
Λ−1T
2
+ I
{
ΛT
2
 cT
2
I
} T2∑
t=1
K∞xtx>t
Λ−1T
2
= I
{
ΛT
2
 cT
2
I
}
K∞ + I
{
ΛT
2
 cT
2
I
} T2∑
t=1
δtx
>
t
Λ−1T
2
.
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Hence, introducing the matrices X :=
[
x1 | x2 | . . .xT
2
]
, and ∆ :=
[
δ1 | δ2 | . . . δT
2
]
,
E
[
‖K̂LS −K∞‖2F
]
= ‖K∞‖2FP
[
ΛT
2
6 cT
2
I
]
+ E
I{ΛT
2
 cT
2
I
}∥∥∥∥∥∥
 T2∑
t=1
·δtx>t
Λ−1T
2
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
F

= ‖K∞‖2FP
[
ΛT
2
6 cT
2
I
]
+ E
[
I
{
XX>  cT
2
I
}∥∥∥(∆X>)(XX>)−1∥∥∥2
F
]
= ‖K∞‖2FP
[
ΛT
2
6 cT
2
I
]
+ E
[
I
{
XX>  cT
2
I
}∥∥∥∆X†∥∥∥2
F
]
≤ ‖K∞‖2FP
[
ΛT
2
6 cT
2
I
]
+ E
[
I
{
XX>  cT
2
I
}
‖∆‖2F
∥∥∥X†∥∥∥2
2
]
≤ ‖K∞‖2FP
[
ΛT
2
6 cT
2
I
]
+
1
cT2
E
[
‖∆‖2F
]
= ‖K∞‖2FP
[
ΛT
2
6 cT
2
I
]
+
2
cT
K-Err[pi]
≤ J∞(A,B)P
[
ΛT
2
6 cT
2
I
]
+
2
cT
K-Err[pi].
where the second-to-last line follows since ‖∆‖2F =
∑T
2
t=1 ‖δt‖22, and the last line uses by Lemma B.8
which bounds K>∞K∞  P∞(A,B), so that ‖K∞‖2F ≤ tr(P∞(A,B)) = J ?A,B.
In order to conclude the proof, we need to select show that, for some constant c sufficiently small
and T2 sufficiently large, P
[
ΛT
2
6 cT2 I
]
is neglible. Let us now apply Lemma E.4. Let Ft denote
the filtration generated by (xs,us)s≤t and ut+1. Observe that xt | Ft−1 ∼ N (xt, I), where xt is
Ft−1-measurable.
Let us now specialize to an instance (A,B) = (Ae, Be). We can then bound
E[tr(
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t )] ≤ E
[
T∑
t=1
x>t Rxxt + u
>
t Ruu
]
≤ 2J ?A,BT,
by the Assumption 3 and Claim F.6. Hence, tr(E[ΛT/2]) ≤ T2 · (4J ?Ae,Be). Therefore, if
T ≥ 2000
9
(
2dx log
100
3 + dx log 4J ?Ae,Be
)
,
we have that
P
[
ΛT/2 6
9(T/2)
1600
]
≤ 2 exp
(
− 92000(dx+1)T
)
.
In particular, there exists a universal constants c, cLS such that (recallingJ ?Ae,Be = tr(P∞(Ae, Be) )
T ≥ cdx log(1 + dx‖P∞(Ae, Be)‖op) ≥ cdx log(1 + J ?Ae,Be).
then for a universal constant cLS, we have
E
[
‖K̂LS −K∞‖2F
]
≤ γls + 1
TcLS
K-Err[pi].
Moreover, for (Ae, Be), we can upper bound ‖Pe‖op . ‖P?‖op (and amend c accordingly) using
Lemma 4.1, concluding the proof.
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F.4 Proof of Lemma 4.5
Let τ = T/2. Recall that our packing consists of systems (Ae, Be) indexed by sign-vectors e ∈
{-1, 1}[n]×[m]:
(Ae, Be) := (A? −∆eK?, B? + ∆e), where ∆e = 
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
ei,jwiv
>
j .
To keep notation compact, let q := (i, j) denote a stand-in for the double indices (i, j), with q1 = i
and q2 = j. Given an indexing vector e ∈ {-1, 1}[n]×[m], ec denote the vector consisting of coordinates
of e other than (q1, q2). For a ∈ {-1, 1}, we set
∆a,q,ecq := 
aeq1,q2 + ∑
q′ 6=q
eq′1,q′2wq′1v
>
q′2
 .
and define Aa,q,ecq , Ba,q,ecq analogously, let Pa,q,ecq denote the law of the first τ = T/2 rounds under
PAa,q,ecq ,Ba,q,ecq ,Alg [·].
We now consider an indexing vector e drawn uniformly from {-1, 1}[n]×[m]. We will then let
Pa,q denote the law Pecq [Pa,q,ecq ], maginalizing over the entries e
c
q. Our proof now follows from the
argument in Arias-Castro et al. [2012]. We note then that, for any q and any ê that depends only
on the first τ = T/2 time steps, we can bound
EeEAe,Be [|eq − êq|] = Eequnif∼ {-1,1}EecqEAeq,q,ecq ,Beq,q,ecq [|eq − êq|]
= E
eq
unif∼ {-1,1}Eeq ,q [|eq − êq|] ≥
1
2
(1− TV (P-1,q,P1,q)) .
Hence, by Cauchy Schwarz,
E
[∑
q
|eq − êq|
]
≥
∑
q
1
2
(1− TV(P0,q,P1,q))
≥ nm
2
∑
q
1−√ 1
nm
∑
q
TV(P0,q,P1,q)2
 .
Moreover, by Jensen’s ineqality followed by a symmetrized Pinsker’s ienqualty,
TV(P0,q,P1,q)2 ≤ Eecq
[
TV(P−1,q,ecq ,P1,q,ecq)
2
]
≤ 1
2
Eecq
[
KL(P−1,q,ecq ,P1,q,ecq)
2
+
KL(P1,q,ecq ,P-1,q,ecq)
2
]
.
We now require the following lemma to compute the relevant KL-divergences, which we prove below.
Lemma F.9. Let ∆(0),∆(1) ∈ Rdx×du , τ ∈ N, and let A?, B? be the nominal systems defined above.
For i ∈ {0, 1}, let Pi denote the law of the first τ iterates under PA?−∆(i)K?,B?+∆(i),Alg[·]. Then,
KL(P0,P1) =
1
2
tr
((
∆(0) −∆(1)
)
Λτ (∆
(0))
(
∆(0) −∆(1)
)>)
.
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where we have defined the matrix
Λτ (∆) := EA?−∆K?,B?+∆,Alg
[
τ∑
t=1
(ut −K?xt) (ut −K?xt)>
]
.
We can now compute
KL(P-1,q,ecq ,P1,q,ecq) = tr((∆1,q,ecq −∆-1,q,ecq)>Λτ (∆−1,q,ecq)(∆1,q,ecq −∆-1,q,ecq))
= 22tr(uq1w
>
q2Λτ (∆-1,q,ecq)wq2u
>
q1)
= 22w>q2Λτ (∆-1,q,ecq)wq2 .
Hence, we have
TV(P0,q,P1,q))2 ≤ 1
2
· 22w>q2
(
Eecq
[
ΛT (∆0,q,ecq) + ΛT (∆1,q,ecq)
2
])
wq2
= 2w>q2 (Ee [Λτ (∆e)])wq2 .
Hence, since {wj} for an orthonormal basis,∑
q
TV(P0,q,P1,q))2 =
∑
q
w>q2 (Ee [Λτ (∆e)])wq2
= 
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
w>j (Ee [Λτ (∆e)])wj
≤ m2tr(Ee[Λτ (∆e])).
We simplify further as
tr(Ee[ΛT (∆e]) = Ee[tr(ΛT (∆e)]
= Ee
[
tr
(
EA?−∆eK?,B?+∆e,Alg
[
τ∑
t=1
(ut −K?xt) (ut −K?xt)>
])]
= Ee
[
EAe,Be,Alg
[
τ∑
t=1
tr
(
(ut −K?xt) (ut −K?xt)>
)]]
= Ee
[
EAe,Be,Alg
[
τ∑
t=1
‖ut −K?xt‖2
]]
.
Therefore, we conclude
E
[∑
q
|eq − êq|
]
≥ nm
2
∑
q
1−
√√√√2
n
Ee
[
EAe,Be,Alg
[
τ∑
t=1
‖ut −K?xt‖2
]] .
This concludes the proof of the proposition.
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F.4.1 Proof of Lemma F.9
By convexity of KL and Jensen’s inequality, one can see that the KL under a randomized algorithm
Algrand is upper bounded by the largest KL divergence attained by one of the deterministic algorithms
corresponding to a realization of its random seeds. Hence, we may assume without loss of generality
that Alg is deterministic.
By first conditioning the performance of Alg on its random seed, then integrating the KL combu
Note that by we may assume that Alg is deterministic. Let Ft−1 denote the filtration generated by
(x1:t−1,u1:t−1).
KL(P0,P1) =
τ∑
t=1
EA(∆(0)),B(∆(0)),Alg[KL(P0(xt,ut | Ft−1),P∆2,T (xt,ut | Ft−1)],
where P0(xt,ut | Ft−1) denotes the conditional probability law. Note that ut is deterministic given
Ft−1. Moreover, xt | Ft−1 has the distribution of N ((A − ∆(i)K?)xt + (B + ∆(i))ut, I) under
Pi(· | Ft−1). Hence, using the standard formula for Gaussian KL,
KL(Pi(xt,ut | Ft−1),Pi(xt,ut | Ft−1))
=
1
2
‖(A−∆(0)K?)xt + (B + ∆(0))− (A−∆(1)K?)xt + (B + ∆(1)))‖22
=
1
2
‖(∆(0) −∆0)(ut −K?xt)‖22
=
1
2
tr((∆(0) −∆1)>(ut −K?xt)(ut −K?xt)>(∆(0) −∆1)).
The lemma now follows from summing from t = 1, . . . , τ and taking expectations.
F.5 Proof of Lemma 4.6
We have I(ei,j 6= êi,j(K̂)) = I(ei,j êi,j(K̂) 6= 1) = I(ei,jw>i (K̂ − K?)vj ≤ 0). Define the Taylor
approximation error matrix ∆2,e := K? − (Ru +B>? P?B?)−1(∆eAcl,?P?)−Ke. We then have
ei,jw
>
i (K̂ −K?)vj ≥ ei,jw>i (Ke −K?)vj − |w>i (K̂ −K?)vj |
≥ ei,jw>i (Ru +B>? P?B?)−1(∆eAcl,?P?)vj − |w>i ∆2,evj | − |w>i (K̂ −K?)vj |
= ei,j
σj(Acl,?P?)
σi(Ru +B>? P?B?)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤νm
w>i ∆evj −
(
|w>i ∆2,evj |+ |w>i (K̂ −K?)vj |
)
,
where we use the definition of wi and vj , as less as σj(Acl,?P?) ≥ σj(Acl,?) since P?  I. Since {wi′}
and {vj′} form an orthornomal basis, we have w>i ∆evj = w>i
∑n
i′=1
∑m
j′=1(packei′,j′wi′v
>
j′ )vj =
packei,j . Hence,
ei,jw
>
i (K̂ −K?)vj ≥ νmpack −
(
|w>i ∆2,evj |+ |w>i (K̂ −K?)vj |
)
.
It follows that for any u ∈ (0, 1),
I
(
ei,jw
>
i (K̂ −K?)vj ≤ 0
)
≤ I
(
|w>i (K̂ −K?)vj | ≥
√
uνmpack
)
+ I
(
|w>i ∆2,evj | ≥ (1−
√
u)νmpack
)
≤ |w
>
i (K̂ −K?)vj |2
uν2m
2
pack
+
|w>i ∆2,evj |
(1−√u)2ν2m2pack
.
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Since wi, vj form an orthonormal basis, we have
dham(ei,j , êi,j(K̂)) =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
I
(
ei,jw
>
i (K̂ −K?)vj ≤ 0
)
≤ ‖K̂ −K‖F
uν2m
2
pack
+
‖∆2,e‖2F
(1−√u)2ν2m2pack
.
Finally, since ‖∆2,e‖2F ≤ (nm)24packp2(‖P?‖op)2 by Lemma 4.1, we have that for u = 1/
√
2 and for
2pack ≤ 120nmp2(‖P?‖op) ≤ 1nm(1− 1/
√
2)
√
20/p2(‖P?‖op) that the above is at most
dham(ei,j , êi,j(K̂)) ≤ 2‖K̂ −K‖F
ν2m
2
pack
− nm
20
.
F.6 Proof of Lemma 4.7
Introduce the shorthand K-Erre := K-ErrT/2[pi;Ae, Be]. We then have
EeK?-Erre[pi] = EeEAe,Be,pi
T/2∑
t=1
‖xt −K?ut‖2

≤ 2Ee
EAe,Be,pi
T/2∑
t=1
‖xt −Ke,∞ut‖2 + ‖(Ke,∞ −K?)xt‖2

= 2EeK-Erre[pi] + 2Eetr
(Ke,∞ −K?)>EAe,Be,pi
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t
 (Ke,∞ −K?)

≤ 2EeK-Erre[pi] + 2
(
max
e
‖Ke −K?‖2F
)
· Ee
∥∥∥∥∥∥EAe,Be,pi
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤ 2EeK-Erre[pi] + 4nm‖P?‖3op2pack · Ee
∥∥∥∥∥∥EAe,Be,pi
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
, (F.2)
where the last inequality uses Lemma 4.1.
Lemma F.10. Suppose  is sufficiently small. Given matrices Ae, Be and optimal controller Ke,∥∥∥∥∥∥EAe,Be,pi
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤ (3/2)T‖Pe‖op + 2Je‖Be‖2op.K-Erre[pi]
≤ 2T‖P?‖op + 3J?Ψ2?.K-Erre[pi],
where the last inequality uses Lemma 4.1.
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In particular, note that by Assumption 3 and Lemma 4.3, we have the bound
Ee[K-Erre[pi]] ≤ 2EeERegrete[pi] + γerr ≤ 2γerrT ≤
T
3dxΨ3?
.
Then, noting J? ≤ dx‖P?‖op, we can bound Ee
∥∥∥EAe,Be,pi [∑T/2t=1 xtx>t ]∥∥∥
op
≤ 3T‖P?‖op. Combining
with Eq. (F.2), we have
EeK?-Erre[pi] ≤ 2EeK-Erre[pi] + 4nmT‖P?‖4op2pack.
F.6.1 Proof of Lemma F.10
Let xt denote the sequence induced by playing the algorithm pi. Recalling the notation δt =
ut −BeKext, we then have
xt = Aext−1 + ut + wt = (Ae +BeKe)xt−1 +Beδt + wt. (F.3)
We further define the comparison sequence
xt := (Ae +BeKe)xt−1 + wt (F.4)
in which we play the optimal infinite-horizon inputs for (Ae, Be). As shorthand, let Ee[·] := EAe,Be,pi[·],
and recall that K-Erre := K-ErrT/2[pi;Ae, Be]. We can bound the desired operator norm of the
algorithms ∥∥∥∥∥∥Ee
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥Ee
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
+
∥∥∥∥∥∥Ee
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t − xtx>t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
.
It therefore suffices to establish the bounds∥∥∥∥∥∥Ee
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤ T‖Pe‖op (F.5)
∥∥∥∥∥∥Ee
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t − xtx>t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤ 1
2
T‖Pe‖op + 2Je‖Be‖2opK-Erre. (F.6)
Let us first prove Equation (F.5). We can compute∥∥∥∥∥∥Ee
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥
T/2∑
t=1
−1∑
s=0
(Ae +BeKe)
s ((Ae +BeKe)
s)>
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤ T
2
‖dlyap((Ae +BeKe)>, I)‖op = T
2
‖dlyap((Ae +BeKe),I)‖op ≤ T
2
‖Pe‖op,
where the last two steps are by Lemma B.5.
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Next, we prove Equation (F.6). By Jensen’s inequality, the triangle inequality, and Cauchy-
Schwarz, we can bound∥∥∥∥∥∥Ee
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t − xtx>t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤ Ee
[
T∑
t=1
‖xtx>t − xtx>t ‖op
]
≤ Ee
T/2∑
t=1
2‖xt − xt‖‖xt‖+ ‖xt − xt‖2

≤ 2
√√√√√Ee
T/2∑
t=1
‖xt‖2

√√√√√Ee
T/2∑
t=1
‖xt − xt‖2
+ Ee
T/2∑
t=1
‖xt − xt‖2
 .
From Equations (F.3) and (F.4), we have that
xt − xt = (Ae +BeKe)xt−1 + wt − ((Ae +BeKe)xt−1 +Beδt + wt)
= (Ae +BeKe)(xt−1 − xt−1)−Beδt
= −
t∑
s=1
(Ae +BeKe)
t−sBeδs.
Therefore, we have that
T/2∑
t=1
‖xt − xt‖22 ≤
T/2∑
t=1
t∑
s=1
‖Ae +BeKe)t−sBeδs‖22
≤
T/2∑
t=1
δ>t
(
B>e
∞∑
s=0
(Ae +BeKe)
s>(Ae +BeKe)s
)
Beδ
>
t
=
T/2∑
t=1
δ>t (B
>
e dlyap(Ae +BeKe, I)Beδt
≤ ‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖op
T/2∑
t=1
‖δt‖22,
where we use Lemma B.5 in the last inequality. Taking expectations, we have
T/2∑
t=1
‖xt − xt‖22 ≤ ‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖opK-Erre.
This yields∥∥∥∥∥∥Ee
T/2∑
t=1
xtx
>
t − xtx>t
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤ 2
√√√√√Ee
T/2∑
t=1
‖xt‖2
 ‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖opK-Erre + ‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖opK-Erre
≤ 2
√
T/2 · Je‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖opK-Erre + ‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖opK-Erre
=
√
2T · Je‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖opK-Erre + ‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖opK-Erre,
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where use the bound that
∑T/2
t=1 E[‖xt‖2] ≤ (T/2)Je using similar arguments to Lemma F.6. The
above can be bounded by
≤ 1
2
T‖Pe‖op + Je‖Be‖2opK-Erre + +‖Be‖2op‖Pe‖opK-Erre
≤ 1
2
T‖Pe‖op + 2Je‖Be‖2opK-Erre,
since Je = tr(Pe).
F.7 Additional Corollaries of Theorem 1
For scaled identity systems, we can remove the requirement that du ≤ (1− Ω(1))du.
Corollary 7 (Scaled Idenity System). Suppose that A? = (1 − γ)I for γ ∈ (0, 1), that B? = U>
where U has orthonormal columns, and Rx, Ru = I. Then, for T ≥ c1γ−p
(
dudx ∨ dx(1−γ)
−4
d2u
)
∨
c1dx log(1 + dxγ
−1),
RA?,B?,T
(√
d2udx/T
)
& γ−4(1− γ)2
√
d2udxT .
Proof of Corollary 7. By the same arguments as in Corollary 1, we have Ψ? ≤ 1 and ‖P?‖op ≤ γ−1.
To conclude, let us lower bound σmin(Acl,?) & 1 − γ, which yields νdx & 1−γγ . Reparameterize
a = (1− γ). Then for A? = aI and B? = U>. Then, we can see that the DARE decouples into scalar
along the columns of U and their orthogonal complement. That is, if p, k is the solution to
(1− a2)p = −p2a2(1 + p)−1 + 1, k = −(1 + p)−1pa, (F.7)
then Acl,? = (A? − kUU>) = (a− k)UU> + a(I − UU>), so that
σmin(Acl,?) ≥ min{a, a− k} = min{a, a
1 + p
} = a
1 + p
.
To conclude, we solve (F.7) and show that p is bounded above by a universal consant. For scalar
(a, b), the solution to the DARE is
(1− a2)p+ p2(1− a2) = −p2a2 + (1 + p) and thus − a2p+ p2 − 1 = 0.
The solution p is then given by
p =
a2 ±√a4 + 4
2
≤ 1 +
√
5
2
,
as needed.
G Proofs for Upper Bound (Section 5)
G.1 Proof of Lemma 5.1 (Correctness of Perturbations)
On the event Esafe of Lemma 5.5, the condition defining ksafe yields∥∥∥[Âksafe −A? | B̂ksafe −B?]∥∥∥2op ≤ Confksafe ≤ 1/3Csafe(Âksafe , B̂ksafe).
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By the continuity of Csafe given by Theorem 11, we then have that, for any (Â, B̂) ∈ Bsafe ,∥∥∥[Â−A? | B̂ −B?]∥∥∥2
op
≤ Csafe(A?, B?).
In particular, the projection step ensures that the above holds for any (Âk, B̂k). Let us now go
point by point. Theorem 5 then implies that
1. Pk  2120P?, and thus Jk . J?.
2. Jk − J? = JA?,B? [K∞(Âk, B̂k)]− J ?A?,B? ≤ Cest(A?, B?)2F.
3. By Lemma B.8,
‖K∞(Âk, B̂k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=K̂k
‖2op ≤ ‖dlyap(A? +B?K̂k, Rx + K̂>k RuK̂k)‖op = ‖Pk‖op ≤
21
20
‖P?‖op.
The next two points of the lemma follow from Theorem 8.
For the last point, recall that
σ2in =
√
dx‖P∞(Âksafe , B̂ksafe)‖9/2op max{1, ‖B̂ksafe‖op}
√
log
‖P∞(Âksafe , B̂ksafe)‖op
δ
.
Since Confksafe . 1, we have max{1, ‖B̂ksafe‖op} h ΨB? . Let us show ‖P?‖op h ‖P∞(Âksafe , B̂ksafe)‖op.
By Lemma B.6, P∞(Âksafe , B̂ksafe)  Pksafe , which is - P? by point 1 of this lemma. On the other
hand, ‖P?‖op . ‖P∞(Âksafe , B̂ksafe)‖op by Theorem 11.
G.2 Proof of Main Regret Decomposition (Lemma 5.2)
We establish Lemma 5.2 by establishing a more general regret decomposition for arbitrary feedback
controllers K, noise-input variances σu, and control costs R1, Ru. This will allow us to reuse the
same computations for similar calculations in the initial estimation phase (Lemma 5.5), and for
covariance matrix upper bounds as well.
Definition G.1 (Control Evolution Distribution). We define the law D(K,σu, x1) to denote the
law of the following dynamical system evolutation: x1 = x1, and for t ≥ 2, the system evolves
according to the following distribution:
xt = A?xt−1 + wt, ut = Kxt + σugt, (G.1)
where wt ∼ N (0, Idx) and gt ∼ N (0, Idu).
We begin with the following characterization, proven in Appendix G.6, of the quadratic forms
that will arise in our regret bounds. Note that we use arbitrary cost matrices R1, R2  0.
Lemma G.1. Let K be a stabilizing controller, and let (xt,ut)t≥1 denote the linear dynamical
system described by the evolution of the law D(K,σu, x1). For cost matrices R1, R2  0, define the
random variable
Cost(R1, R2;x1, t, σu) :=
t∑
s=1
x>t R1xt + u
>
t R2ut = g
>Λg g + x>1 Λx1 x1 + 2g
>Λcrossx1.
Further, define RK = R1 +K
>R2K, AK = A? +B?K, PK = dlyap(AK , RK), and JK := tr(PK).
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1. In expectation, we have
E[Cost(R1, R2;x1, t, σu)] ≤ tJK + 2σ2utdu
(‖R2‖op + ‖B?‖2op‖PK‖op)+ x>1 PKx1
2. Set deff := min{du, rank(R1) + rank(R2)}. With a probability 1− δ, we have
Cost(R1, R2;x1, t, σu) ≤ tJK + 2σ2udefft
(‖R2‖op + ‖B?‖2op‖PK‖op)
+O
(√
dt log 1δ + log
1
δ
)(
(1 + σ2u‖B?‖2op)‖RK‖op‖AK‖2H∞ + σ2u‖R2‖2op
)
+ 2x>1 PKx1.
3. More crudely, we can also bound, with probability 1− δ,
Cost(R1, R2;x1, t, σu) . t log
1
δ
(
JK + 2σ
2
udeff
(‖R2‖op + ‖B?‖2op‖PK‖op))+ 2x>1 PKx1.
(G.2)
Let us now apply the above lemma to our present setting. For k ≥ ksafe, define the terms
Costnoise,k := du
(‖Ru‖op + ‖B?‖2op‖Pk‖op)
Costconc,k :=
(
(1 + σ2k‖B?‖2op)‖Rx + K̂>k RuK̂k‖op‖Acl,k‖2H∞
)
+ σ2k‖Ru‖op.
By Lemma G.1 and the fact J? ≤ Jk,
T∑
t=τksafe
(x>t Rxxt + u
>
t Ruut − J?) .
kfin∑
k=ksafe
τk(Jk − J?) + τkσ2kCostnoise,k
+
kfin∑
k=ksafe
(
√
τkd log(1/δ) + log(1/δ)Costconc,k +
kfin∑
k=ksafe
x>τkPkxτk .
Let us first bound the Costnoise,k-terms. Since 1 ≤ ‖Pk‖op . ‖P?‖op on event Esafe (Lemma 5.1) and
‖Ru‖op = 1, we have
Costnoise,k ≤ du(‖Ru‖op + ‖B?‖2op‖Pk‖op) . duΨ2B?‖P?‖op.
Since σ2k ≤ σ2inτ−1/2k and ‖Pk‖op . ‖P?‖op, we then obtain
kfin∑
k=ksafe
τkσ
2
kCostnoise,k .
√
Tduσ
2
inΨ
2
B?‖P?‖op.
Next, let us bound
Costconc,k :=
(
(1 + σ2k‖B?‖2op)‖Rx + K̂>k RuK̂k‖op‖Acl,k‖2H∞
)
+ σ2k‖Ru‖op.
Observe that Rx + K̂
>
k RuK̂k  dlyap[Acl,k, Rx + K̂>k RuK̂k] = Pk. On the good event Esafe, we have
‖Pk‖op . ‖P?‖op, ‖Acl,k‖H∞ . ‖Acl,?‖H∞ ≤ ‖P?‖3/2op (Lemma 5.1), and by definition. ‖B?‖2op ≤ Ψ2B? .
Thus, the above is at most (again taking Ru = I)
Costconc,k . ‖P?‖4op + σ2k
(‖Ru‖op + Ψ2B?‖P?‖4op) ≤ ‖P?‖4op (1 + Ψ2B?σ2k) .
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Therefore,
kfin∑
k=ksafe
(
√
τkd log(1/δ) + log(1/δ))Costconc,k .
√
Td log(1/δ)‖P?‖4op + log(T ) log(1/δ)‖P?‖4op
+ σ2in log(T ) log(1/δ)
√
dΨ2B?‖P?‖4op.
≤
√
Td log(1/δ)‖P?‖4op + log2
1
δ
(1 +
√
dσ2inΨ
2
B?)‖P?‖4op.
where we use log(T ) ≤ log(1/δ). Finally, we have the bound
kfin∑
k=ksafe
x>τkPkxτk . log T maxk≤log T x
>
τk
Pkxτk
≤ log T max
k≤log T
‖xτk‖22‖Pk‖op
. log T max
k≤log T
‖xτk‖22‖P?‖op.
Hence, putting things together, we have
T∑
t=τksafe
(x>t Rxxt + u
>
t Ruut − J?) .
kfin∑
k=ksafe
τk(Jk − J?) + log T max
k≤logT
‖xτk‖22
+
√
T
(
duσ
2
inΨ
2
B?‖P?‖op) +
√
d log(1/δ)‖P?‖4op
)
+ log2
1
δ
(1 +
√
dσ2inΨ
2
B?)‖P?‖4op.
Reparameterizing δ ← δ6T and taking a union bound preserves the above inequality up to constants
(since log T ≤ log 1δ ), and reduces the failure probability across all episodes to δ/6.
G.3 Bounding the States: Lemma 5.3
Lemma G.2. Let xt denote the t-th iterate form the law D(K,x1, σu). Then, with probability at
least 1− δ,
‖xt −At−1K x1‖ ≤ O
(√
JK(1 + σ2u‖B?‖22) log
1
δ
)
.
Let α0 =
√
J0Ψ2B? log 1δ , We conclude by arguing an upper bound on τksafe . We rely on the
following guaranteeand α1 =
√
JmaxΨ2B? log 1δ . For k > ksafe, define the vector ek := xτk −
A
τk−1
cl,k−1xτk−1 . Since δ < 1/T , σ
2
k ≤ 1, and Jk . J?, a union bound and reparametrization of δ
implies that, ek . α1 and ‖xτksafe‖2 ≤ α0 with probability 1− δ/8. Now, we can write
xτk = ek +A
τk−1
cl,k−1xτk−1
= ek +A
τk−1
cl,k−1
(
ek−1 +A
τk−2
cl,k−2xτk−2
)
=
k∑
j=ksafe+1
k−1∏
i=j
Aτicl,i
 ej +
 k−1∏
i=ksafe
Aτicl,i
xτksafe .
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Since dlyap[Acl,?]  I, we have∥∥∥∥∥∥dlyap[Acl,?]1/2
k−1∏
i=j
Acl,i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤
√√√√√k−1∏
i=j
Aτicl,i
> dlyap[Acl,?]
k−1∏
i=j
Aτicl,i
.
Moreover, by Lemma 5.1, we have that for all i ≥ ksafe, Acl,idlyap[Acl,?]Acl,i  (1− 12‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op )dlyap[Acl,?].
This yields that∥∥∥∥∥∥dlyap[Acl,?]1/2
k−1∏
i=j
Acl,i
∥∥∥∥∥∥
op
≤
√√√√√
k−1∏
i=j
(
1− 1
2‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op
)τi2‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op
=
(
1− 1
2‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op
)∑k−1
i=j τi√
‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op
=
(
1− 1
2‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op
)τk−1 √
‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op.
Hence, we have that, with probability 1−O (δ),
‖dlyap[Acl,?]1/2xτk‖2 .
α1
√
‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op
(
1 + k
(
1− 1
2‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op
)τk−1)
+ α0
√
‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op.
Since maxk k(1− ρ)k . 1ρ and since I  dlyap[Acl,?]  P? (see Lemma 5.1), this implies the crude
bound
‖xτk‖2 ≤ .
√
‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op(α0 + α1‖‖dlyap[Acl,?]‖op‖op) ≤ ‖P?‖3/2op (α0 + α1)
.
√
ΨB?(J0 + J?) log(1/δ)‖P?‖3/2op
.
√
ΨB?J0 log(1/δ)‖P?‖3/2op .
G.4 Proof of Estimation Bound (Lemma 5.4)
Definition G.2 (Round-wise projections). Given v ∈ Rd, let v = (vx, vu) denote its decomposition
along the x and u directions. For a given round k ≥ ksafe, let Vk := {v ∈ Rd : vx + K̂kvu = 0}, and
let V⊥k denotes it orthogonal complement. Finally, let Pk denote the orthogonal projection onto Vk,
and let P⊥k := (I − Pk) denote the projection on V⊥k .
The first step in our bound will be to lower bound the relevant, centered covariances.
Lemma G.3 (Round-wise covariance lower bound). Let k ≥ ksafe + 1, at let t ∈ {τk, . . . , τk+1 − 1}.
Then, on Esafe. If σ2k satisfies σ2k ≤ 16.2‖P?‖op , we have that
E
[
(zt − E[zt | Ft−1])(zt − E[zt | Ft−1])>
]
 Γk := σ
2
k
6.2‖P?‖op .Pk +
1
2
P⊥k .
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See Section G.4.1 for the proof. We now convert the above bound into a Lo¨wner lower bound,
then conclude by giving an upper bound on τksafe . We rely on the following guarantee Λk. To state
the bound, we introduce some additional notation.
Definition G.3. We say that f(x) &? g(x) if f ≥ Cg for a sufficiently large contstant C.
Further, let vk,1, . . . , vk,d denote an eigenbasis of Γk. Let us prove the following.
Lemma G.4. . The following bounds hold simultaneously with probability 1− δ/2, if Ebound ∩ Esafe
holds:
1. i ∈ {dx + 1, . . . , d}, we have v>k,iΛkvk,i . τkσ2k if τk &?
√
log(d/δ).
2. Suppose that τk ≥ ‖P?‖3opJ0 ∨Ψ4B?σ4in. Then,
v>k,iΛkvk,i . τk‖P?‖op log(d/δ).
3. If τk &? τls := d
(‖P?‖3opP0 + ‖P?‖11opΨ6B?) log d‖P?‖opδ , then the above two conditionds hold, σ2k
sastisfies the conditions of Lemma G.3, and Λk  cτkΓk for some universal constant c > 0.
The proof is defered to Appendix G.4.2. From lemma E.3 with covariate dimension d and output
dimension dx, we have that with probability 1− δ/2 on the events of Lemma E.4 that
‖Â−A?‖2F + ‖B̂ −B?‖2F . dx
d∑
j=1
λj(τkΓk)
−1κj log
3κj
δ
.
where κi .
v>k,iΛkvk,i
τkλi(Γk)
. Let us decompose the above sum intro the sum over the first k indices, and
the second. For i ∈ [dx], we have λi(Γk) ≥ 12 , and on the events of Lemma E.4, we can bound
v>k,iΛkvk,i . τk‖P?‖op log(1/δ), yielding κi . ‖P?‖op log(1/δ).
dx∑
j=1
λj(τkΓk)
−1κj log
3κj
δ
. d
2
x‖P?‖op log(1/δ)
τk
log(
‖P?‖op log(1/δ)
δ
)
.
d2x‖P?‖op log 1δ
τk
log
‖P?‖op
δ
.
d2x‖P?‖2op log2 1δ
τk
.
For i > dx, λi(Γk) & σ
2
k
‖P?‖op , on the events of Lemma E.4, we can bound v
>
k,iΛkvk,i . 1, yielding
κi . ‖P?‖op, and thus
d∑
j=dx+1
dxλj(τkΓk)
−1κj log
3κj
δ
. dudx‖P?‖2op log ‖P?‖op
1
δσ2kτk
. dudx‖P?‖2op log
‖P?‖op
δ
1
σ2in
√
τk
.
Combining the two summations gives the desired bound:
‖Â−A?‖2F + ‖B̂ −B?‖2F .
dudx
σ2in
√
τk
‖P?‖2op log
‖P?‖op
δ
+
d2x
τk
‖P?‖2op log2
1
δ
.
Finally, reparametrizing δ ← δ/8 gives the desired probability.
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G.4.1 Proof of Lemma G.3
Define
Σk =
[
Idx
K̂>k
] [
Idx K̂k
]
+
[
0 0
0 σ2kI
]
=
[
Idx K̂k
K̂> K̂>k K̂k + σ
2
kI
]
.
We see that for k ≥ k0 + 1 and t ≥ τk, we have that zt | Ft−1 ∼ N (zt,Σk), where zt and Σt are
Ft−1-measurable. Our goal will now be to lower bound Σk % γ1Pk+γ2P⊥k . To this end, let v ∈ Sd−1,
and write v = Pkv + P
⊥
k v := v‖ + v⊥. Observe then that∣∣∣v>⊥Σkv‖∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣v>⊥ [IdxK̂>k
] [
Idx K̂k
]
v‖
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣v>⊥ [0 00 σ2kI
]
v‖
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣v>⊥ [0 00 σ2kI
]
v‖
∣∣∣∣ ≤ σ2k‖v⊥‖‖v‖‖,
where we use that
[
Idx K̂k
]
v‖ = 0. On the other hand, since v⊥ ∈ null
([
Idx K̂k
])⊥
, we have
v>⊥Σkv⊥ ≥ v>⊥
[
Idx
K̂>k
] [
Idx K̂k
]
v⊥
= ‖
[
Idx K̂k
]
v⊥‖2
≥ ‖v⊥‖2σdx
([
Idx K̂k
])2
= ‖v⊥‖2λmin(Idx + K̂>k K̂k) ≥ ‖v⊥‖2.
We can therefore bound, for any α > 0,
v>Σkv = v>⊥Σkv⊥ + 2v
>
⊥Σkv‖ + v
>
‖ Σkv‖
≥ ‖v⊥‖2 − 2σ2k‖v⊥‖v‖‖+ λmin(Σk)‖v⊥‖2
≥ ‖v⊥‖2 − σ2k(α‖v‖‖2 +
1
α
‖v‖‖2) + λmin(Σk)‖v⊥‖2.
Taking α = λmin(Σk)/2σ
2
k, we have
v>Σkv ≥ ‖v⊥‖2 (1− σ2k ·
2σ2k
λmin(Σk)
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=γ1
+
1
2
λmin(Σk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=γ2
‖v⊥‖2.
Hence, we have show that, for γ1, γ2 defined in the above display, Σk  γ1P⊥k + γ2Pk. Let us now
lower bound each of these quantities. From Dean et al. [2018, Lemma F.6], since ‖K̂k‖2 . ‖P?‖op
(Lemma 5.1), and ‖P?‖op ≥ 1 ≥ σ2k,
λmin(Σk) ≥ σ2k min
{
1
2
,
1
2‖K̂k‖2op + σ2k
}
≥ σ2k min
{
1
2
,
1
2.1‖P?‖op + σ2k
}
≥ σ2k min
{
1
2
,
1
3.1‖P?‖op
}
=
σ2k
6.2‖P?‖op .
Hence, for σ2k ≤ 16.2‖P?‖op , we have γ1 ≥ 12 , and γ2 ≥
σ2k
3.1‖P?‖op .
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G.4.2 Proof of Lemma G.8
Proof. All union bounds will be absorbed into δ factors, as δ ≤ 1/T and T ≥ d. We decompose
vk,i = v
x
k,i + v
u
k,i along its x and u coordinate. It suffices to show that each bound holds individually
with probability 1− δ for a fixed i, and k, since the union bound over k can be absorbed into the δ
factor (as δ ≤ 1/T ), and dimension addressed by reparametrizing δ ← δ/d.
Point 1: For i ∈ {dx + 1, . . . , k}, vk,i lies in the vector space Vk. Therefore
v>k,iΛkvk,i =
2τk−1∑
t=τk
v>k,i
[
xt
ut
] [
xt
ut
]>
vk,i
=
2τk−1∑
t=τk
v>k,i
[
xt
K̂kxt + σkgt
] [
xt
K̂kxt + σkgt
]>
vk,i
=
2τk−1∑
t=τk
v>i
[
σkgt
] [
xt
xt + σkgt
]>
vk,i
= σ2k
2τk−1∑
t=τk
〈vuk,i,gt〉2 ∼ ‖vuk,i‖22σ2k · χ2(τk).
By standard χ2-concentration, the above is . τk‖vuk,i‖22σ2k ≤ τkσ2k for τk ≥
√
log(1/δ).
Point 2: For arbitrary i, set R1 := v
x
k,i(v
x
k,i)
>and R2 := vuk,i(v
u
k,u)
>.
v>k,iΛkvk,i =
2τk−1∑
t=τk
v>k,i
[
xt
ut
] [
xt
ut
]>
vk,i ≤ 2
2τk−1∑
t=τk
x>t R1x1 + u
>
t R2ut.
Thus, Lemma G.1 ensures that, with probability 1− δ, we have that for the matrix P := dlyap(A? +
B?K̂k, R1 + K̂
>
k R2K̂k),
v>k,iΛkvk,i . τk log
1
δ
(
tr(P ) + 2σ2kdeff
(‖R2‖op + ‖B?‖2op‖P‖op))+ ‖P‖op‖xτk‖2,
where deff ≤ rank(R1) + rank(R2) = 2. Since R1  I  Rx and R2  I = Ru, we have
R1+K̂
>
k R2K̂k  Rx+K̂>k RuK̂k, and thus (by Lemma B.5), P = dlyap(A?+B?K̂k, R1+K̂>k R2K̂k) 
dlyap(A? +B?K̂k, Rx + K̂
>
k RuK̂k) = Pk. Moerover Lemma 5.1, we get ‖Pk‖op . ‖P?‖op. Moreover,
since P can be shown to have rank at most 2, tr(P ) . ‖P?‖op. Finally, ‖xτk‖2 ≤
√J0 log(1/δ)‖P?‖3/2op
from Lemma G.3,
v>k,iΛkvk,i . τk log
1
δ
(‖P?‖op + σ2k (1 + ‖B?‖2op‖P?‖op))+ J0 log(1/δ)‖P?‖4op
. τk log
1
δ
(‖P?‖op + σ2k‖P?‖opΨ2B?)+ J0 log(1/δ)‖P?‖4op.
In particular, if τk ≥ J0‖P?‖3op, and σk ≤ 1/Ψ2B? (for which it suffices τk ≤ σ4inΨ4B?), we have
v>k,iΛkvk,i . τk‖P?‖op log(1/δ).
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Point 3: Suppose now that τk ≥ ‖P?‖3opJ0 log(1/δ) ∨ Ψ4B?σ4in. Then, by using the expectation
bound statement of Lemma G.1, and summing over inidices i, we have
E[tr(Λk) ∩ Ebound ∩ Esafe] . dτk‖P?‖op.
Hence, by Lemma E.4, if
τk &? d log
{
d‖P?‖op
σmin(Γk)
}
.
then with probability 1 − e−τk/d on Ebound ∩ Esafe, we have that Λk % τkΓk. Note that since
τk ≥ ‖P?‖3opJ0 log(1/δ) ≥ d log(1/δ) (since J0 ≥ d and ‖P?‖op ≥ 1), we have also 1− e−τk/d ≥ 1− δ.
Now, if in addition τk &? σ4in‖P?‖2op, Lemma G.4.1 entails that Γk % σ
2
k
‖P?‖op =
σ2in√
τk‖P?‖op (note
that for such k, σ2in/
√
τk ≤ 1). With a few simplifications, we see then that if
τk &? d log τk + d log
{
d‖P?‖op
1 ∧ σ2in
}
∨ ‖P?‖3opJ0 log(1/δ) ∨ σ4in(max{Ψ4B? , ‖P?‖2op}),
then with probability 1 − O (δ), Λk % τkΓk. Since τk &? d log τk for τk & d log d, we need simply
τk &? d log
{
d‖P?‖op
1∧σ2in
}
∨ ‖P?‖3opJ0 log(1/δ) ∨ σ4in(max{Ψ4B? , ‖P?‖2op}) to ensure Λk % τkΓk with
probability 1 − O (δ). Shrinking δ by a constant reduces the failure probability to 1 − δ. Lastly,
using σ2in ≥ 1 by definition, and σ2in .
√
dx‖P?‖9/2op ΨB?
√
log
‖P?‖op
δ by Lemma 5.1, we can bound
d log
{
d‖P?‖op
1 ∧ σ2in
}
∨ ‖P?‖3opJ0 log(1/δ) ∨ σ4in(Ψ4B? ∨ ‖P?‖2op)
. d log d‖P?‖op + ‖P?‖3opJ0 log(1/δ) + dx‖P?‖9opΨ2B? log
‖P?‖op
δ
(Ψ4B? ∨ ‖P?‖2op)
. d
(‖P?‖3opP0 + ‖P?‖11opΨ6B?) log d‖P?‖opδ := τls.
where in the last line we use ΨB? , ‖P?‖op ≥ 1, dx ≤ d, and P0 = J0/dx.
G.5 Proof of Lemma 5.5 (k < ksafe)
We analyze the rounds k < ksafe, which correspond to the rounds before the least-squares procedure
produces a sufficiently close approximation to (A?, B?) that we can safely implement certainty
equivalent control.
In order to avoid directly conditioning on events {ksafe ≤ (. . . )}, let us define the sequence
zt,0 := (xt,0,ut,0) on the same probability space as (xt,ut) to denote the system driven by the same
noise wt, and with the same random perturbations gt, but where the evolution is with respect to
the dynamics
xt,0 = A? +B?ut,0 ut,0 = K0xt,0 + gt,
that is, the dynamics defined by the distribution D(K0, σ2u = 1, x1 = 0). Observe that, for any
t < τksafe , it holds that xt,0 = xt and ut,0 = ut, so it will suffice to reason about this sequence.
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Proof that Esafe holds As above, to reason rigorously about probabilities, we introduce Âk,0,
B̂k,0 as the OLS estimators on the zk,0 := (xk,0,uk,0) sequence, and define the covariance matrix
Λk,0 :=
2τk−1∑
t=τk
zk,0z
>
k,0.
We also define the induced confidence term:
Confk,0 = 6λmin(Λk,0)
−1
(
d log 5 + log
{
4k2 det(3(Λk,0)
δ
})
.
Lemma G.5. The following event holds with probability 1− δ:
Econf :=
{
∀k ≤ ksafe with Λk  I,
∥∥∥[Âk −A? | B̂k −B?]∥∥∥2
2
≤ Confk
}
.
Proof. Applying (E.1) in Lemma E.2 with Λ0 = I, we see that for any fixed k for which Λk,0  I,
Confk,0 is a valid δ/4k
2-confidence interval; that is ‖[A? − Âk,0 | B? − B̂k,0]‖op ≤ Confk,0. By a
union bound, the confidence intervals are valid with probability 1− δ/2, simultaneously. Since the
the sequence xt,0 coincides with xt for t ≤ τksafe , and ut,0 with ut for t ≤ τksafe − 1, we see that
Confk,0 = Confk for all k ≤ ksafe.
Proof of Regret Bound We begin with the following regret bound.
Lemma G.6. For δ < 1/T , the following hold with probability 1− δ,
τksafe−1∑
t=1
x>t,0Rxxt,0 + u
>
t,0Ruut,0 . dτksafeΨ2B?P0 log(
1
δ
).
Proof. It suffices to show that the (xt,0,ut,0) sequences satisfies the following bound:
τk0−1∑
t=1
x>t,0Rxxt,0 + u
>
t,0Ruut,0 . τk0
(J0(1 + ‖B?‖2op) + tr(Ru)) log(1δ ),
where the inequality suffices since P0 ≥ 1 (indeed, J0 ≥ J? ≥ d by Lemma B.6), and thus
J0(1 + ‖B?‖2op) + tr(Ru) = dxP0(1 + ‖B?‖2op) + du ≤ dP0Ψ?.
For the second, we have from Lemma G.9 and the fact that x1 = 0 that there is a Gaussian
quadratic form g>Λg g which is equal to
∑τk0−1
t=1 x
>
t,0Rxxt,0, and where tr(Λg) ≤ τk0
(J0(1 + ‖B?‖2op) + tr(Ru)).
The second bound now follows from the crude statement of Hanson Wright in Corollary 6. The last
statement follows by a union bound, noting that we need to bound over kmax = log2 T ≤ T ≤ 1/δ,
rounds, and absorbing constants.
We conclude by arguing an upper bound on τksafe . We rely on the following guarantee.
Lemma G.7. Suppose Esafe holds. Then for all k < ksafe for which Λk  I, we must have that
Confk & safe, where safe = ‖P?‖−10op .
Proof. For all k < ksafe for which Λk  I, we must have that Confk > 1/Csafe(Âk, B̂k)}. If
Confk ≤ c/Csafe(A?, B?)2 for a sufficiently small c, then the same perturbation argument as in
Theorem 11 entails that we have Confk ≤ 1/9Csafe(Âk, B̂k)2, yielding a contradiction. Finally, we
subsitute in Csafe(A?, B?)
2 . ‖P?‖10op by Equation (3.1).
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Recall that we say f &? f if “f ≥ Cg” for a sufficiently large constant C (Definition G.3). In
light of the above lemma, Part 2 will follow as soon as we can show that, for any  ∈ (0, 1),,
if τk &?
d(1 + ‖K0‖2op)

log
Ψ2B?J0
δ
, then Confk,0 ≤ , and Λk,0  I w.p. 1−O (δ) . (G.3)
We begin with a lower bound the matrices Λk,0:
Lemma G.8. for a sufficiently large constant C. Finally, set τmin = d log(1 + ΨB?J0). Then, for
any k such that τk &? τmin ∨ d log(1δ ), , it holds that
E[tr(Λk,0)] . Ψ2B?J0τk, P
[
λmin(Λk,0) &?
τk
1 + ‖K0‖22
]
≤ δ.
The bound above is proven in Section G.5.1. We can now verify Eq. (G.3), concluding the proof
of Part 2.
Proof of Eq. (G.3). Suppose that k is such that τk &? τmin ∨ d log(1δ ). Then, by the above lemma,
and using det(cX) = cd det(X) for X ∈ Rd×d, we have, with probability 1−O (δ),
Confk,0 .
1 + ‖K0‖22
τk
(d+ log
k2
δ
+ log det((Λk,0))
≤ 1 + ‖K0‖
2
2
τk
(d+ log
k2
δ
+ d log tr((Λk,0)),
where we use that X  0, we have log det(X) = ∑di=1 log λi(X) ≤ d log tr(X). By Markov’s
inequality, we have with probability 1− δ that tr((Λk,0) ≤ E[tr((Λk,0)]/δ . Ψ2B?J0τk ≤ Ψ2B?J0/δ,
since τk ≤ T ≤ 1/δ. Hence, with some elementary operators, we can bound
Confk,0 .
d
τk
log
Ψ2B?J0
δ
.
Hence, for τk &? d log
Ψ2B?J0
δ , we have with probability 1− δ that we have Confk ≤ .
G.5.1 Proof of Lemma G.8
1. We first need to argue a lower bound on matrices Σt such that that zt,0 | Ft−1 ∼ N (zt,0,Σt,0),
where zt,0,Σt,0 are Ft−1 measurable. It is straightforward to show that
Σt,0 =
[
I K0
K>0 K>0 K0 + I
]
,
which by Dean et al. [2018, Lemma F.6], has least singular value bounded below as
λmin(Σt,0) ≥ min
{
1
2
,
1
1 + 2‖K0‖2
}
≥ 1
2 + 2‖K0‖2 .
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2. Next, we need an upper bound on
E[tr(Λk,0)] = E[
τk−1∑
t=τk−1
‖xt‖2 + ‖zt‖2]
≤ E[
τk−1∑
t=1
‖xt‖2 + ‖zt‖2]
≤ τk(1 + ‖B?‖2)tr(dlyap(AK0 , I +K>0 K0)) + trτk(I)
≤ 2τk(1 + ‖B?‖2)tr(dlyap(AK0 , I +K>0 K0))
≤ 2τk(1 + ‖B?‖2)JK0 = 4(τk − τk−1)(1 + ‖B?‖2)JK0
≤ 4(τk − τk−1)(1 + Ψ2B?)JK0 . τkΨ2B?JK0 ,
where we use that I  dlyap(AK0 , I + K>0 K0))  dlyap(AK0 , Rx + K>0 RuK0)) = JK0 for
Ru, Rx ≥ I. This proves the trace upper bound.
3. Using the second to last inequality in the above display, we see that for
τk − τk−1 = 1
2
τk ≥ 2000
9
(
2d log 1003 + d log(8(1 + 1‖K0‖)2(1 + Ψ2B?)JK0)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=τ
,
Lemma E.4 implies (taking E = Ω to be the probability space and T = τk/2) that, if τk &? τmin,
we have
P
[
Λk0 6
9τk
3200
Σ0
]
≤ 2 exp
(
− 94000(d+1)τk
)
.
Routine manipulations of give dlyap, 1 + ‖K0‖2 ≤ dlyap(AK0 , I + ‖K0‖2) ≤ dlyap(AK0 , Rx +
K>0 RuK0) = JK0 for Ru, Rx  I. Hence, with a bit of algebra, we can bound
τ . τmin := d log(1 + ΨB?JK0).
Using the lower bound on Σ0 concludes the proof.
G.6 Proof of Lemma G.1
In order to prove Lemma G.1, we first show that we can represent the Cost functional as a quadratic
form in Gaussian variables.
Lemma G.9. Let (x1,x2, σu) denote the linear dynamical system described by the evolution of
D(K,x1). Then for any t ≥ 1, there exists a standard Gaussian? vector g ∈ RO(td) such that for
any cost matrices R1, R2  0, we have
Cost(R1, R2;x1, σu, t) = g
>Λg g + x>1 Λx1 x1 + 2g
>Λcrossx1,
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where, letting RK = R1 + K
>R2K, AK = A? + B?K, PK = dlyap(AK , RK) JK := tr(PK), and
deff := min{du,dim(R1) + dim(R2)},
tr(Λg) ≤ tJk + 2σ2utdeff
(‖R2‖op + rank(‖B?‖2op‖PK‖op) ,
‖Λg‖op . (1 + σ2u‖B?‖2op)‖RK‖op‖AK‖2H∞ + σ2u‖R2‖2op,
Λx1  PK ,
‖Λcrossx1‖2 ≤
√
‖Λg‖op · x>1 PKx.
Let us continue to prove Lemma G.1. The expectation result follow since E[Cost(R1, R2;x1, σu, t)] =
tr(Λg) + x
>
1 Λx1x1 for a Gaussian quadratic form.
For the high probability result, observe that by Gaussian concentration and Lemma G.9, we
have with probability 1− δ
2g>Λcrossx1,.
√
log(1/δ)‖Λcrossx1‖2 .
√
log(1/δ)‖Λg‖op · x>1 PKx1.
Hence, by AM-GM, 2g>Λcrossx1 ≤ O (log(1/δ)‖Λg‖op) + x>1 PKx1. On the other hand, by Hanson-
Wright
g>Λg g ≤ tr(tr(Λg)) +O
(
‖Λg‖F
√
log(1/δ) + ‖Λg‖op log(1/δ)
)
(G.4)
≤ tr(Λg) +O
(√
td log(1/δ) + ‖Λg‖op log(1/δ)
)
,
where we use the dimension of Λg in the last line. Combining with the previous result, and adding
in x>1 Λx1 x1 ≤ x>1 PKx1, we have that with probability 1− δ,
Cost(R1, R2;x1, σu, t) ≤ tr(Λg) +O
(
(
√
td log(1/δ) + log(1/δ))‖Λg‖op + x>1 PKx1
)
.
The first high-probability statement follows by substituing in tr(Λg) and ‖Λg‖op. Then second
statement follows from returning to Eq. G.4 and using ‖X‖op, ‖X‖F ≤ tr(X) for X  0.
We shall now prove Lemma G.9, but first, we establish some useful preliminaries.
G.6.1 Linear Algebra Preliminaries
Definition G.4 (Toeplitz Operator). For ` ∈ N, and j, ` ≥ i, define the matrices
Toepi,j,`(A) :=

AiIi≥0 Ai+1Ii≥−1 . . . Ai+`Ii≥−`
Ai−1Ii≥1 AiIi≥0 . . . Ai+`−1Ii≥1−`
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Ai−jIi≥j . . . . . . Ai+`−jIi+`−j≥0
 , ToepColi,j(A) :=

Aj−1
Aj−2
. . .
Ii≥1Ai−1
 .
We shall use the following lemma.
Lemma G.10. For any i ≤ j, `, we have ‖ToepColi,j‖op ≤ ‖Toepi,j,`(A)‖op ≤ ‖A‖H∞, and, for
Y ∈ Rd2x , and diagj−i(Y ) denoting a j − i-block block matrix with blocks Y on the diagonal, we have
the bound
tr(ToepColi,j(A)
>diagj−i(Y )ToepColi,j(A))  (j − i) · tr(dlyap(Y,A))
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Proof. The first bound is a consequence of the fact that Toepi,j,`(A) is a submatrix of the infinite-
dimensional linear operator mapping inputs sequences in `2(Rdx) to outputs `2(Rdx); thus, the
operator norm of Toepi,j,`(A) is bounded by the operator norm of this infinite dimensional linear
operator, which is equal to ‖A‖H∞( see e.g. Tilli [1998, Corollary 4.2]). The second bound follows
from direct computation, as
tr(ToepColi,j(A)
>diagj−i(Y )ToepColi,j(A)) ≤ tr(
∞∑
s=0
A>Y A) = tr(dlyap(A, Y )).
G.6.2 Proof of Lemma G.9
Lemma G.11 (Form of the Covariates). Introduce the vector x[t] = (xt, . . . ,x1) and u[t] :=
(ut, . . . ,u1), set w[t−1] = (wt−1, . . . ,w1) and g[t] = (gt, . . . ,g1). Then, we can write[
x[t]
u[t]
]
= MK,t
[
w[t−1]
g[t]
]
+
[
It
diagt(K)
]
ToepCol1,t(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=M0,t
x1,
where we have defined the matrix
MK,t =
[
Toep0,t,t−1(AK) σuToep−1,t,t(AK)diagt(B?)
KToep0,t,t−1(AK) σudiagt(I) + σuKToep−1,t,t(AK)diagt(B?)
]
.
In light of the this lemma, we have for g :=
[
w[t−1]
g[t]
]
, we have that
t∑
s=1
x>s R1xs + u
>
s R2us
=
[
x[t]
u[t]
]> [
diag(R1)
diag(R2)
]
diag
= (MK,tgt +M0,tx1)
>
[
diag(R1)
diag(R2)
]
diag
(MK,tgt +M0,tx1)
= g>t M
>
K,t
[
diag(R1)
diag(R2)
]
diag
MK,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Λg
gt + 2x
>
1 M
>
0,t
[
diag(R1)
diag(R2)
]
diag
MK,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Λcross
gt
+ x>1 M
>
0,t
[
diag(R1)
diag(R2)
]
diag
M0,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=Λx1
x1.
We can evaluate each term separately.
Bounding tr(Λg). Let us recall
MK,t =
[
Toep0,t,t−1(AK) σuToep−1,t,t(AK)diagt(B?)
KToep0,t,t−1(AK) σudiagt(I) + σuKToep−1,t,t(AK)diagt(B?)
]
.
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Introduce the shorthand [
A
B
]
diag
:=
[
A 0
0 B
]
.
We find that the diagonal terms of Λg coincinde with the diagonals of the matrix Λg,diag defined as Toep0,t,t−1(AK)>diagt−1(RK)Toep0,t,t−1(AK)σ2udiagt(B?)>Toep−1,t,t(AK)>diagt(RK)Toep−t,t,t(AK)diagt(B?) + σ2udiagt(R2)
(cross term)

diag

[
Toep0,t,t−1(AK)>diagt−1(RK)Toep0,t,t−1(AK)
2σ2udiagt(B?)
>Toep−1,t,t(AK)>diagt(RK)Toep−1,t,t(AK)diagt(B?) + 2σ2udiagt(R2)
]
diag
.
By Lemma G.10, we have
tr(Toep0,t,t−1(AK)
>diagt−1(RK)Toep0,t,t−1(AK)) ≤ t · tr(dlyap(AK , RK)) = JK .
Similarly, since dlyap(AK , RK) = PK , and thus rank(PK) ≤ rank(RK) ≤ rank(R1) + rank(R2)
tr(diagt−1(B?)
>Toep1,t(AK)
>diagt−1(RK)Toep1,t(AK)diagt−1(B?))
≤ t · tr(B>? dlyap(AK , RK)B?)
= t · tr(B>? PKB?)
≤ t‖B?‖2op‖P?‖op min{rank(B?), rank(PK)} ≤ tdeff‖B?‖2op‖P?‖op.
Finally, we can bound tr(2σ2udiagt(R2) ≤ 2tσ2rank(R2) ≤ 2defftσ2, yielding
tr(Λg) = tr(Λg,diag) ≤ tJk + 2σ2utdeff
(‖R2‖op + ‖B?‖2op‖PK‖op) .
Bounding ‖Λg‖op. Observe that, for any PSD matrix M =
[
A X
X> B
]
, we have that
M  2
[
A
B
]
diag
.
Since Λg  0 (it is a non-negative form), in particular, we hae Λg  2Λg,diag. Thus
‖Λg‖op . ‖Λg,diag‖op
. σ2u
(‖R2‖2op + ‖RK‖op‖B?‖2op‖‖Toep−1,t,t(AK)‖2op)+ ‖RK‖op‖Toep0,t,t−1(AK)‖2op.
Since we can bound ‖Toep−1,t,t(AK)‖2op ≤ ‖AK‖H∞ by Lemma G.10, we obtain
‖Λg‖op . ‖RK‖‖AK‖2H∞ + σ2u
(‖R2‖op + ‖RK‖op‖B?‖22‖AK‖2H∞) ,
where we use that σu ≤ 1.
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Bounding Λx1. Let us recall that
M0,t :=
[
It
diagt(K)
]
ToepCol1,t(AK).
Thus,
Λx1 = M
>
0,t
[
diag(R1)
diag(R2)
]
diag
M0,t = ToepCol1,t(AK)
>diagt(R1 +K
>R2K)ToepCol1,t(AK)
= ToepCol1,t(AK)
>diagt(RK)ToepCol1,t(AK)
 dlyap(AK , RK) = PK .
Bounding Λcross. We can directly verify that there exists a matrix A with AA
> = Λg and a
matrix B with BB> = Λx1 such that Λcross = 2AB>. Hence,
‖Λcrossx1‖op ≤
√
‖Λg‖op · x>1 Λx1x1 ≤
√
‖Λg‖op · x>1 PKx1.
G.7 Proof of Lemma G.2
Set g =
[
w[t−1]
g[t−1]
]
. Then we have
xt −At−1K x1 = ToepCol1,t−1(AK)w[t−1] + σuToepCol1,t−1(AK)diag(B?)g[t]g[t].
We now observe that
E[‖xt −At−1K x1‖22 | x1] = tr(ToepCol1,t−1(AK)ToepCol1,t−1(AK)>)
+ σ2utr(diagt−1(B
>
? )ToepCol1,t−1(AK)ToepCol1,t−1(AK)
>diagt−1(B?))
≤ (1 + σ2u‖B?‖22)tr(ToepCol1,t−1(AK)ToepCol1,t−1(AK)>)
≤ (1 + σ2u‖B?‖22)‖ToepCol1,t−1(AK)‖2F
≤ (1 + σ2u‖B?‖22)tr(dlyap(AK , I))
≤ (1 + σ2u‖B?‖22)JK ,
where the last inequality uses Lemma B.5. Since xt − At−1K x1 is a Gaussian quadratic form, the
simplified Hanson Wright inequality (Corollary 6) gives
‖xt −At−1K x1‖22 . (1 + σ2u‖B?‖22)JK log
1
δ
.
G.8 Extension to General Noise Models
Our upper bounds hold for general noise distributions with the following properties:
1. The noise satisfies a Hanson-Wright style inequality, so that an analogue of Lemma G.1 holds.
Recall that Lemma G.1 establishes that the true costs concentrate around their expectations.
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2. The noise process is a σ+-sub-Gaussian martingale difference sequence, in the sense that
E[wt | w1, . . . ,wt−1] = 0 and for any v ∈ Rdx , E[exp(〈v,wt) | w1, . . . ,wt−1] ≤ exp(12‖v‖2σ2+).
This is necessary for the self-normalized tail bound (Lemma E.1 of Abbasi-Yadkori et al.
[2011]).
3. The noise satisfies the block-martingale small ball condition from Simchowitz et al. [2018],
which ensures the covariates are well-conditioned during the estimation phase (in particular,
that an analogue of Lemma E.4 holds)
In more detail, suppose that the noise is σ+-sub-Gaussian, and that E[wtw>t | w1, . . . ,wt−1] 
Σ−  0. Then by applying the Paley-Zygmund inequality (analogously to Eq. 3.12 in Simchowitz
et al. [2018]), one can show that the (1, 12Σ−, p)−block-martingale small-ball property holds with
p =
1
4
·min
v 6=0
E[〈wt, z〉2 | w1:t−1]2
E[〈wt, z〉4 | w1:t−1]
& λmin(Σ−)
2
σ4+
,
where in the last inequality, we upper bound E[〈wt, z〉4] using the standard moment bound for
sub-Gaussian variables. Hence, a sub-Gaussian upper bound and covariance lower bound are enough
to guarantee point 3 above holds.
Point 1 is more delicate, because Hanson-Wright inequalities are known under only restrictive
assumptions: namely, for vectors which have independent sub-Gaussian coordinates [Rudelson et al.,
2013], or for those satisfying a Lipschitz-concentration property [Adamczak et al., 2015]. For the
first condition to be satisfied, we need to assume that there exists a matrix Σ+  0 such that the
vectors w˜t := Σ
−1/2
+ wt are (a) jointly independent, and (b) have jointly independent, sub-Gaussian
coordinates. For the second condition to hold, we must assume that the concatenated vectors
(w˜1, . . . , w˜t) satisfy the Lipschitz-concentration property [Adamczak et al., 2015, Definition 2.1]. If
either condition holds, then we can obtain the same regret as in our main theorem by modifying
Lemma G.9 to use a quadratic form for the sequence (w˜1, . . . , w˜t), and then applying one of the
Hanson-Wright variants above to attain Lemma G.1.
In general, it is not known if sub-Gaussian martingale noise satisfies a Hanson-Wright inequality.
In this case, we can demonstrate the concentration of costs around their expectation via a combination
of the Azuma-Hoeffding/Azuma-Bernstein inequality with truncation and mixing arguments. This
type of argument bounds the fluctuations of the costs around their mean as roughly (dx + du)
√
T ,
which is worse than the square root scaling
√
dx + du ·
√
T enjoyed by the Hanson-Wright inequality.
Up to logarithmic factors, this would yield regret of (dx + du)
√
T +
√
dxd2uT =
√
dx max{dx, d2u}T ,
which is sub-optimal for dx  d2u. It is not clear if any algorithm can do better in this regime (without
a sharper inequality for the concentration of costs around their means), since it is not clear how to
ameliorate these random fluctuations. Nevertheless, the final regret bound of
√
dx max{dx, d2u}T
still improves upon the dimension dependence in the upper bound of
√
(dx + du)3T attained by
Mania et al. [2019].
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